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The Workshop on Mathematics of Computer Algorithms, held

at the Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Madras, from

May·7-15, 1986, marks the commencement of Computer Science acti-

vity at this Institute. It's origin can be traced to a meeting

arranged byProf.E.C.G.Sudarshant Director of Izis t i.t ute of

Mathematical Sciences, on Jan.l and 2, 1985. Those present on

that occasion ware : Fields MedalistProf. D.Mumford, Profess Cr

R. Narasimhan (TIFR), Prof.S •Ramani.I TIFR), Prof .N.Balasubramanian

(Joint Cipher -Bureau , New IElhi), Prof.N.Mahabala(IIT, Madras),

Prof.S.V.Rangaswamy(I~I.Sc.), Prof.B.Venkatachalam(Anna Dniv.

Madras), Dr.C.E.Veni Madhavan(I.I.Sc.), Prof.Rani Siromoney,

(I>iadras Chr-Lstr Lan College), Prof.G.Bhamathi(Maclras Dniv.),

Dr. Geetha Srini vasa Raof Ramanu.jan Lnst , Madras) and from the

Institute: Prof.E.C.G.Sudarshan, Prof.G.Rajasekarari,

Prof.C.S.Seshadri and Dr.K.Srinivasa Rao, The discussions were

on Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science and the final

recommendation made at the end of the two-day meeting was that

Theoretical Ccmputer S~ience should be pursued at the Institute,

in the first instance. Subsequent meetings held at the Institute

with Prof.S.V.Rangaswamy, Dr.C.E.Veni Madhavan, Prof.G.Bhal1athi,

Prof.E.C.G.Sudarshan, Prof.C.S.Seshadri and Dl'.K.Srinivasa Rao

culminated in the decision to conduct a Workshop on Mathematics

of Computer Algorithms •. The period Nay 7-15, 1986, was chosen,

Since several intending participants preferred the Summermonth..

At the meeting held on March 31, 1986, the Advisory

Committee, decided on the ~peakers and the topics to be covered

at the vlorkshop. Broadly the topics fall under the four headings:
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A. Algebraic and Analytic NumberTheor~

B. Algorithmic Combinatorics

C. Graph Theory and Algorithms

D. Ana~ysis of Algori thIns and Complexity Theory. Some

additional topics(section E): "parallelism in Computer

Science' '; "Theory and practice of ComputerScience' t;

, 'Multiplex Algorithm' I; I IDistri buted Algorithms for Graph

Problems,' 1; and' 'Mathematical Reasoning Vs. Computer Algori-

thms", were also covered at the Workshop, and a 'few papers

were presented.

It was heartening that almost all the outstation parti-

cipants(about 30) were willing to.come to Madras and make their

ownarrangements for travel and stay. In the hope of bringing

out the proceedings as ear-Ly as possible, it was decided that

the numbering bfthe page's would 'be A~l.l etc.( where the letter

stands for section heading, the first number stands for lecture

number and the second number stands for the page number). The

papers Were stencille d and the copies taken as and when they

were submitted to' the 'convener by the speakers. It is regretted

that this'hasled to sane gaps in the pagenation.(After B.l.l

. to B.l.13, the next article starts with B.4.1). The delay in

bringing out the proceedings is .mainly due to' the delay in sub-

mission of the articles by some of the speakers.

It is my'pleasant duty to express my thanks: to all the

speakers for preparing their talks as per syllabus decided for

the WorkShop;to Mr.G.Sethuraman, the Registrar and the able

administra ti ve staff of the Institute for the smooth, running
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of the Workshop and for the excellent arrangements made for

transporting the participants in time for the commencement of

the proceedings everyday at 9 AMand for the lunch arrangements;

to the research students: Mr.S.Adhikari, Mr.T.Salai Davak.od.i,

MI'.M.V.Satyanarayana, Ms.A.Shanthi and Ms.V•Rajeswari , for

their willing cooperation and help; to Miss A.Shanthi for her

unstinted help and cooperation in painstakingly filling all the

stencils and to Ms.V.Rnjeswari for her assistance in every

aspe ct of the running of the Workshop and the bringing out of

the proceedings. A special mention must be made of the help

I received frcm Prof.S. V.Rangaswamy and Dr.C.E. Veni Madl1avanof

the I.I.Sc., BangaLor'e , who carne to f1adras, a few times, to

discuss in detail this joint I.J.'il.Sc. - I.I.Sc. programme i and

for providing the esse~tial fram0work for the Workshop contents.

Needless to say, it is the inspiration, encouragement and

whole~hearted support provided by Prof.E.C.G.Sudarshan, Director

of the Institute, which has made this Workshop and proceedings

a reality.

The diligent typing of most of the articles on stencils by

Mr.T.V.Vasudevan (except one which was typed by Mr.p. Chellakrishnan)

the prompt execution of taking the copies by Messers p'.Govindan,

M.Gangan and M.Munuswamyi and the painstaking work or corrections

to page numbering by r1s. V.Rajeswari, IJIessers. A.Shanti 1 N.Shaji,

R. Sumitra, rvianuNat.hur~ B.Chakraborty, 3,. Bt~akrishnan,

T.V.Vasudevan and Hrs.E.Gayatri9 are gratefully acknowledged.

K.Srinivasa Rao
Convenor and Editor
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A.I.l
An Int~oduction to

I>"1ultiplicativeNumber 'l)£o;:y

by

Krishnaswami __Ail~di
The Institu'te of Mathematical Sciences,

:f>1adras600113.

'rhe se four lectures are intended to be an introduction
to Multiplicative l~mber Theory which, broadly speaking is a

A I

subject dealing with arithmetical consequences of unique facto-
risation. It is hoped that properties of prime numbers and
arithmetical functions discussed here will serve as background
material in studying algorithms for testing primality and
factoring large numbers e .

.civerypositive integer 11 > 1 can be decomposed as a

product
T- -rr- i. ::.1

where the t>i are distinct primes and the c{i are positive
integers. This representation is unique except for the ordering
of the Pi. It vlill be shown how informati·on concer'rii.ng the
distribution of primes could be extracted from (1) in a variety
of ways. In addition the distribution of some arithmetical
functions which could be evaluated on the basis of (1)will be
discu9sed. Proofs will not be given in full but all essential
ideas will be outlined in order to show how the subj€jct hangs
together •.



A.I.2

Lect.:!:3!'e-l:£lementary results on primes.
It was known to ~uclid that (1) implies the infinitude

of primes., His celeprated argument runs as follows: SUDDose.. .•
that p .. ' A - is the entire list of primes. Then consider
, 1." ' h

N =p L"•• P n + 1. Since N'> 1, it can be decomposed in terms
of primes. But then no prime factor p of N can be equal to any
one of the p. because if so then p would divide the differ-l.

"

ence N - PI"••Pn = I which it cannot. Hence more primes could
be obtained by considering the prime factors of N and thus the
list cannot be finite.

By a slight modification of the above argument we can
show that there are infinitely many primes of the form 4m+3
Indeed if Pl .... Pn were the entire'~ist of such primes then
consider N = (Pl••;,Pn )2+2• Notice that, (PI"••Pn)2 is of the
form 4£+1 and so N = f+~+3. j\ny integer of the form 4fL+3

must have at least one prime factor p of the form 4m+3. But
this p cannot be equal to anyone of the p. listed abovel.

because if it did then p would have to diyide the difference
N-(Pl •••Pn)2=2 which it cannot. Thus the number of primes of
the form 4m+3 is infinite.

euclid's idea could be used to prove that ·there are
infinitely many primes in certain other arithmetic progressions
such as 6m+5, but it is not sufficient to establish that there
are infinitely many primes in every arithmetic progression of
the form am+b , m=J.,2, where g. c.d. (a,b) :::1. This was conr Lr-:

med by Dirichlet, but only several centuries after uucLi.d,

iuler cast (1) in an analytic form by means of the
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identity
00 1-
S A

l1=L
Yl

where the two sides
follows, p denotes

i

-sSo with x = P

A.1. 3

are convergent for s > 1. Here and in what
a prime. To realise (2) first recall that

00 -y1

-::=. ~ ~ ,
n-:::-0

1-)-1- ,
0._ ==

When these expressions are multiplied out term by term, (2) will
follow from (1). The right hand side of (2) is called an Euler
product since it was he-who first realised the importance of
such a representation. The left hand side of (2) usually denoted
by ~(~) is called the Riemann Zeta function. £uler studied (2)

only for real values s> 1but Riemann showed how useful it is to
investigate <;(s) as a function of the complex variable sf in
particular (2) holds for Re (s) > 1. We shall look into the
analytic theory of C;Cs) in the third lecture.

W;i.th(2) in mind Euler was able to give a quantitative
version of .t!;uclid'sresult on the infinitude of primes. He
noticed that -~

IT (1--t) > I:*'
p~X n~X

"""'

because by expanding the left side every integer n ~ x could
be accounted for and more. The right hand side of (3) diverges
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like log x. Hence ,
_~ j.0'a- (i. - f) ~loa£O(rX-- +00-).

P:sx..
Now use the approximation

This leads'to

2:' ~ ::::fl.-o8lc:J~ +~C:L) -t- oCt~) (4)

p~x~ -2V ~f:08 ::x..- C _~
because 2: \? is'part of the convergent series Sn . Thus
the sum of the reciprocals of the primes diverges and (4)gives
an estimate on the rat8 of divergence.

From Buler's ·derivation of (4) an important principle
emerges, namely, that sometin:.esthe existence of an infinitude
of numbers an of a certain type could be deduced by actually
prOving that ~1a~1 is divergent. This approach could be
attempted 1n situations where ~ a~I occur-s in a rather natural
way. Indeed it was this, idea which inspired Dirichlet who proved
the existence of infinitely many primes of the form an+b, whenever
(a,b) = I by establishing

L: t-- - (X)

p-=-an+b
For this Dirichlet had to consider certain natural generalisations
of (2) which supplied information on arithmetic progressions.

The earliest attempt to produce an algorithm to generate
,

primes is the siev~ of .:.!.ratosthenes.Here the basic idea is that
every composite (i.e. not pr'i.me)n must have a prime factor.$ F-
So in order to obtain all primes from 1 upto x the multiples of
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,"1l'.
.~

~;

!:~rimesp ~ ]X are to be removed (sifted out) without removing
\'t.

/itheseprimes p~JXthemselves. Even today this is an efficient
<1.\

(way to generate prime numbers because the procedure gives all
upto x2 once the primes~ x are given, and the process

be repeated.

Naturally it is interesting to find out whether the
of £ratosthenes provides a bound for n(x), the number of

~ x. To this end let us consider more generally, the
expression

The principle of inclusion-exclusion gives the following exact
formula for p (x, y ) :

, pCA-/~)~[X-J -f [~t~~}~ p,f~~rJ+:~'52
p ~ p::f=.-q. pnmes p4=,}1'Y ~nMes

I ;:hI 'ndeed to obtain the integers counted by I \.X, y) the multiples
of primes P,::S y have to be discarded from among the [x] integers
~ x. The number of multiples of p that do not exceed x is

•,[~JBut multiples of distinct primes' p and q would be counted
. more than once; so the term ~;Jhas to be adoed as in (5) to

.compensate for the extra amount removed. But then multiples of
p,q,r would have been added too often; hence as in (5) the term

. [p~rJhas to be subtracted, and so on. It is tempting to

.remove [J in all terms of (5). But every such removal
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contributes an error bounded by 1. The number of terms in (5)

is 2n(y). Hence

At this stage we can only use the trivial upper bound n(y)~ y
on the right hand side above: Note that (3) gives

Thus
rr(i-l;-)$

p~(f

~(~J6)~

1
Lo81t -

X _ + oC'J-~)
~~~

With y=log x the error above is dominated by the main term and
therefore

n(x) = 0 (_ x \
log log x )

The true order of magnztude of n(x) is x/log x but
theoretically the Sieve of Eratosthenes does not yield anything
better than (6). This is because the error term 2Y becomes
unwieldy when y is much bigger than log x. In fact the sieve
has not even yielded the result ·Jt(x)~oawith x ] Although from
a theoretical point of view the Sieve of Eratosthenes only gives
rather we ak estimates for n ex) yet in practice it is quite an
efficient algorithm to generate primes. The modern sieve method

,-" "
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is a procedure by which the error terms in (5) could be kept
under control even when y is much larger than log x.

Even though (6) is weak it still has its uses. For
instance it leads to an improvement of (4). For this consider
the decomposition of n.i in the form J

[~:J-r[% + " ~
hl-=-TTp y,

P upto
To realise this identity note that/ n there are [1JmultiPles
of p and that p occurs ~ ~ more times among the multiples of
p2 and so on. Hence (C h.l [ 1'\1- L Y1)io r ---Cj + -J+kq n! =- niogh -+-OCh):= L, ~<3' P ~ t:r p-"

o p,<h P....h . , , ) ~g p
-_n" Q..osp +.~ O(1Logp) + 0.(· ~ n~\

~ p p<'n ) .
P$li" P

In the above expression the summation over '(log p)/p2 is con-
vergent since it is a subseries of the convergent series,

00 , -2
~ (log m im • Also log P ~ log n for p ~ n, Therefore

"'" " :l. "h.-iocr' + 0 C I)) =-" 'S.. ~ +0 (T1:( 11)'-"'3 h)+00)

ho hOld P~hw a,c yi,e S TC (n) JLo8 h)
~ !o8F> =,Lo(jP +0(-1-)+ oC " -/. (7)

.. p~n t»

In (7) if the bound for n(n) in (6) is used it gives

2:.£ogf:>=
p~h P

From (8) it follows
~'~

p~h P
and we leave this as

(8) ..

by partial summation that
rv JLoa..t.o8 >1 (9)

,-an exercise. This is an improvement over(4).
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The Prime Number Theorem (P.N.T. from now on) conj~ctured
\

by Gauss and Legendre in its simple form is the assertion that
,

n(x)~ x/log x as x~~.This is equivalent to saying that the
nth prime is asymptotic to nlogn as n ~C>o. The P, N.T.•implies
(9) and in fact gives (8) with an 0(1) error term as can be
seen from (7). In the converse direction (9) or even (8) with an
0(1) error term does not yield the P, N.T•.. \:.Jhat(8) and (9)

really imply is that ifn (x )log x t»: tends to a limit fL as x ~ C>o

then f = L Showing that a limit Q exists is not an easy
task. Keeping this in mind it is worth noting that with a

sharpening of (8) the P.N.T. could be deduced by partial summa-
)

tion. \ To be precise

£:; ~P_::= fI ~ x. -I- C -f- 0 C~) Cl S ")C-;;'CXl

P~X- P ~ (10)

implies the P, N.T.,. To rea1ise this first note. that the p.:N. T.
is equivalent to

8 (x) rv' x, (11)
where 8 (x) = ~l log p. We leave this as an exercise. Next,

\? ~:::x:-. Xby partial summatlon
0(X,) =L: .tPa e.p =(togx.+C+--<1~~j(~t+C

p~X . P . .2- +o(1..))dt:
::::.xLoay,---t-«;»: T-.o(:L)-U08:z.+~-·ex>- c(?c)

, .

= x+o ex)'
as required.

In fact (10) is the goal of Erdos and Selberg in their
"elementary proofil of the Prime Number Theorem.



A.2.1
Krishnaswami Alladi

The Insti tute of f1athematical Sciences,Madras 600113

Lecture 2: Multiplicative Arithmetical Functions.

Arithmetical functions are those which have the natural
numbers as their domain. The values of many arithmetical func-
tions can be computed easily on the basis of (1). Among such

,

functions of great interest are the multiplicative functions
which satisfy

f(mn) = fern) fen), whenever (m,n) = 1..

That is multiplicative functions ar2 determined by their values
on prime powers because c\ .

; f(~ ) == 1T J( t>~'t).
"1.-=1-

~xamples include den) the number of divisors of nand o(n) the
sum of the divisors of n.

Among the many generating functions which could be
studied from an arithmetical point of view, by far the most
useful are Dirichlet series

--== f fell) 4 •

n -:::..:1- n~
If f satisfies certain growth conditions then Df (s) w.i Ll, be
analytic in a half plane Re(s) = ° >00 by virtue of absolute
and uniform convergence. NeVertheless Dirichlet series could be
studied in a formal w~y like power se~ies by ignoring questions
of convergence. For instance the product of two Dirichlet
series Df (s) and Dg (s.;can b~ formally defined to be Dh(S),
where the (Dirichlet) convolution f~g = h is given by

= ~ fco\)~(~}
dIn
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If f and g are multiplicative then so is f '*g. This is because
in (12) any divisor d of mn where (m,n)=l can be uniquely decom~
posed as dld2 where d1lm and d2/'fI-. For multiplicati ve functions
f their Dirichlet series qUite conveniently admit an Euler
product

I>C/))::::. n(i + fCp) + fCp~ -+ . __)-".J p _ p~ p'2.4 (13)

Naturally, among all Dirichlet series the most fundamental is
~(s) having f:::: 1. ~ither from (12) or from (13) it follows

that the Dirichlet series for dCn) and o(n) satisfy

X! c)C11)_ =S0) a"dfoC:? -z: S0-i)<;C--,;».
"" =- I n~ I Ii :::I rv -

Similarly for many other multiplicative functions their Dirichlet
series can be evaluated in terms of S-cs).

A particular case of (12) that is of special interest is

FC~) ::::~ fed) (lL~).
~tn

Clearly F is well defined once f is given.: ~re interesting is
to determine whether to every F there is a unique f attached
such that (14) holds. In order to confirm this rewrite (14) in
the form

DF(S) = ~(s) Di(s)
or equf.vat.ent.Ly

DfCs) = SCsr1~(s)
In or-der-to get the Dirichlet series expansion for

(15).
>- -1~ (s) ,we

go back to (2.) and note that -
(C...••-)1. . TT (1.. - .:1::.-)

~ P - f:>~ ,
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it follows

Hence if the Moebius function /J. (n) is defined by- ... :

1,
f
I

~ if 'Y\..- -1-- '

fJ.-(.yt) - a if r?-{ n.,...
(-1) tf n:::=p I, . ~'('1-

(16)

thatE 1-'-(1")
y')=.1. Y1~

The I'1oebiusfunction satisfies

identity (18) becomes transpar.ent. \But it is more instructive
to argue :in the following manner: Let (1) hold. Then the sum
in (18) is really the sum over the divisors of m = PI ••• PI' ••

There are (~) divisors of m with k prime factors and the
Moebius function has value (_l)k on these divisors. Hence

t~Cd)
dt'0

and so (18) follows. The

t (-~fCt:)
k-=o

function 1?<./J. therefore acts like the
,i

Dirqcdelta in Number Theory with point mass at n = 1. Indeed
like the Dirac delta l~/J. is employed in Sieve Theory to select
specified integers.

We return to our original question of determining f in
terms of F. In fact the Moebius function was introduced mainly



for this purpose. Either from (15) or (18)

feh) =~ ~cd)F(~) (19)
d/h

follows and this is the 'Moebius inversion formula'. This is
especially useful in dealing with those f for which 1 :*- f = F
has a simple formula so that f can be recovered frornFusing
(19). For instance consider the Euler function

cpCh) ~ ~ '1
m ~ h /(~h) "=! 1-

Euler's function satisfies the identity

~ cp(d) zx ]"}

din
To prove (20) consider more generally·

(20)

:--t .

Cp C h) =. ~ .-:1.
d f-n ,,< h...t rY\/ h) .::-d

for some divisor d of n, Clearly Cfd(h) = CfC:J) because
(m,n) = d is equLva'Lerrt to(~, ~) = L, ~ince the integers
can be classified according to their g.c.d. with n we have

m~ n

n rz: 2: cP Crr) = Z cp (-2t) -::::S cpCd)
dfh c\ d/h cil r:

which is (20). once we have (20) then (19) gives

Cf'Ch) = ~:~Cd)2 -=- h 1T (1- _ 1-)
dt h of ph" P

Having introduced certain arithmetical functions we

(21)

would like to have some idea of their sizes. The bounds
Cf' (n) ~ nand 0- (n) ~ n are trivial. (but close to best possible).
It is more interesting to get an upper bound for 0- and a lower
bound for cp .
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At the outset note that
~.d -.~ n /' r'\ ~ ~ <Y\..loQ_(Y1+i') ..oCY)) := Lt - ~ d ~ , I c: d <, (J ~

din d (1'1 dIn
But we can do better. Before refining this upper bound for a

we draw attention to an inequality connecting apand cr, namely
'2-

~Cn/()Ch') < h (22)

This can be used to get an upper bound for cr once a lower bound
for Cf is obtained. The standard way in which (22) is proved
is to first check its validity on prime powers. Since cp(n),
a(n) and n2 are all multiplicative it would therefore follow
that (22) holds for all n.

I shall give another proof of (22) which is new. I am
proud of this simple proof because I 'discovered' when I was
17 years old and learning Number Theory on my own. So please
permit me to share it with you. The idea is to consider a
generalisation of CR(n) given by

q(x..IYV) =-2: a.
M~?L / C V"'0/h J -=. 1. .

The function Cf (x,n) has the 'linear property' ~ (an+bjn ) =

ro ( . (' ("' (/,a '\ n) + Cf b,n) because a n+b,n) = b,n) for all integers
a'and b/• In particular

cP (dnyx ) = d o/Cn)
and

q' (dn,d) = n qpCd)
If dJn then cle~rly

cp (dn,n) ~ cP (dn, d)
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because all integers ~ dn which are relatively prime to n are
automatically relatively prime to d. Therefore

CfCIJ)<5"'(h)= CPCn)Z at :::= 27CP(dhjh)~d~Cf(dh,d)=~2}1'(<t)
. d J h cOh I h =- r.({h

Next to a lower bound for cpCn). For this we make a •
preliminary observation 'that;no integer n can have more than

Y'10g2n prime factors because in (1) we have n ,)2. Hence by
(21) we have

CfC n) ~ nIT (1- - ~)
p~ iAjdQ."

(23)

what is required therefore is a lower bound for

f>(J)'=: 7T( ~ -~)
p~ 'a- ~

From the remarks following (9) it is easy to see that ,

'PC~)=expr~L,o(i -.1-.5' :=~pCr -t+ci:2.J~f;,g ~ ·2.~.$~ . p If [p~2J. (24)

Both (23) and (24) yield If
. C n
Cf(V)) /j-

~8t03n
With this lower bound for Cf(rt) and (22) the superior upper
bound

\ .

o(n) = O(n log log n)

follows. Apart from the implicit constants these bounds for Cf
and (J are best possible.

Values of arithmetical functions in general fluctuate
quite a bit. But then in many instances sums such as

, ', ,,
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seX) -::::I: hCn)
n~x..

can be asymptotically estimated in terms of simple functions of
x. Thus the average behaviour of several arithmetical functions
is quite predictable. A typical way of estimating sex) is to
write, h in the form of a convolution f~ g as in (J2). Then
the pair (d,~) can be considered as a lattice point under the
rectangular hyperbola yz = x in the y-z plane. So 'with Sex)

represented as a double sum the idea is to reverse the order
of summation judiciously. We illustrate the method by taking
hen) = cp(n) and use the convolution representation forqp
given in ~21). That is I

~ CfCh) =2: 2: f'-LCd)~ =Z f--LCd)~ d
Y)~x. n..sx din o!~:x.. c\.:r ~

=I: ~ccO(;;~fc(~~=~~~~~+~~l:~
d <x. ~~x. ~L-...:

x?- DO (h) 2-~ ~(,,):::- L f-A- +o(?CJo~l~-) - ~ L. h').
~ h::: I n'2.. 2- h >X (25)

The last term in (25) is bounded by O(x) because f ~(n)1 ~ 1.
The series ~ ~ (n)n-2 has value 1/ ~ (2) as can be seen from
(17 ). Hence

2-

-X- -+ DCA.- f..o~rx..) .
2C:;C~) ,

Z CfCn)
n~x..

This implies that the average value of Cf(n)/n is 1/ ~(2).

'}

, I
-;

i -;
I .
: :

'·1.:.': 'I
·1
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.•For o(n) the procedure if, similar. Since o(n) =

the only change in the arguments underlying (25) will be
L: d,
0)\ n

that I-L

the constant function 1. This leads to
-x.,'L ~C~)~ + 0 C__x.., £03 X-)

value of o(n)/n is ~(2). It is worth
noting that on average cP (n}, nand 0 (n) are in geometric
progression although the three quantities are never so for any

has to be replaced by

2: o(n) --
n.$" 'X-

and hence the average

n because of (22).
It is also of interest to compute the average of den).

:Lndeed
d ~~ ~.L=~ Zr,Ch) - £-...

n < X- 0\)11 d.5:'X h ~ X
h~)C.. <, "o\.~n

=-?C 2: ~ -t- o(x-) :::::x:..-~A+00:-)/
cL ,,~~ d (26)

and so den) has log n as average value. The error term in (26)
is far too crude, A substantial improvement can be obtained by
breaking the area under the hyperbola yz = x into two symmetric
regions by means of the line y=z. To be precise, we note that
the divisors of n which are <Inare in correspondence with

"-

those -, In by means of the mapping d ~ n/d. Overlap is~ .
possible only when n is square. So

~ .
den):= ~'S i + Dei)

d th ) ct~-Jh
where the 0(1) term in (27) shows up only when n

(27)

is square.
Since the number or squares upto x is O(JJ(), the 0(1) term in

-,

'·"·t:,·.

:\i
"

I
\:
,I

l

\

I
I
I
:\
I.,
:~
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(27) can contribute ~o more than ~in size. Also in (27)
there is a restriction on the size of d, namely d '"m. This<,

further restricts the"number of error terms arising ~n (26)
because instead of d ~ x we now nave only d'::;rx. Without
going through further details we just state that this procedure
of splitting the hyperbola into two equal halves leads to the
following improvement of (26):2: den) =~~= T~-r -'1.)::x:- -+ °CJ::;;;)

n~:x..'-where y is Eulerts constant.
Thus by judicious reversal of summation in the hyperbola

method the average values of many arithmetical functions can be
calculated with gre~t precision.

'""
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Lecture 3: The Riemann Zeta function and analytic
methods.

In the previous lecture we considered the problem of
estimating the aver~ge value of a multiplicative function using
the hyperbola method. We shall now discuss how analytic methods
could be employed to estimate

SC?L) -= I: <:11\
ch~x..

where the an are the coefficients of a Dirichlet series
00

ACA) =~ ~
h;:: 1. h~

whose behav.i our- is 'well understood'. Ii. formula connecting
a+iOo

J.~/;>AC/;\?d~,
~ . ~

?---rrt a - i 00

the integral obviously being taken for a ~ 0'0 so as to be sure
of the absolute and uniform convergence of A(S). Clearly a

Sex) and A(s) is

S(-x.-) =
(28)

formula such as (28) would assume certain growth conditions on
a· We shall quickly try to' justify in a formal sense why (28)n

is valid by ignoring subtleties of convergence.
The key observation which leads

a+1..T

i . S X-:cLh_
~n 1.. .8-- iT

To realise ·(29) consider first x >1.

to (28) is that for
1- / if x..'7i.

-ifo<X<1.
D '" (29)

Since xS decays as

I.

i
. ,
j!
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- Re(s) ~ -Go we attempt to calculate the integral on ~-iT,
+iTJ by. deforming this line segment to the left. In that
rocess we collect the residue at s=O which is 1. iffuile

,eforming the line, the contributions say, from horizontal
,
lines at height T and -T from the x+axi s will be zero as T -7'00·

/
the contribution from the vertical line at cr,

whencr ~ -00 and sa thi5~will give (29) for x > 1. When
0< x« 1, the line segment[!.-iT, a+iD has tJ>",~eformedto the

:right because xS decays as o = Re (s) -?>Too. In doi.ng so there
"'areno .poLes to be encountered and so the contribution due to
residues is zero. ' .

To pass from (29) to (28) note that d~f-r
a+-LI 8 +{Too o= ~ ( ~

~.~_ (~hA(./,)) ~ :::::~ J~(~Cln)~:: La~~l~)~
~ :2-171..1 ~ '2-TT"L ~ ~ 1"\-::.1- Y\ J ""'=-1 --:l-iT A
; J 'C}-1.,T 0

a-iT (30)'
In (30) the contribution from n>x will be insignificant because
of (29). Hence (28) follows from (30) in a formal sense. In
practice (28) is usually used with an explicit estimate on the
error involved in such an approximation. We do not go into
t~ese details here.

Ii is of interest to see how this analytic method could
be used to establish a result like the Prime Number Theorem:.
For'this we want a Dirichlet series A(S) such that, Sex) can be
related to n(x). Both (1) and (2) indicate that the process of
ext·racting information regarding pr-Imes: from the integers would
involve the logarithm in a natural way_ With this in mind we
first consider the representation

,J.og C~):::: ~ .I\'ec\ )

dth

i
i

ln
il
II
'I

nIi
1,
tl
I:
e
I

I
I
I
I

,,
I

I
I

I

1
i
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where the Von-Mangoldt functionl\ is given by ~.

ACrv-:> = (--C°8 P 'if ~ - fL 0 0 t;hel("tNtSe..-

Moebius inversion gives
.L\ CYV~ -::. ~ fNCd) f..dg C~)

ctl Yl
and therefore 00 J..y )t Aen) = fS ~~)\(2: h~~-=:

"V-\/) ~h.:: \ n ) h;::'J
-n~1 "

to 'The contribution due,(the squares and higher powers of primes
being negligible, the quantity

~c~:> -;:::S J\.(~),
rv~X

known as Chebychev's function, is rv n(x)log x. Thus one could
attempt to prove the P.N.T. In the equivalent from P(x) rv X

us.rngthe above analytic approach with a =.f\ (n) and
t n

A(S) = - 'S (/';J)j~C~).Sincethe methed involves deformation of
the segment C=a-iT, a+iT:J to left in order to get good error
terms, naturally this entails a study of the analytic continua-
tion of <; (s) into the half plane O'..:s 1 ..

There are many ways of analytically continuing '5' (s),
we briefly discuss two methods. One Wf:JY is to think of ~ (s)
as a stieltjes integral and use integratlon-by-parts. To be
more precise, for 0' > 1 00 ~ Jw\X.}so

~~

d..'L -J_ ) cltx) ---. - ,.
~(~) ---"~::-:r ";);..~

.- b

~- ~
~

\ \
\

,.

r
i, '

i
I

\.
1

\

\

I
\'
I

j
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where ~x} = x-~~.
has exact value l/(s-l) -», Using integration -byparts on the
second integral leads to . ()C) 1.

. ~ C/;,J - 1-+..-? f \?:-sdx.

. ,{)-:1 X-/;) -+-1- (31):t
Although (31) was derived only for 0/1, the integral in (31)

i~ actually convergent for 0;>0 because .[X} is bounded. So (31)

provides an analytic continuation of ~(s) into 0 >0 •. In fact
if .[X) is replaced by ~X~ -~ in (31) then th~giVes

i .1... f\''X.1--~ ~+ +./)""'v ?- (32) I

~ -.J...: '2 A...t~+:::1
j..

in sign and has the property

The first integral on the right hand side

The function {x}- 1/2 oscillates
that _ b

(' {X-~- i- cb:
aJ .

is always bounded. Hence by Abel's criterion, (32) will provide
an analytic continuation of ~ (s) into 0 "/ -1. Actually by
PUrsuing this idea further, ~(s) could be analytically contin-
ued to the entire plane, one unit in 0 at a time~

. Another way of continuing ~ (s) is by me ans of
. 00 "-1-

~C~) ~ S 0-:1-) ,
1-'"'1 ::.- 'j.. 'Y10

Which by Abel' s criterion is analytic in 0)"0 because the partial
sums of (--l)n are bounde'li. Notice that

Y) ~~ - (1-- .1 ).~c.~)~~).= ~C~ - 2..~ )~-. /,)-'1.

~ ~1..(2..1'" ?-.

----_. __ ._--.-
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and sO

(33)

serves as a continuation of ~(s) into 0 »0. Both (31) and
(33) show that ~(s) has a simple pole at s = 1. Aftel" all
analytic continuations have to yield the same values in common
domains.

Riemann established a functional equation connecting the
values of ~ (s) and S (l-s) in a natural way. This had the
advantage of showing that ~(s) is analytic everywhere except
for a simple pole at s = 1 and that apart from~he trivial zeros
of S(s) at s = -2, -4, -6, •.• all non-trivial zeros have to
lie inside the strip 0 ~0 ~ 1. which we shall henceforth call the
critical strip. In fact Riemann went to the extent of conjec-
turing that all zeros in the critical strip will satisfy a = 1.

2
This is the celebrated Riemann Hypothesis (R.H. from now on)
wh.i ch remains unsolved to this day. The R.H. has interesting
arithmetical consequences some of which are related to the
P.N.T. and we Shall discu~s these later in this lecture.

Although the functional equation gives the analytic contin-
uation for ";(s) t::>the entire complex plane in one stroke
methods such as those underlying (31) despite being cumbersome
(in that the continuation has to be done one step at a time)
are still quite useful especially from a computational point of
view. For jjnstance consider the pr'ob.Lerr: of calculating the
value of ~(s) at some point s in the critical strip. The
functional equation 1sof no use here because l-s would lie
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inside the critical strip as well. On the other hand either
'(31 ) or (33) could be used to get an approximate value} the
former involves a convergent integral whereas the latter
utilises a convergent series.

Having analytically continued >- (s) into 0 < O"~ I the next"::;, '" ."\

thing to do in proving the P.N.T. is to establish a zero free
region for ~ (s) inside the critical strip and to obtain a good
upper bound for (S I(s)/ <;( s)j in this region. The idea is to
deform the line integral over[:-iT,a+i'0 .as far to the left
as possible and still be inside such a zero free region. For
instance it is known that

and that in· this region

a: ~ j..- ~ ;* I

{; 7t -::::~ CJX-( I eL. 10 )

oC~ f3·t*~ (35 )

where A and B are absolute constants. Although (34) and (35)

have been improved over the years, as o:f today in 0" ;; 1/2, ~ (s)
has been shown to be non zero only for 0" ~ I -pet), where

. '/
P(t)....,0 as \t t~ 000. At any rate with (34) and (35) and by
proper choice of T in (28) the P.N.T. can be established in the
form

(36)

Where c1 = cl(A,B) .. If the precision of (36) is to be retained
.in passing from '¥ (x) to 'IT (x), then it turns out that instead of
x/log x , the quantity ~

foLb~ C-x.> :::- -------
tJ- ~. t
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is a better approximation. I~1oreprecisely, partial summation on

(36) yields -c JJLc8/L)'C 2--rc C?G) :::-'J-;... (;Z~ + 0 J::.. -e ' (37) a

This is the strong form of the P.N.T. BY repeated integration
by-parts J2.;...('"X)canbe expanded as

X.- ?L -f ?- x... , -r r: ,..

MC~J = ~~ --f~~ ~3.x

with x/log x as the first and dominating term.
Of course with better zero free regions for ~(s) the

error term in (37) would improve. For instance if (35) holds
for (5 It a then error term in (37) can be replaced by o (xO:+E:)

because line of integration in (28) can be moved upto 0:+ e, with
f:? 0 arbitrarily small. In particular R~H. implies that

-:3-.+E
--rcC?L7 " Lc?:;,;J -+ o07L-- ) ¥E:,/D (38)'

e ""
Apart from quantitatively determining the size of x this cannot
be improved by replacing 1/2 with anything smaller because ~(s)
has infinitely many zeros on the critical line (5 = 1"2 •

It is instructive to study both arithmetical and analytic
statements wh.i ch are equivalent to the P.N.To<'lconsider

N crx:J :::-:2: t-A..- C'(\ )

h~-x...
treated as the sum of the coefficients of the DirichJet series
for 1/5(s). Landau noticed that the P.N.T. in tihe simple form
n(x)rv x/log x is equival~nt to the assertion that M(x) =o(x)
in that each can be derived from the other in an elementary way.
The statement M(x) = o(x) can be given the interpretation that
on the square-free integers Il(n) acts'like an Ilunbiassed coin"
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this means that the Moebius function takes values 1 and
-1 with asymptotically equal frequency. That is among the
square-free integers half have an odd number of prime factors
and the other half have an even number. Landau made an even

m·ore striking observation that
00 /r ~(h2 =-0

~;C-L h
is equivalent to the P. N.T.'" Since s (s) has a pole, this can be
interpreted as the validity of (17) at s = 1. In other words,
although it is easy to show that (17) holds in the half plane
o / 1, to confirm that it is valid at the boundary point s = 1
(that is to verify continuity of (17) at a boundary point) is as
deep as the P.N.T. ~ In fact it was because the P.N.T. was eq~i-
valent to various anal.yti.c statements about ~ (s ) that many
hold the view during the early part of this century that any
proof of the P.N.T. would involve complex analysis in some way.
Thus when Erdos and selberg produced an elementary proof of the
P.N.T. in 1949, it cregted a sensation •

.since the R.H. permits the line of integration to be moved
1upto a = - +f:.the statement
2

M(X) = O{~/~E) (3"9)

is equivalent to the R.H. This has the following interpretation.
Consider the Moebius function as 'random walk'. That is the
values 1 and -1 are taken randomly by ~(n) on the square-free
integers. Then at the end of x steps the distance M(X) from the
origin ought to be O(X~/~)~ Just as (36) and (39) turn out to
be equivalent, more generally, the size of"M(X) is related to
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the error term in the strong form of the P.N.T.• Thus.a 'dicti-
•onary can be made comprising of statemerrtson the P.N.T. and

M(X) which are equivalent; that is such statements are equally
deep because they can be derived from each other in an elemen-
tary way.

care must be shown in compiling such a dictionary because
analogies could be misleading. consider for instance the sign
changes of n(x)-~(x) and M(x). On the basis of numerical data
it was conjectured that n (x) is always less than f2;.., (x). This
problem which r~mained open since the time ~f Gauss was settled
by Littlewood who showed that n(x)- ~(x) changes sign infini-
tely often. But the deep method of Littlewood did not provide
a numerical value for x where the first change of sign takes
pl.ace. Subsequently Skewes confirmed that rt (x)-~ (x) changes
sign for some value x not exceeding

Hardy remarked that this is the largest number to have served is
definite pu~pose in mathematics. Despite rapid advances in
computing techniques not a single value of x has been found for
which n(x)- L (x) is negative, although we know that infinitely
many such values exist. In analogy with n(x)-~(x) it·is
natural to expect (by appeal to the 'dictionary'l) that M(x)
changes sign infinitely often. But this is much simpler "t.o
ascertain than the sign changes of n(x)- ~ (x). To this end

00 . C)Q

i == 2: !"-5;"f1 ) f cL Mex)
C;L~) -n-;;-~ 'Y\ i x--?

note that
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and so by partial integration
OCr MC;x..-) clx. ' 1-

'YyvC~) =- J - ../;)+:1 -::: .'
1 ~. /)~C~)

(40) ~

If M(x) maintains the same sign for all large x then in order to
analytically continue m(s) it suffices to continue it along the
real axis. That is, if m(s) can be continued analytically upto
a = a on the real axis, then it is analytic (and free of singu-o

larities) in the half plane a >0 as well. From (3i) it follows
"/ 0

that ~/--?'S(s) is analytic along the real axis between a and 1
because ~(S) is free of zeros in the unit interval. This
would imply that lis ~ (s) is free of singularities in the
critical st~ip which is false since t (s) has infinitely many
zeros in this strip. Thus (40) implies that M(x) changes sign
infinitely often.

Two things emerge from this discussion on the sign changes
of 11 (x)« ~(x) and M(x). Firstly numerical data could be
misleading. secondly it is difficult sometimes to judge the
depth of result at first glancE:. In other words there is more
to it than meets the eye!
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Lecture 4: Prime Factors-~-----
Although prime numbers have been studied since greek anti-

quity, the first systematic discussion on the number of prime
factors of integers is only as recent as the beginning of this
century due to Hardy and Ramanujan; that is recent in comparison
with the long and rich history of Number Theory. They were
motivated to study the functions

c-' i 'a~du...:>Cn) -::::L
~jn

in order to give a qUantitative

SL-CY\) ==t c\
po{ tlh

explanatio~ of the commonly
observed phenomenon that liround numbers are rare". Both wand
~ serve as measures of roundness, but Hardy and Ramanujan
observed that there is little difference between the two.

consider the average value of wen). Indeed

2:{A)C~) =- 2: z: :L
11-$x.. t\ ~X (:>} h

= 2: [~J=oX'S t+ O(Jrex-5)
p$~ p~x..

= x log log x + o(x), (41)
and so wen) is asymptotically loglogn on average. If Jr.L(n)
replaces wen) in (41) the only difference will be the contribu-

of primes., Sincetion due tCb.the higher powers
DoZ!

ol ='2- P
converges this difference will be absorbed vii thin the 0 (x) term
above. So Sl.(n) also has average value loglog n which means
that most prime factors occur square-free.
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Since the average does not generally represent acurately

the size of an arithmetical function Hardy and Ramanujan wanted
to confirm that most .of the time the number of prime factors of
n is asymptotically loglog n. For this purpose they introduced
the concept of 'normal order'. An arithmetic function f is
said to have a monotonic function g as its normal order if for
every €? o.

lim NE (x)
x-700 -- = 1,x .

where

NGC-x..) =2: i
2-$ n~:x.

:L-E~ fCh')/$jeh) ~ 1- -f €
Their assertion is that both wen) and -n..(n)have normal order
loglog n,

TO evaluate the normal order of wen) they considered the
local distribution function

W l<C%:> -:::::~ .1-
'YV -S »<, We n....-.J :: k

and showed that there exists a constant c >0 such that the
inequality k-j.

W Cx..) =: 0 (~c.,~8~::x.- +c)
K .Loa:x- r Ci< -1..) J (42)

holds uniformly in all K. This can be established by induction
on K. clearly (41) holds for K=l because n(x) = o(x/log x), If
n has K distinct prime· factors "vii;;hK ~. 2, then all prime factors
of n with the possible exception of the largest one are ~ J!l.
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Hence

implicit constant in the 0(1) term on the right hand side of
(44).

The crucial observation is that in order to get the normal
order ?f w(n) it is not necessary to estimate wK(x) asymptotically'LS
but it~suffi.cient that (42) holds uniformly in K. This is
because the 'tail of the Poisson distribution is small'. More
preCisely for each E;) 0

vY)Li I'Y\ - e ~ t:; -==- 0.-e 2.-t -;;;:;/
b --700 / .. 1'2...-f-. E,

M-bl?t:
That is the principal contribution to the exponential series is

(45)

around the maximum term corresponding to m = [~. This means
for almost all numbers 'V~-rE.)

I WCn)-~£.ogrt./ == o(~~h-)
and so the normal order of W(n) isloglog n.
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I
I.

I
I
I
M

with regard to S2Jn), instead of a simple bound, the

gives a series in which the () -term in
)

the leading one. Consequently an upper bound like (42)

corresponding local distribution function ~(x) is

;i;..:Jot uniform in all K, but it turns out to be uniform for
(','i.Co',,·

,}.~ (1+8)loglog x, where 6'> 0(. From (45) it follows that 1.,1,.

'\tl1is suffices to show that -n.. ,n) has normal order loglog n as~"~i'

Although very interesting, the true significance of the

:,:FardY-Ramanujanresults were realised only two decades' later,

""after Turan supplied a simpler proof. He showed that

, ,..._ .•...._-_ .. - ......• ,._._ ..
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confirming that wen) has normal order loglog n. The above
method also applies in a similar way toJL.(n).

/Turan's proof put the problem in a probabilistic setting
since (46) is essetitially an upper bound for the variance of

/wen). .In fact subsequently Turan himself and independently
Kubilius realised that the method could be applied more generally
to estimate the variance of an additive function f; that is one
which satisfies f(mn)=f(m) +f(n) if' (m,n)=l. concentrating here
(for the sake of simplicity) on strongly additive functions
which are given by

fhL::~ jC p)
pIn

the idea is that for such functions
A(X)

acts like the mean and that the variance can be bounded in terms
of

B(x) =
~ (!~Cl2)I
p~ x p

The precise statement Iof the Turan-Kubilius inequality is that
2~ [r (n ) - A (x )1 = 0 (<< B ( x ) ) (47)

Y\~x..
holds uniformly~in all complex valued strongly additive functions.
In the case of wen) we have A(X) = B(x)r-...r loglog x in (47) since
W(P) has constant value 1, and so (46) follows.

IWhereas Turan's method gave the first indication of
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probabilistic ideas in the study of additive functions,
'I,~wasthe celebrated Erdos-Kac Theorem which supplied the grand
~:l:.
.bbabilistic framework. In its initial form the result was for

functions satisfying
f(p) = 0(1) and B(x) ~ c.o with x (48)-

real valued strongly additive f the Erdos-Kac theorem

(49)

~l
n~x

f(n)-A(x) <V- jB(x)
(48) was replaced by the weaker condition
{f(P)\ = O(JB(X»

which
theoremLgave birth to Probabilistic Number

may.
p<x~

The Erdo s-Kac
Theory is ·a supreme example of collaborative effort in mathema-
tics. In the course of narrating this story we shall describe
the principal ideas underlying the proof of(49).

In a Princeton lecture Kac was outlining various applica-
tions of Probability Theory to mathematics and in particular to
the study of additive functions. His idea was to consider
random variables f pone

p (n) = [1
p 0

for each p, defined by
if p\n

otherwise

and to think of additive functions f as
fen) = s: f(p) pp(n),

p
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the summation is over all primes. For n £:; 8,~ the Pp
the property

[:: with probability nearly 1-pp(n) = p
with probability nearly 1 - 1

p
P is smull in comparison with X. In addition the Pp

"

~e 'nearly independent' when p = O(X)i So the idea was to
Pp by independent random variables xp satisfying

with probability 1
P

with probability 1 _ 1
P

and to think of
Sx =

p~X

as a model for f. For Sx' A (x) will act as the mean and because
the X are independent and (L~8) holds the variance will bep

asy~ptotically B(x). An appeal to the Central Limit Theorem
would then show that (Sx-A(x))IJB(x) has a Gaussian limiting
distribution as x ---=)C\J. The final step would be that this leads
to (49). This is exactly where Kac encountered difficulty.
Fortunately l~rdos was in the audience and before the lecture was
OVer he showed how using (4.7) and the sieve method the transi-
tion from Sx to fCn) could be accomplished. Thus was born
Probabilistic Number Theory.

The study of additive functions fen) is part of multipli-
cative number theory because

g(n) == ef(n)
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is a multiplicative function. This means that problems on.
additive functions could be transformed into questions involving
multiplicative functions which could,then be studied using

• , -i: ~' -1 ,:,. 'analytic techniques as well. In fact after the Erdos-Kac theorem
substantial progress ~ probabilistic Number Theory was made
possible by exploiting this connection between additive and
multiplicative functions.

with the interplay of elementary, analytic and prObabilis-
tic techniques we have .quite a good understanding of the distri-
bution properties of various arithmetical functions ~hd prime

,.
factors of integers. still, from a computational point of view
we need to know more about the large prime factors. th ~ecent..
times PK(n), the Kth largest prime factor of n has been investi-
gated in detail, with special emphasis on K ~ 2 for the purpose
of studying factorisation algori,thms. I conclude my lectures
by describing a joint result of mine wlth Erdos on a property
of PK(n) which turned out to have an application to the compu-
tation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

Consider the sum of the prime factors of n which we denote
by A(n). Our dbservation is that in this sum, the largest prime
factor Pl(n) usually dominates to such an extent that the
contribution frbm all remaining prime factors is insignificant.
More generallYf A~n)-Pl(n) P2{n) - ••• -PK-l(n) behaves like
PK(n). We characterise this in many ways. One of our results
is that

s::' 'R CrI)~ A en) _. 'P (/')) - P <:Vt) - , , , - T,k_(n) 0-/ Lk
~ -i. 2.. I. n,x

"-s-x. r-../ C k x~7-1<) (50)

~8k~
r

,
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where CK is a rational multiple of ~ (1+ ~). We also studied
this phenomenon from a normal order point of view (see Pacific
J. Math., 1977 and 1979)

The Discr~~te Transform (DFT) of n numbers Xl'X2, ••• ,
is

, -

n
A(K) = Z Xj

j=l
e2nijK/n

, K = 1, 2 , • • • ,n.

1 . computing A(K) for a fixed K involves n multiplications and
n-l additions. Thus to compute theDFT of n numbers asympto-
tically 2n2 operations are usually required. By means of the
cooleY-Tuckey algorithm the number of operations could be
reduced to nACn). so in estimating the average running time of
this algorith~ (and certain related ones) a result like(50)
turned out to be useful. I must confess that when Erdos and I
investigated A(n) and PK(n) we had no idea of possible applica-
tions to the FFT.

~gge!,_ted__~_~~~~nJ2

1) T.M.APo~tol, Introduction to Analytic Number Theory,
springer-International (1980)

2)\ ..9:!..H.Hardyand E.M.\Vright, Introduction to the Theory of-.'. _ -__-n;...---"-
Numbers, oxford, c1arendon(1960)

3) li: Reise1 J Prime numbers and computer methods in factorization,
Birkhanser, Progress in Mathematics -# 57(1985).
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an integer x divides an integer y if there exists
such that y = xz. In this case x is called a

y.. If the set of divisor of y is [+ 1, ! y} then,

prime. Otherwise it is called composi.te.• If
ivides y~ we write xJYi

Greatest common divisor
For any two integers a and b, the greatest common divisor

and b (denoted by g.c,.d.(a,b)or in short (aj b ) is defined
be

max £d s

If al, a2, ,..•

to be

d\a an~d11.
an are ifffegers, s .c.d,(aI'a2, • • •

The
max £ d: 'dla; for'. l.~i~1-

least .common multiple of al,a2,
) is defined to be

... an' (written L. C. M•

[a1'a2, .•.. a~

. min{f:
a and b are said

a~ divides f for 1.~~--.$'n
to be relatively prime (or) coprime if g.c. d•.

(a,b) = l.

~3: Euclid's algorithm:
..~---

Euclid's algorithm for computing g.c.d.(a,b) is based on
the simple T0eorem 3.1: If b > a, then(a,b) = (a,b-a)
Proof: Clear



,",clid IS algori thm can be considerably simplified if we

division algorithm, wh.ich is stated as

-4:l~ For any integers a and b, we can find integer$ q

the quotient) and r( cal.l.ed the remainder) such that

b = qa+rf 0:5 r < a

are other variants alsof we state one such

4~2~ For a j b as above, we can find q and r such that

b = qa+r,

'" ,-ivision algorithm is true, not only for integers, but also for
--.-'~-~...-%;

- \-0. '~f: \
- :pblynomials.

theorem 4:3~ If f'{x ) and g(x) are polynomial, then there exist'

,polynomials q(x) and rex) 81.1chthat
. ,

,L~ f(x) = q(x} g(x)+r(x)/ :f(x) = 0 or deg rex) < deg g(x)

,Further if f(x), _g(x) have' integer coefficient.s, then we can

9hoose q(x) and rex) to have integer coefficients.

~5: Polynomial time algorithm:- - - - - .

Suppose we start with numbers al, a2, ••• 'an and we give

an algorithm to comput-e something in terms of al,a2, ••• an.

It is called a polynomJ.al time a~goritl1m if the' number of

oper'ations involved. is ·at most a power of the .number- of (j~gits

of max a. 1.- s:;j::;: n
J / '\ "'-'

f6: Euclid I sa1gori thm(co~tinued): combining Theorem 3.1 and-~------ ~.---'-'.~.-,,",,~.-....-

Theorem'4. 1, we can prove

Theorem 6.1': If b > a and b = qu+r, for any integers q and r,

then (a,b) = (a,r).'



:""Thisactually gives a polynomial time algori thIn to comp,ute

g. c. d. (a, b) and we .shall explain this by an example. Let us

compute g. c. d. (71928, 26344). Now71928 = 2(26344)+19240.

Hence(71928, 26344) = (26344, 19240)

).Jow 26344 = (1) .(19240) + 7104.

Hence(26344, 19240) = (19240, 7104)

Proceeding similarly,

(71928,-26344) = (26344, 19240)

= (19240, 7104) = (7104, 5032)

= (5032, 2072) = (2072, 888)

= (888, 296) = 296.

Since division by 2 is easy to perform in computer, we give a

variant of EUclid's algori t.hm involving only division by two.

This is based on

Theorem 6.2: If a and b are even,

(a,b) = 2( ~, £ )2 2
Theorem 6.3~ If a is even, b is odd,

(a, b) = (.~, b)
2

continuing the same example,

(~) 2(35964, 13172)-(71928, 26344)

(6.2) -
---: 4(17982, 6586)

(3.1)
~ 8(5678, 3293)

(3.1)
::::: 8 (2849,444)

(6.3)
:::::. 8 (2849, Ill)

. (6.3)=== 8(1369, Ill)

(6.2)- 8(8991,3293)-
(6.3)

8(2849, 3293) .

(6.3)-. 8(2849, 222)-
(3.1)
::::::; 8 (2738, Ill)

(3.1)
:::;:::::8 (1258, Ill)



,d

F~(6.3)}::',-= 8(629, Ill)

\l. (6.3).:. = 8(259, Ill)

(3.1) 8(518,111)

(3.1)
= 8(148,111)

(6.3)
= 8(74, Ill)

(6.3)8(37, Ill) == 8 x 37 = 296.
(6.2)== means that we hnve used Theorem 6.2 to simplify this.

result fro~oup.~~heory:

"eorem7.1~ Let G be an additive subgroup of integers. Then G

of the form L nd ~ nt -a3for d ~ O. That is

.G = [0, ~d, ,::.2d, .!.3d, ••• }

(This is also expressing by saying G = <iz?)

,. Proof: Let d be the least positive integer of G. If g is any
-·fh-" .
; other element, we claim that g is a multipl€ of d, for, by

~;' ' .
:~,

:i.'-divisi'on algorithm g = dq-rr , 0< r <, d. Since d ~ G we have-...,.

dqf.G. We also have g E. G. Hence g -dq ~G. Hence r t. G if

r)o, this contradicts the fact that d is the l~ast positive

, integer of G. Hence r = O. Hence g = dq.. This proves that

g is multiple of d and hence the theorem.

~8: g.c.d. revisited;

Given integers a and b, we observe that the set

S =: fAa+!lb; A,\-l E.2L1 is an additive subgroup of 7Land hence

of the form dz; for some d "/ O.

Claim: d J.°s th d ( b)" e g. c. . a,

Proof ~ Since S = da:.. and at bE s, it follows that d( a and d\ b.

If g is any other divisor of a and b , then g I Aa+!lbV A,/..L E- ~
" Hence g divides every element of S. In particular g divides

d. Hence g < d. This proves the claim.
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c d as the linear combin2tion~&.9. §i.:...-~.~~--.-~-'~-"~.-"~--~'--'""~-".~~-~,~-~~--~-,,-~
'1'heor::.:?~~....1._::. Let d = (8, b). There exist integers /\and tl such
~-.="."'~"'-

that d = Aa-:-tlb
proof: In the notation of [?, 8, dE-So

is of the form Aa-:-I.1bs so is d.
As a corollary, we have

Since ev.:;ryelement of S

Theorem 9.2~ If a and b are coprime then there exist integers
A.and tl such that aX+btl = 1.

; ~lO ~ !".,9rit~rior:~Jri~ ~
Theorem 10.1: If p is a prime and a is any integer, then either
pia or (a,p) = 1

Proof t Since (a,p) Jp, we have (a,p) = 1 or p.
In the second case, since (a,p)\a, we have p\a.

Theorem 10.2: If plab, then pia or PJb
proo~~ Ii p}a, we are through, r pka, then by theorem 10.1,
(a,p) = 1.. Hence by Theorem 9.2, there exist integers X and ~
with aX+p~ = 1. Hence abX+pf.,tb=b. Since p{ab, p{abx , clearly
p(pub, Hence p }abx+pf.,tb.Hence p/b.

~ 11: ,9ongruenc~!~
we say a is congruent to be modulo m , (written as a= b

(mod m)) if m divides a-b; we say a and bare incongruent(mod m)
if m does not divide a-b. we say integers aI' a2, •.. an are
distinct(mod m) if they are pairwise incongruent(mod m). The
following are immediate consequence of the definition.
Theorem 11.1: If a= b (mod p), and la\ + \ b \< p, then a=b
Theorem 11. 2~ If al== bl (mod rry and a2 ==- b2 (mod m ), Then



b,b (mod m)al a2 .:::3 _'- 2

11..3~ If a:: b(mod m),then for every positive integer n,

n - bh
a -::::.- (mod m)

Theorem 11.4: If ca -- cb(mod m), and (c,m) =-1 then

a == b (mod m)

12~complete and reduced residue systems:~~-=-s.-..~ __.... . 'r.w..•;._'~,,,.,...-."",*"-=~_~',.~' ."".__ ~~.:&" •., .._,._~",_._.",-"",_

Vle soY (21, ....' 8k) form a complete residue system if

81,a2, ••. o. ak are d.i s t.i.nct unod m) and if every integer n is

-congruent to C:-j (nod m) for some j, 1~ j~k.. In this case, it

easy to check that k = ill.

We say (Fl1,a2, ••• ~)·form a reduced residue system if
/

(i) 2pa2, ~.. a(J are distinct(mod m)
/'-

(ii)(aj, m) :: 1~

and (iii) every integer n, coprime to m, is congruent to aj

(mod m) for some j, 1~j -5 5L ~
In this case, Lt .::..seasy to check that R = cf (m},the

Euler1s totient function.

The following are easy consequences from the definition.

Theorem 12.1~- If (a1,a2' ~t. am) is a complete residue system,

and g.Iven any integer n,there exists a unique A,(mod m )

l~"'~m

Theorem
wi th -n ::= (mod )a", mo m

12.2~ If(a1,a2, ••.• acp(m» is a reduced residue system

•.~.(mod m ) and given any integer n , coprime to m, there exists a

;~unique "" 1~"'.:Srem) such that n:= a
A
(modn),



12.3~ If(a1,a2, •.• am) is a system of residues, which

""distinct (mod m) it forms a complete residue system.

12. 4~ If(al,a2, ••• acf(m) is a system of residues

such that (aj,m) = 1 for 1-0 j$ cp(m) andoal,a2, ••• a1(m)

'o,.~re distinct (mod m), they form a reduced residue system.

\'Ie now give some examples of complete and reduced residue

<';~~r..stems;clearly (0,1,2, '.0 (IJ-l» forms a complete residue

".:$ystem. fa: a~ m, (a,m) :: iJ forms a reduced residue system;

Theorem 13.1: If al,a2, 0.' am is a set of complete residue

system(mod m) and if(a,m) = 1~ then aa1,aa2, •.• aam is also

a set of complete residue system(mod m)

Proof: Sil1ce,aal, 3a2, •• 0 aam are distinct(mod m).....they form a

complete residue system by ~heorem: I?- _3
Similarly we can prove-

Theorem 13.2: I al, 8.2 ~ 0 ••

system and if(a,m) = 1 then

a ~(m) is a set of reduced residue
I

aal!aa2, ••• aa«>(m) form a reduced

residue system.

From Theorem 13.2, there fo:lows

Theorem 13. 3: If al J a2, o. o a cj>(m / is a system of reduced

residues and if(a,m) = l~ then there exists a permutation of

a1, 8.2' ••• a ch(m )? say
/ '

aa 0 -:- b 0 (mod r )
J J -

b1 ~b 2 $ •• ., b ch ( )
- T \~

l.~ j -$ c:p (m)

such that

~14~ Theorem of Euler-Fermat:

Theorem 14.1~ If(a9m) =1, then a <p(rn)===- :.(mod rn)



If a1,a2, ••• a4(m)be

--theooe~ t -; ,3"
aa. zz: bJ. (mod m).

J -
4>(m) 9(m)

naa. == 7tbJ. (mod m)
J-

j=l j=l

4(m-) ~ (m )
a 'IT aj

j=l

a system of reduced residues then

Hence

cfr (m)
-- n b.
- j=l J

(mod m)

Since

fb j: 1.~ j ~ cp (m.1 is a permutation of

faj: 1-~ j -S if' (m)] . flence

cjJ(m) ¢(m)
'IT a. = 7t b .• Hence

j=l J j=l J

~(m) ¢(m) <p (m)
a "t' . 'IT a.::::== 'IT a. (mod m)

j=l J j=l J
¢(m) ~(m)

n.a • is coprime to m, we can cancel n a
J
/ from

j=lJ j=l
by theoremH.tHence a 4(m) == l(mod m),

both

sides

~15: A ~rima1ity test:

From theorem 14.1, there follows
- 1Theorem 15.1: If p is a prime, P.{- a, then aP- ::::= l(mod p).

We Can rephr3se it

Theorem 1'5.2: If an-1=!=-1(mod n) for some a c n, than n is not

a prime.

Eroof~ Choose a for which an-1t-1(mOd n) and a < niif(a,n)::f-l,

then n is not a prime. If(a,n)= 1, this contradicts theorem

15.1 if n is a prime.



§16: This is a polynom~al time algorithm:

\'Ie now prove that ther e is a polynomial time algorithm in
n-~n,' for a given a, to compute a (mod n). To see this write

N
nrl = ~ £ .2j, wher-e N is the largest number with 2N< n,

j=l J

Here Ej = 0

n-lHence a

or .1. for .every j:

N E·?-l
rr; a a

j=+
=

2 u 8
VIe now compute a, a ,a', a ,

t· f)}-
Hence a d (mod n) could

could be computed (mod_n).

Let us use this to prove that 10 is not a prime

... 2N
a (mod n) j<t,")...

and rea :a,-
J.

be computed for 1~ j..$ N

10 = 8+2

Now21 = 2(mod 10)
2 -, )2 -::::: 4,mod 10

24 _ 6(~Od 10)

28::: 6 (mod 10)

Hence 29::: 28 2 i (mod 10)

2 (mod 10)

/

Hence 10 is not a prime.

~ 17: How unfortunate?
theorem 15.1 is,. .

Unfortunm::ely the converse of In no t true. Hence, for a

given n, vIe try 2n-1(mod n). If it is t l(nwd n), then we can

concludE; that n is riot a prime. But if 2n-1::==. 1 (mod n),. we can.-~t ~lconclude that n is a prime; Then we try 3 (mod n).

If this is diffErent from l(mod n)~ we conclude that n is not a
Prime. If' 3n-1 ( -t \ ~ 1( d ) . 1 ·1

.L ( moo n , zz: \lDO· n we can no t cone, UC-1.ethat n is



'me. Then if n>5, we try 5n-1(mod n ) and so on. But even

t so' happens .that;an-l.::1 (mod n ) for every(a,n)=l, still we

conclude that n is a prime. n is said to be carmichael
. n+Lif n is n?t a pr irne and a _ l(mod n.) for every(a,u)=l.

such ·carmichael number do exist and 561 is an example.

we shall give below a test, such that, if an integer n

is definitely a prime(see C \-Cf); Also

which will show that 561;is in fact composite

Prinii ti ve root·~----.-= .
For a given integer m and a ' coprime to m, we consider

" S = .f~\:·aA:=='l-cmOdni~ cLear'Ly S is an additive

, subgroup of 2L. and S = d:zL.for some d ~ O. Thus d is called

order of a, modulo m(denoted by ord (a) or ord a(mod m»~Thusm·. .
d ,is the least .PQsitive integer such that ad::: l(mod m), Since

~ (~)G S, .we have
•
:Theorem 18.1: For(a;m) =l,'ordm(a) ~ivides 9(m)~ If

, .
Ord.m(a) = <j;(m), then we say a is a primitive root.

The following is an immediate consequence of the definition

Theorem 18. 2: aA-=:: 1(mod m}, if and only if Ordm(a) di vides A.

Proof: Let Ord (a) = I.l- Then by division alg6rithm,. m
,.., ,. A ( II ( )
f\ s: qjJ.+r, o.:sr <I.l- Since B. == 1 mod m) and at'"£'1 mcdjn

ar =- aX-ql.l::= l(mod m).

If r '/ 0, this contradicts the fact that I.l is the least

PositiVe integer with ai-l:= l(mod m). Hencer o. Hence

A ='qlJ.. Hence Ordm(a) divides A. The converse is trivial.



19~ A pos}-!.i_,:,..E:test ~f°r:.=EE'~11es:.

Theorem 19.1~ If for some a,

Ord (a) = m-l, than m is a prime
.. ' m '55.1

proof ~ we know from theoremJ.. that (Ordma) divides cj; (m). Hence

(m-l) divides ¢ (m). This can happen only if m is a prime.

The partial converse of theorem 19.1 is

Theorem 19.2: If m is a prime~ there is an integer a,with

Ordm(a) = m-l. Actually more is true.

Theorem 19.3~(vague): If m is a prime, there is a small integer

a with Ordm(a) = m-l.

we shall discuss more about theorems 19.2· and 19.3 in ~ ~ 7.

20~!~siI12.p"~~fication"~"_t~~ _l?.0~!~y"~.~eE?t~

In order to apply theorem 19.1, we have, in fact to prove

t~lat aA¢1(mod m) for 1 ~ A~ m-2. Actually we can do better

Theorem 20.1~ If f o'r- some a, 'a
ftn

Q-9tl(mOd m) for every prime
m-Idivisor q of m-l and a :::::::.1 (mod m), then m is a pr1me.

Prooj . Let A = Ord (a). Since am-l:::= l(mod m), by theoremm _.

At(m-l). If A::f=m-l, then Aj!,!!-l f'or- some prime q I (rn+L);
(fh-f) • q , '~

a Cy .:::-l(mod m) whi.ch contradicts the hypothesis. Hence

Ordm(a) = A = m-I. Hence the result follows from theorem 19.1.

A_few examples~
~-~,-- -. --"-,=,",,,-,--~ .•••.

,Let us now prove

Theorem 21.1 ~ The integer N = 359_ 259 is a prime.

Proof~ Weverify that the set of prime divisors of N-1 are

A :::[2,3,5,7,59, 1151, 58171, 123930193, 687216767} We also

Check that 7('-;;~1(mOd N) for qeA and 7N-!::l(mod N). Hence



by theor:-em 20.1, N is a prime. Actually the theorem is more

applicable if' N has few prime f actor s,
2n

TheGlrem21. 2: Let 'N be of the form 2 +1. Then if

N-l
""7'"-

3 == -l(mod N)

3N-l =1 (mod N), .t.hen

I )

\'2"

and (b) N is a prime.

.Proof~ This follows from theorem 20.1. Actually condition (h)

. follows· from condition (a).

Theorem 21. 2 could be used to prove. theorem 21.3: N' =' 216+1

is a prime. The converse of theorem 21.3 will be discussed in

44.

Theory of fini te fi~~d~_,:'

we ~rite f(x) E.21[xJ' if f(x) is a polynomial with "

~integer coefficients.

22.1~ If f(x)E::d[x] and f(a)==-o(mod p), t.hen vcher-e

g~X)E2Lfx]with f(x)= g(x)(x-a)(mod, p).

By theorem 4.3, there exist.' q(x) ~lL0and r € "7L.with

(x-a)g(x)+r. PUtting x = a and reading(mod p)y we have

Hence the result. , .'

, ~ If aI' a2, ••• ar are distinct (mod p)l, and

~(.x)'E2L[1J such that f(aj) == 0, 1~j~r, then there exists' .

}x) E 'z:C1J such that

r
f(x)_ g(x) n (x-a,) (mad p)

j=l J

This follows from the repeated application of theorem
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-Theorem22. 3~ Under the conditions of theorem 22. 2, Either all
- - of f(x)
the coefficients/are divisible by p or deg f(x) ~ r

proof~ If all the coefficients of g(x) are divisible by p, so

are the coefficients of f(x). In the other case, we can compare

the degree in both sides of the relation

r
n (x-a.) (mod p)

j=l J

Theorem 22.4~ If f(x)E.a[xj ... than either all the coefficients

f(x)=g(x)

of f(x) are divisible by p, or the number of distinct roots

-.(modp) is atmost the degree of f(x).

Proof ~ This follows tram theorem 22. 3.

YE~v~_rs~~::~~t:

Let m"be a given integer. consider

s - (g a
g =- 1(mod m) for all a coprime to m} .~

¢ (m) E, S, S is non empty, clearly S is an additive

/. subgroup of .a:.-and hence S = A7L for some A/ o. This A is
'-'..-

j called universal exponent modulo m;

},Theorem 23.1 ~ If A is the universal exponent then A divides C;(m).

-Pr-oo r ; Since cp, (m) E:; s :::A~ the result follows.

!'10~~ on Ord(a) :_~.-.c. _
We define, for a given m,

\_ A = [(Ordma): (a,m) = 1; 1~a~m}

,ll'heorem24. 1 ~ If k f:: A, and _.Q. J k,. then. tLe A

J?roof~ Since k € A, k = Ord a for some a with (a,m) = 1. Then- k- m
i. e check that Ordm(a i.') = Q Hence tEA.
}1eo.rem 24. 2 ~ If k, i... E A, and(k, jJ ::1, then k Q. e A.
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proof~ Since k,.e.. G A, we have k = ordma and Q
a, b with (a,m) = (b,m) = 1. Let Ordm(ab) == d.

Then (ab)d ==- 1(mod m)

Hence (ab)d~l(mod m)

d
Since adk ~ (a

k
)

== Ord b for somem

l(mod m), it follows that

fL J dk. Sinc eb dIe;::::::-1 (mod m). Henc e by theo rem 18. 2,-

(k,Q) = 1, ~d.

A similar argument shows that kJd. Since (£,k) = 1, it
Qk k fJ t. k

follows that (9..k)/d. But (ab ) = (a ) (b ) :::.l(mod m);

Hence by ti'.eoremIK·a,d/C9.. k), Hence it f'oLLows that

Ordm(ab) = d = ~k. Hence ekE A.

25= More o~__uni_verSa~ e~E~nent:

Theorem 25.1: If A is the universal exponent then

A == Ord (a)m ••max
1~ a~m

(a,m)=l

Let- k = max Ordm(a)

l~a~m
(a,m) == 1

:;. Let b be an integer with Ord (b) == K we have to provem
that ak =- l(mod m) for every a ~ m; (~,m) == l,(and this shall...•..•.

prove that k is the universal exponent). If this is not true,

choose an integer ,c, (c,m) == 1 and ck=f-. l(mod m),

Let e = Ord (c); since ck-f-:: l(mod m), by theorem l,1S,~m F
e does not divide k. Hence there exists a prime p, whic~ divide

e to a higher order than it divides k. Let pa be the highest

Part of p in e and pr be the highest part of p in k with



NOVJ k E A
kHence - E:A

p~

= £ Ord a~ (a,m):::l,a~ m}ex 7f? NOVJ in the notation of 824, A

eeA

(k P~
l. Hence k ae ANOW _.(/

::: - p
, pf?p

is an integer) whose order is k pa .> k, whichHence there
(3p

contradicts the definition of k, This contradiction prove the
result.
Theorem 25.2~ m has a primitive root if and the universal
exponent A is cj(m)

proo£~ If A = ~(m), then by theorem 25.1, there is an integer
a, with ord(a) = cp (m). Hence m has a primitiv~ root 0..

On the other hand, if m has a primitive root, then there exists
an ~nteger a, with Ord(a) = ~(m). Hence A ~~(m). Hence by
theorem 23.1, A = ,~(m)

primitive roots (or) A remark on'theorem 19.2
Theorem 26.1~ If p is a prime, then the universal exponent A,
for p, is (p-L).

Proof: Consider the equation xA-l::: o(mod p). This has atleast
(P-l) distinct' solutions namely x = 1,2,3, ••• (p-l). Hence by
theorem 22.3, A~ p-T; on the other hand by theorem 23. 1,

A divides(p-l). Hence A :::(p-l).
'~:T~eorem26.2: If p is a prime, p has a primitive root'.
'i. Proof 0 1'h' f d\
;;. ·c. ..' 1S ollows from theorems ::l~.:)'and ~b~ 1-
~4ti~identallytheorem 26.2 proves 19.2.



Beyond the scope of these lectures~
..•. ._ •..•.---.~ __ =-~ •••• _-_ ....O.OO~_'"""~_._.,.,-",.,. -.-__ ""'_...-. _

The proof of theorem 19.3 is beyond the scop~ of the
we are essentially interested in the question hoVl

~small is the smallest primitive root(mod p). It can be proved
: tha'tsmallest primi tive root is 0 (pc) for any c '> ~. FUrtherthe Dedekind zeta function of 4[e
;~.if one assumes Rie;'aannHypbthesis forkll the cyclotomic fields,
~"<;

over the rationals, then one can prove that there is a polyno-
mia~ time algorithm to compute the primitive roots.

To the reader ~ If you have not understood some .of the
terminology used in this section, don't bother. We are neither

ii proving any of these results in these lectures nor are we going
~ to use them in the sequel.
rfi
if"

~t<?28: Legend!:.~__~X.Tb_?l.':'
~"j

~;- .

r· Let p be an odd prime. Then we say a is a quadratic
r'es i due unod p) (in symbolds (~) = 1) if (a,p) ~ 1 and x2::: a

p
(mod p) has atleast one solution; a is a quadratic non residue

,.

: (mod p) (in symbols (~) = -l) if (a,p) = 1 and x2::: a(mod p)p
has no solution. We write (~) = 0 if pia;

E29: How many solutions?
Theorem 29.1: If (~) = 1, then x2-.:a(mod p) has two distinct
solutions.
Proof~ Since (~) = 1, x2=. a(mod p) has atleast one soIut.Lon x=b;
It is easy to verify ihat p~b is also a solution and further b

\and p-b are distinct(mod p). Since the equation of secene degree,
these are atmost two solutions, by theorem 22.4. Hence the
theorem follows.



.~.:S..I7

HO"'" many quadratic residues?

30:1; a is quadratic residue if and only if
2 p-la::: y (mod p) for some y, 1~y~2-

proof: If a::: y2 (mod p), then the equati'on x2 == a (mod p). has

atleast one solution namely x=y andhe~c~' (~)=l. CJnversely if

= 1, then there is an x with x
2
..-. a(mod p), BY theore~ 4,~

. p+L 2 2, ,-
pq+y, \ y.,~2. Then x ==- y =- a(mod p).

iTheorem 3Q.2:.The number of distinct quadratic residues(mod p)
. p+],

,1S "2-. The number of distinct quadratic non-residues (mod p)
p':'l

-,is also -.
2

By :theorem 30.1,

.,i, ry2 ~ IS y ..•..p-17 All"'t. " ~ 2.S
}iistinct (mad p). Hence

~here are t~ta~ly (p-l)

the set of quadratic residues. is
p-lthese ---' are easily seen to be
, 2,

there are p-l quadratic residues. Since
·2 .

reduced residues, the remaining p-l
2

-r!',esidues are quadratic non-residues.
p-l
2:. (~) = 0
a=l

;

Proof: The symbol (.§:) has a value 1 for ~ values of p and has
~, p
.~.-va1ue(-1) for ~ values of p. Hence the total sum is zero.

:OInitting' the term corresponding to p-l, we have

30.4~
p-2
L (~)= - l( p;~)
a=1

!he_true colour of 561:..---"'-_----...-...-.c~_ ' ~

Wehave already observed that a560 l(mod 561) for every

'a, 561) ::: 1 and hence the test fails to decide whether 561 is a

.rime or not. Nowwe prove that 561 is, in fact, composite.



some consequences:
~"..._._~' ~ ~,"'~_"Oc~

We now set some consequences of theorem 32.3. Let p
prime~ a,b,c are integers coprime p.

(.?- b) ,a) (b )eorem 33.1 ~ "p = (p P
2

33. 2 ~ (~?~_) = (~)
P Pp-l

-1 '~'7-33.1 ~ (p-) = (~l) p-l
By theorem 32.3i (~) = (ab7(mod p)

p-1 p-1
- -Z-~
- a b (mod p)

_ (~) (~) (mad p)

Hence by theorem 32.3, (ab) = (!:) (b).p p P This proves
~"

.' .Uj-.:

{;5:~~?theorem33.1 ~ the proofs of other results are similar.
wi: 1.yt>.~'!~1~;:e34~ Rationali tL~.~_ insu!ficien~:

"

""

Actually so far we have been discussing the properties of
integer 0, '\-1,:;:2, +3. It so turns out (is it natural or a quirk
O'fmathematics?) that in order to understand ,the deep properties

,of integers, we should not-only discuss the field of rational
numbers, but even bigger fields, (and to use results from
seeminglyunre1ated parts of mathematics). As a start, we
shall discuss 'a few facts about algebraic number fields.

~ 35: Algebraic numbers and integers ~

Let Q be the field of rational numbers. We say a complex
number ('! is algebraic over Q if it satisfies f(x) = o for some
f(x)E, 7L./lc]; An algebraic number a is said to be integer if· it

I
satisfies f(x) = o for some f(x) which a monic polynomial and,



f(x)67L[x] 0(X) is said to be monic if the leading coeffi-
cient is 1). 2ni

As examples, we say J2, 297, and err-' are algebraic
integers since they satisfy x2-2=0~ x-297 = 0 and x2-l9 = 0;
5 is an algebraic number since it satisfies 7x-5 =.o. It is"7
not an algebraic integer, nand e are not algebraic numbers,
since they are not the roots of f(x) for any f(x)E:~ ~xJ~

To distinguish ordinary integers 0, .:!:,l, .:!:,2,••• from
algebraic integers, ordinary integers will be called rational
integers, A rational integer 'which is a prime, will be called
a rational prime.

Alge1?r~_J?~b~! f_~js :
Let a be an algebraic number, which is a root of

-f(x) E. 7L. (XJ Let deg f(x) = ni Let Q(a) be the set
( i ~l ~~}taO+al a+ •• + an_l 0: , ai ~ l"

Q(o:) is easily seen to be a field and further Q(a) is the smallest
field containing Q and 0:. Such fields are called algebraic
number field'S.

piyi?ibility and congruences revisited!
~'--' ~'- "",,,~ __ .......,._-. ..,,...,._.a...=.,,,.--=,,,,~., ..~-.- .•.._ .......•••••.. '~.--""" ~_."'. -_.,_"....,. __

Let Q(o:) be an algebraic number field. Let a and b be
algebraic integers . C ( ) We say a divides b if there existsIn -/,0: •

an algebraic integer c such that b = ac, Let p be a.rational
Prime and a and b algebraic integers of Q( 0:). Then W~ say
a"2 b(mod p) if P divides(a-b).
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.
Binomial Coefficients;
.'J.__ -__ ,_ .. '"-'"-"--.•~~_'"" .•• =~~"--_ ..-J.L -." •• '•• -.•. -, ••.•••••. --..,.-,.-.' __ .-., ._'-'~ •••

V!c define the binomial co cf'f i.cterrt (;)to be the number
of W2yS of choosine r objects from a given set of n objects, It
is trivial to see th8.t Cn) ::,2L~ .. From this follows

r rJ (n-r )1
(:heh

Theorem 38.1: If p is a r-at.Lona I primei(~) is divisible by p

except when r ;:0 and r = P.
Furthe!' we have

Theorem 38.20 If a and b are algebraic integers and p is a
rational prime, then

p
;:L (~)arbP ....r

r==O
Now we are in 8 position to prove
Theorem 38.3~ If P is rational prime. and a and b algebraic
integers, then

D P P(a+b)":= a +b (mod p)
Proof ~ Now, by theorem '3 ~ ~;U.

.,I.

(a+b)P
p

(~.) r p-r=:2.- 8 b • NOW we obset'Ve that because of
theorem 38.1f =0 all the terms on the right, except the first
and the last, are divisible by p. Hence re~ding(mod p) only
the first and last term survive on the right. T'his prove the
theorem.

Theorem 38.4~ If al,82,
rational prime we have

(a -'-a ' + a )p -=I' 2-'- ••• n -

• •• a are algebraic integers and p is an

• • •

Proof~ This follows from the repeated application of
'HrtheorG'TI38 7-
"t,' l..,;!1. • .::J.
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~9 ,= An in~eresting _~ s:
p-1

We define a sum S = 2:.. (1)
j=l P

different ways. Let (a,p) = 1.

Here 1 is the Lagendre Sywbol
p

2nij /,
e 15. _ We r'ewr Lt;e S in

Then there exists a permutation

of (1,2, ••• p--L}, say b1,02' ••• bp_l such that aj= bj(mod p)

and this follows from theorem 13.3: Now S can be r-ewr-i tten

as
p-l

S = >- (bj)
'I \?J=

is a permutation of .[ j ~l~ j ~P-0- But
p-l .:

aj = b-1 (mad p). Hence S = ~ Jaa)
" J=l \PI

as
We state this/T,1eorem 39.1: We have

P-1 .
S = ~ (~j) e2ni .aj when(a,p) = 1

J=l P
~40: Summation of a ~~tric pro~ression:

1:Ie recall theorem 40~1: For any complex number a =f: 1,

H
L
r=O

Theorem 40.2:
p-l 2ni Aj
£: e p
j=o

2ni A= e 15 and H = p-1

= (0 A$ o(mod p)

.1P A= 0 (mad p)

Using this we obtain taking a

Omitting the term corresponding to j=o from the left

side,we have theorem 40.3: ~1ehave
p-1 2ni Aj

= ~~:

A$,O(mod p)
f(t-..) = s: e p

j=l
i\=.o(mod p)



[iLfl~ can S be' 2'c~:co(mod q)?

'de prove

p-1 27[1. 2.

'Theorem 41.1 ~ If s = ~ C_p
a)e P

~ a=1
p-1

2 ~then S = pC-I)
From ~39, vie have two representation for s,

P-l( a) 2rri.§l
s = 2. . -f -; e ,P as well as "

, a =/ '.'
I p 1.. .' 2.7T'L.C} a
I S = 2:- (~a)e --V where(a.p) = 1

•...3:;1.



e by theorem 30.4~
S CL ~ ( tv) +("';j)C p - I)

=p( PF) =:F(-f)
and hence the result from
theorem 32.3

s a corollory,

heor-ern ~·l. 2 ~ If q is a prime, different from p , then '
St-=O(mod q)

. q,..l . \
\-mat lS S - (mod q / ~ He now prove

. 'ah
Theorem 42.1: If q i~Odd prime different from p, then

q-l CI
S - (;)(mod q)

'i;;/PrOOf'Since q is an odd prime, by theorem 38, 4, qth power of
'>. • t.h

. a sum lS the same as the sum of q powers (nod q). Hence

S<i= (t'c~ )-e2-lii ~ )"1_ ~(c;,j9-e2-1fL~(ty,~~)
a-I r~)

Since(f;) ::: i 0>- - i/ (~)~ -==(f) =(~9-; "
.--18'1)" (~) Hence

~"p. T;' ?-TiiClCf,-
5'9 =(3:.)~(~) e ~ (-rr-.ocj ~)

,Pcl==1 P
=tct) s(?-rIoe( 9.) by 6f,eor-eh--t '6 q. 1

S'ihce ~ f- OCrnool CJ)/ ~t: :follows

S q - I=- .-liYC1y)ool9)



[,43: ~atic" reciprocity law ~ .
Theorem 43.1~ If p and q are two different odd primes
-C%) = ~)(-1-) ~. V
Proof: By theorem 42.1,

q-l
S :::::= (~) (mod q) (1)

By theorem 41.1, q _I f--I Cf---i q._)

S'Cj- - !-(',0"1-) ~ -::::::-(_/~, -r~ p -z.:C, ?TloJ cy)
- 0 _ - ~_I gr __1 ,

=== (- y -;: ~(1::)(mod q)
't .~

(by theorem 32.3. ) ( JV
comparing (i) and (ii)

, t=L, 9---=-'
(Cy\ -=:C--\) =: :2-(.1: ~MOc/Cf~.pJ - '-. !. ' 9/" -'Hence

theorem 11.1,t-J ~'-)Gf) -C-o z: ?::: (If)
Converse of theorem 21.3
NO~ we are,in a position to prove

n
N is of the form 22 +1 and N is a prime, then

N~l
~'7""3 -:::::=. -1 (mod N j and
x-i3 _ l(mod N)

of~ For n '? 1, we observe that N " 2(mod 3)
e (~) (~)- -L Hence by QUadratic reciprocity,

3-,1 N-1
3 •("~'_I') ~ (_l'-\Z'" ~-Z-!N )
" J \. -,;-::::::' - 1

J -



,3) ( ~_\\- mod 1~)
N

-1 (mod N)
i',J-lsquaring both sides, 31

_ l(mod N)

45 ~ Vlhat is (~)

Noh'vre prove

Theorem 45.1~ If p is an odd prime,
p2_1
""'F~

2(-) = (-1)p

,i Proof: Vie start with the observation that
rri -ni ni
=u: --1+ L'j:"""
e and e are(algebraic) integers in the field Q(e )
further

nirt;:
e

,--= ..J 2. Hence by theorem '3:;t, I 3 I'

by discussing the

p - l(mod 8), p ==-3(mod 8), p =5(mod 8) and p..=:-7(mod8)
p2_1

(~){2 ==- (_l)b~ J2cmod p)

•



2p -1

Thus vTi ting A == (~)- (-17-, we have A [2= 0 (mod p)
'")squaring both sides 2A L_ 0 (mod p)~ since p is odd, this gives

A2-::::=: o(mod p) Hence A- o(mod p). Hence by theorem ll.l A = 0
- •. 2p-l

·b~
2Hence (-) = (-1)p

46~ Jacobi Symbol.- . - .-,....-.,..~--..-....-
Let p be an ffiddinteger write p = PIP2•••Pr where

•• •• p are (notnecessari~y distinct)rPl,P2' ••
odd primes.

r a
1[ (-.)j=l PJ

• 0 (a~ a b J-...Theorem 46.1. --. = (- ) (-) ~p p p

Then the Jacobi Symbol (~) is defined to be
P

(where (~j) is the Legendre Symbol). Then we prove



47: Use of J~?_~i_~y~b?~:
Let us now compute (135) viewing it as Legendre symbol.

173
Then

(i~;)= (1~¥-g3)
( 9 '\ - +1; since 9 is a square.,17"3/ -

But By quadratic reciprocity,

(1 ~3) = (1;3 )
= (~)= -1

Again

C~3) = (.~;3)
= (~) = -1

Hence (l~~)= (1~3/(/73) = +1
Hence ( "~35) = +1173,
The computations are simpler if we view it as a Jacobi symbol.

(~~;) = (~;~) = C~~.)
= Ci5) C~;)

(135)2_1
--~-----g-- (19)= (-~ .

13519= -135
= (-1j ( ~;5)



Finel remarks~
~ .•••••~=----.=.s:r-""""""""",_o.,o-=,,,,~.·_...o.c:." ,,~

Most of the theorems proved in these lectures are elemen-
and the reader can refer to any book an elemcmtary number

theory for detailed proofs. The only non-trivial result used
in these lectures is QUadratic reciprocity law, which was first
proved by Gauss. The proof of QUadratj_c reciprocity law given

. \

above is essentially due to Eisenstein. VIehave freely
borrowed numerical examples from ii Prime Numbers and computet
Methods for factorization" by Hans Riesel ~ II

•
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L INTROruCTION: The oldest recorded algorithm for clistingui-

shing prime numbers from composite numbers is the sieve of

Eratosthenes(c.274 B.C.). In the middle of the 17th Century,

great progress was made in Number theory with important conse-

quences for primalitytesting. The Leadf.ng figure in this
\

development was Fermat who proved

Fermat's theorem: For all n, a, relatively prime

----") an-l 1/ \n prime _ I,.n)

This theorem, its generalizations, and partial converses, would

be a central feature of every important primality testing algo-

ri thm which f'o.l Lowe d ,

By the end of the 18th century, testing primali ty had

achieved the status of a well known open problem and had attrac-

ted the attention of many eminent mathematicians including

Euler ~ Lagrange and the greate st number the oris t of all-·Gauss.

2. 1ie~evance in._CoIl)ll~te_~~ieJ1~:

(a) Application in Public-key Cryptosystems(PKCS):

The study of new methods of factorization and primality

testing also has taken an Ilappliedll flavor since the proposal

of a form of PKCSby RS.A[7]. The security of these cryptosystems

"lies in the assumption that some large integers are I "har d ' I to

factor. That is, an efficient factoring method would enable an

oPPonent to break the system.



(b) The Complexi ty Aspects ~

In computational complexity theory, the ques ta ons are

about the existence· po.Lynomi.a l-time algori 'thms for pr-Lrna l i,ty and

factorization. In 1975, v.pratt~J proved that there exists a

succiact certificate for every prime and also that this certifi-

cate is polynomial time verifiable. This proves that the Prime

Number ProblemE NP. Since the complement problem, the compo-

site Number'problem also belongs to NP, both E NP (\ Co-NP.

But vre know that a problem 1L E: NPn Co-NP and also n (;; NPC

would imply that NP=Co-NP,which is very unlikely. This gives

us a strong reason to believe that primality testing and facto-

rization ~ NPC.

3. b].gor..lihms for P&~&~t.Y..J'~stinB. ~

(a) Probabilistic algoritruns:

In [3] G.Miller proved a result which can be reformulated

as follows: Let n be a natural number and 1~bS-n, Let ·W( b) be

the condition that (i) bn-l $- l' mod n, ~

(.. )-:1";['h-~ "VV-\ ....• .L 1
11 .:=J \... - . - z: , • ,. 1S 1n l"e gra ,

~ .
If vl( b) holds, then n is composite and b is a I Iwitness I to the

compositeness of n. Using the ERH, G.Miller proved that there

exists a constant C so that if n is composite then there is a
2l~b..:$'e(log n ) for which web) hot ds ,

2
Based in part on the ideas of Miller, M.O.Rabin{§] g;dve

a probabilistic algorithm for compositeness. RabIn proved that

if n is composite, then' atleast halt: of the b< n are witnesses

to the compositeness of n.

-----------_._.- -_ ....•.. II
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Independent~y at about the same time, a $lightly different

probabilistic compositeness test was proposed by Rs So.l.ovay and

v.strassen[s]. In this test, for randomly chosen integers aE:;

[i, n-1Jvve compute

(i) the Jacobi symbol (~) and
(n-l·)/2value of a' (mod n ),(ii) the

If n is prime, these two values are the same.

However, L.Monier [4] shows that compared to Rabin I s

test this test requires more computation and is sometimes less

·effective Ln detecting a nonprime.

(b) Deterministic Algorithms:

In 19S0, L.M.Adleman and R.S •Rumely proposed a general

algori thm for primality testing. Using work of Ks Pr'a char' and

P.X.Gallagher, A.Odlyzko and C.Pomerance proved that the algo-

rithm would run in close to polynomiel-time, namely

O((log n)C log log log n) for a suitable constarrt C>0 (see [:iJ ).
H Vl.Fenstra and Hs Coheri have produced a streamlined version of

this algorithm (see [2J ).
The basic idea behind the Adleman-Rumely algorithm can

be des cr LbeG. as follows. Wo.rking in Cyclotomic fields, we

carry out a series of generalized psendcpr In.e tests on n, If

any of these tests fails, then n is not prime. If they succeed,

v-.re can prove that each prime divisor r of n must lie in one of

a relati vely small set of arithmetic progressions which are of

the form ni(mod s) for i = 0, 1,2, ••• where s» n1/2•

Noreover, the choice of s ensures that each element of Us has

order atmost t = O«log n)C log log log n); S0 only values

I
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i less than t need to be considered. Thus, to prove that n is

prL.'ne (or discover that after aLl; it is not), it only remains

to check that n has no proper divisor among this latter test.

Theorem 1 below des cribes the basic generalized psendo-

prime tests to vmich we have referred.

J:heo£.fmIjJ3.~ns tr~Jr •J.
Suppose that n is an odd integer satisfying the following

conditions:

(i) For all primes p and q with q G:- Q and

p-l
P \ q-l, g(~pq)n -1

(ii) For each prime pc;:;,P
e.

rln, P ~}rP-l_l

of P di .di P-1 1vi. ng n -.

- A/' (n ) (mod n ),
::::::: )'Y'p q

and each prime
e

where p Y is the largest power

iThen each prime rln is cong-uerrt tOln (mod s) for some

it:: [o,t-11
The following theorem shows that a suitable choice of

P and Q gives us an algorithm with r-unning time ,

O( (log n )L.log log log n) for any C > C
2
•

!h.e_9!'_~-.£lG~Pomer8.l1ceI ~.QQ1.y~:

Let P, Q, t and s be defined as above:

> nl/2 "'>s.t. if s r, 10, then the
/

least possible value of t satisfies

(log n )¢i log log log n < t < (log n) C2.1og log log n

A.K.Lenstra and D.T.Winter have carefully programmed

this algorithm. This program can routinely provide proofs of

Pl"imality for primes upto 200 digits in less than 10 minutes"



Vie are implementing Cohen and Lenstra 1 s ver-s i.oa of the algorithm
(which U'ses Jacobi sums in place of gauss sums mentioned above)
to test the practical value of some suggestions mentioned as
open.

Thus the prospect for a polynomiaL-time algorithm for
proving pt'imality se.ems fairly good. However, a strictly
polynomial-time algorithm seems to require a number of techni-
ques from Algebra and Number Theory which have not traditionally
been used.
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l~l In!.roductioB..-.-
Combinatorial analysis(combinatorics) deals with the

existential, enumerative and constructive aspects of "configu-
rations". A configuration may be thought of as a mapping of a
set of objects into a finite abstract set with a given structure.
Examples of configurations are permutations, combinatorics,
partitions of a set, partitions of integers, and labeled and
unlabeled trees.

Algorithmic combinatorics is broadly concerned with the
application of principles of combinatorics for the analysis of
algorithms as well as for the design of efficient algori thrns for
solving combinatorial prob~ems.
L2. The eleme~_~iDLfun£ti~(Berge [1))
1.2.1 Mappings of fi:nite_1i.ets

A finite set:- defined to be a collection of distinct
Obj!=cts. Let A and X be sets with cardinality m and n ,

respectively. The number of mappings of X into Ais equal to mn.
The number [ml is the number of one-one mappings of X into A._n
(The notation p(m~) is also used instead of [mJn for·vt.b.enumber
of n-permutations of an m-e Lemerrt set without replacement.)
1.2.2 !pe cardinality of the correctiQg_product of two fi~t~

sets--
If = m x n
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1.2•3. lli!fibe.!' of..13Jlb~~~~·:L~.1iQ.:bj;~-13eJ:.

If t A) = m, then (P(A») = z", where peA) Ls the £,oVler

set of A, i.e., the set of all subsets of A.--
1.2.<!-4 The number of permut.at.i.ons of m objects is m l

L 2 ~:; The nt;!!l1b..,er of .J?.8.rtiti 2ES 13(..n Jd of _.~_t-tnit~..i.J?.f .11

elements into k subse~s•... .----;;-..:-~.".....--:'~-.~-----.....~

S(n,k) are referred to as the ~tirl-1-ng, n~ of J;1t§

second kind. These are related to the number of onto mappings~--.-.....,,-

of X into A ( (A I = m) which is equal to m l S~n,m).

The number [~n = x(x-l) ••• (x-n+l) is termed the

, I falling factorial" and a Ls 0 referred to as the factorial

power of x, when x is a real number.

The Stirling numbergof the second kind appear as coeffi-

cient~ in the series expansion

?en -=- ~ S C", k)[~ll<-
k-==-/

(The notations S~ a~d [~1are also used for Stirling number of

the second kinli).

S(n,k) satisfy the recurrence equations $(n+l,k) = S(n,k-l) +

k S(n,k), 1"(..J\.,~(n~and:-=S{n:,4.J,=,-,,-S(.n,2)= I
/

Binomial coefficients and Stirling numbers of the second kind are

re late d by the formula"

S(Y-*1-,~)::: I.C~.}SCk,rv'\-:)
~-::::o

1.2.6 Bell numbers: The nu~ber. of partitions B of a set X of n
n

objects is called exponential. numbers or Bell rumbers and are

given by Y)

- L (~) Ok
k--=-o ,
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1.2.7 The Stirling nw~bers of the first kind, s(n,k)t are the

coefficients in the series expansion of the " falling factorial' I ,

f!l n (also denoted as x(n), read as "factorial power of x ' to

. be in conformity with the ordinary power xn) given by

r?LJ -:::.~ C)l 0) +~ en A ) 5C -t A C '\ :2-) -x.-'L-t --~,..- n ./ / -J-_ y)

1'"' ~, -- - - =i: /0- en}n) 'X.-

-=I/)C "', -i )-x)
<1 -=-0

"k [n
k
](The notations sn.' are also used for the Stirling numbers

of the first kind) They satisfy the recurrence relations

s(n+l, k) = s(n,k-l) - n s(n,k)

sCn,o) = 0

s(n,l) = 1

The Stirling numbers are thus useful in converting bet\~en

factorial powers rx] and ordinary powers xn.- n
1.2..8 The number _of subs~_t? with m element.1L_il2.[mJn/nJ

= ~"':'~-1l:!:l.L.
1.2.3 ••• n

= __ m~l~~~~
nl (m-n )]

1.2.;.9Binomial nwnbers--- .- ---.~--
The numbers (~) =

1 if n = 0, m 7/ n

o if m< n

are called the .Qinomial~3r of 11]. with res~bJ~_ ton. These

appear as coefficients in the familiar series expansion of
Yn

(x+y)m given by L (~)xn ym-n (The notation C(m,n) is
" -0

also used instead of (~).

I
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The recurrence relation fillrthe binomial numbers is

(~):: (m~l) + (~=I)

(~)= (:) ;::: 1

Some useful identities for manipulating binomial coeffi-
cients are

(i) (~) ;::: (m~n)
n
L C~) C!k)
h -=- (:)

Knuth[2] and Greene and Knuth[4] contain several other useful

-.

•

identities. Binomial numbers are probably the most frequently
occurrigg number in the analysis of algorithms and hence these
identities are of special relevance.
1.2.10 fib2Pacci n~bers

The number fen, k ) of subsets of X = [1,2, .... , n}
havf.ng k elements, no k()Jo of which are consecutive integers is
given by /

The number of subsets of X not containing two consecutive integers

is therefor; -=-:[ ( h - ~ -r 0
" R

where Fn is a Fibona£.SLllumber
The number f*(n,k) of subsets of X, with k elements which

do not contain either two consequtive integers or both 1 and n
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':'simu1to.neous1y is giveri by

~.

J (Y\.J k) h-k
,:Thc number of subsets of X t...hrrt do not corrtc i,n two consecutive

"'integers mOdul~n-l) is, h (fl-k)
, t; - L 'f"\-k k

k.
F':~is sometimes' coLl.c d the corrected Fibonacci number~n ~ --.~

Knuth(2] hus clvery interesting discussion on the recur-
rence. equation satisfied by the FibonClcci numbers 2nd the
generuting function for the Fibonacci number sequence,
1.2.11 Multinomial numbers

The number of arrangements of objects into boxes Xl' X2,
••••, Xp each ~ontaining nl, n2, ••• , np objects, respectively,

;:

These numbers Clre calledgLultinomial ~~1LQer~.
1.2.12 The B~tnoulJ.i numbers are the coefficients in the infi-
nite series

- ~,'

1
, ";. B-=1- e -=-1 B =..i Ic I 1. Q.... / ;:}- b

Since _"X-
X-.sv -r1.-- -"JC.

J2...; -1-
+ - --?:-

SL -i·
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is an even function, we see that

The Bernoulli numbers and polynomials tt..rise in the
context of Ruler's summation formula for representing a finite
sum by an integral. The Bernoulli polynomial is defined as

3 L~) -:::L (t; )0,_ X-Yn-R
~ ~ K J.2. Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion(Riorlan [) )

Suppose there arc N objects and N(a) of them have pro-
perty a. By N(a') we denote the number of objects that do not
have property 8. So we have the equality

N(c..I) = N-N(a)
If two properties 8 and b are in question the number of objects
N(a I bl') which do not have both properties a and b is given by

N(a/b/) = N-N(a) - N(b) + N(ab)
for, in subtracting N(a) and N(b) from the total, N(ab) has
been subtracted twice and must be restored. That is why the
term "inclusion and exclusion I' is used; the process is one
of including everything, excluding those not required, including
those \~ongly excluded, and so on, alternately including and
excluding.

The general result may be stated as fbllows:
It' of N objects, N(a) have property a N(b) have property

b , ••• , N(ab) both ar.and b , ••• , Neabc) a,b and c , and so on,
I f Ithe number N(a b c •.• ) with none of these properties is given

by
/ / /N(a b c •.. ) = N - N(a) - N(b) -

+ N(ab)+N(ac) +
- N(abc) - •••

....
•••

+ •••

i

~
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The general principle of inclusion-exclusion may also be
or'rrtulatedas follows(Knuth [?] ):

We are given N elements, and M subsets SI' S2~ ••• ~
these elements; and our goal is to count how many of the

elements lie in none of these subsets. Let ~S\ denote the
""

C' number of elements in a set S; then the desired number of the
sets S, is

N ~ ~ ) Sj) + ?=- ( Sa n Sk )
L~j,,<M :i,<;JC:k~M

-L I S-i/)5:;:insk 1-+·
i ~i. <~<R{. fJ
+ (_1.)M ( S1.n.

- ...

•

(Thus we first, subtract the number of elements in S~' ,•• , SM
fran the total number, N, but this undar'estii.ma'te s t.he desired
total; 8m) we add back the number of elements which are common
to pairs of sets, Sj (\ Sk' for each pair Sj and Sk,'then sub-
trnct the elements common to triples of sets, etc.)

This principle is an important combinatorial tool in
determining

(&)the number of configurations such as derangements
(fixed-point free permutations), i.e. pGrmutations

(:1 2 3 It •• :n)a2 a3 ••••

such that ai * I., i = 1, 2, •.••.n ,
(ii) the number of forbidden configurations such as

permutations with I 'no correct successors I' (An element' a . ina

-
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a permutation is said to have a correct Successor if Q. is
~.

succeeded by ai +1), and

(iii) the Euler totient iuncti on, cf (n ), which gives the

number of integers between 1 and n(both inclusive) relatively

prime to n ,

3. GeneratinE...~~~..sLRecurrenc..e Re1~ti~

3.1 £E;neratinK functi0E.§.(Knuth [2) )
To obtain information about a sequence of numbers

. of a I Iparameter I t z ,

Yl~O

Wecan then try to obtain information about the function ~ thnt

is a single quantity which represents the whole sequence <an);

a, -:-}.-,-::'(·..;r·:Jr~" /" C: >' if the sequence <a > has been definedv ••.• · .•..... ""-. _ ...# "-rl ' n

recursively, that is, if a has been defined in terms ofn
aO' aI' ••• , an-I' this is an important advantage. Furthermore,

we can recover the values of 0.0' [11' ••• from the f'unc't.i.on 61(~)

assuming the infinite sum in the series expansion of G-r(~)exists /

(i.e. the series is convergent), by using techniques of differ~·

ential calculus. 0(5-)is called the ~~f.in..& ~£!ion for the

sequence aO' al, a2, •••

Even though the question of convergence of the infinite

sum is of sane importance, it often does not pay to worry about

the convergence of the series when we work with generating

functi ons , since we are only exploring possible appr-oaches. to

the solution of some pr~blem.
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The principal techniques used with generating flli~ctions
are arithmetic and calculus based rules for addition multiplica-
tion, shifting, charge of variable, differentiation and integra-

geometric series

exponential series

)

is a Harmonic number.
These techniques are cxp.Li.cat.ed in Knuth [2J

3.2 fu!currence~:l:..§Jati2..U§.(Greeneand Knuth(4] )
3.2.1 Linear rec~~ce_~2~E~

A recurrence relation with a '!finite History' 1 ~epends
on a fixed number of earlier values . h 7,- i

r-..r f C T-' , , A--h -i )7
/\...n -::::: x...... h _ ~ I Y\ - '2- /

An equation that depends on all the preceding values haS tl.

I
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I I full history r t.

Recurrence equations with finite lfiistory arise, for

exrunple, in the computation of r 'triangular numbers t I ,

<1, 3, 6, 10 .H >, Fibonacci numbers, q>,1,1,2,3,5,8,13 ••• >
and those. with full history in the computation of the number of

triarJ.gulations of a convex polygon, or equivalently the number

of different binary trees, the number of different "stack

realizable I t permutati ons(all yielding the Catalan number

sequence <~~1-(~';»}
The simplest recurrence wi.Ll, have a 'Ifini te history r t

with 'I constant' I coefficients.

3.2*2 Co,nstant coedLic~2J.lt~

To solve the constant coefficient problem, rather than

attempting to find x.. directly, we construct a function c-, C ~ ) .•--n 1.:

wi.th coefficients Yn in the power serl'es expansion <nCn:a)-:;:~ilJb
-t.

The recurrence relation is converted to an equation in G-l (f'fo)

and solvod by means that are applicable. E.~,for solving

zn+2 -3 xn+l + 2xn := n , Xo := ~ ::; 1
f' t n+2a.r-s , Vie multiply by z and sum over all n, obtaining

SOlVing for
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To recover the coefficient xn of zn in Cf"l(~we express G1(~)in
partial fractions:

1- _
- -.5
(i-/rv)

xn can be computed as
n

-:x:-. ::::. ?-
tl

partial fractions are powerful enough to deal with a large
variety of equations. A different approach is based on trial
solutions and is similar to the solution of differential
equations .•
3.2.3 Variable Coefficients

There is no guaranteed solution to the variable coeffi-

cient problem, but there are several methods, viz. "Summation
Fact or-s t I, "Generating FUnctions 1', and' 'Reduction of order' ,
explicated in Greene and KnuthC=4] All the three approaches
have scr-Lcas shortcomings.
3.3 llQ1. History

For solving recurrence relations with full history, a
strategy of I 1 differencing' 1 and an approach t 1by repertoire 1 1

are a\l'ailable.•
The strategy of differencing eliminates the history by

SUbtracting suitable combinations of adjacent formulas. E.G'7

,
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a first-order variable coefficient problem. The two
have been carefully rearranged to eliminate the sum.

In complex situations, several differences may be necessary to
remove the history_

In the I' by repertoire" appr-oach, the linearity of the
recurrence is taken advantage of to construct too desired
solution from a Tepertoire of simple solutions.
3.4. Concluding remarks

There are system~tic techniques for the solution of
linear recurrence equations" However, 'in view of the difficult
nature of non-linear recurrence relations, the techniques used
to solve them are often less systematic requiring insight.

For certain types of recurrence equations in the absence
of explicit solutions, it may be possible to make observations
on the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions.

/
/
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\'~!~.t]..-Jntroductioil

The term combinatorics deriving from the Latin root 'com-

bina:-e' (com + bini) means the study of putt.Lng together objects.·

..Weare interested, in the study of arrangements, of configurations,

and in asking questions such as, 'does there exist such an arrange~

ment?', 'how manyi such arrangements are possible?', 'how does one

generate or construct such configurations?'. These questions of

combinatorics can thus be classified and studied under z: existen-

tial combanat or-Lcs , enumerative combinatorics and constr'ticbLve

combinatorics. Weshall see s orneparadigms of the first two, Now

'VIP. shall look at some problems of the third class. As We shall

see all the three facets of combinatorics constitute a recurring

theme in computer science.

It is also possible to delineate the various combiriatoriai

~tudies based on the different underlying domains such as numbers,

sets, graphS, lattices, geometries and algebras yielding a rich

harvest of interesting pr-ob l ens , From a computational viewpOint

the design of 'good I algorithms for problems arising in these, is

one of the most challenging endeavours. There are many .sQpstrJl-

£!~~ ~ch~r.:act..§F~zations.(that is statements andj' or- proofs yielding

constructions) such as the Be:"ge criterion for a maximummatching

in graphs which are not igood' from an algoritlwic point of view.

On the other hand, the design of 'efficient' algorithms for some

problems, ariSing for example in network flows, graph planarity
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testi:.1[S~ is tied c.LoseLy to the design or adoption of ingenious

data struC-CUI"es#

Certain,notioES of enumerative ccmbinatorics such as coun-

ting trees, Cf;les in graphs; computing the permanent oflmatrix;
-,'-

determining Ramsey n~tibers are closely related to another corner-

stone of computer science namely complexity theory. Thus we babe

a beautiful j.nterplay between the study of combinatorics and that

of data structures 9 algorithms and compleX;ity.

Now we shall try to absorb in a summary fashion the notion

and role of data structures in canputer algori t.rms and see a few

s irnpLe , but Lrrtr Lca'te , a.l.gor-Lthms for generating configurations

such as parmuta td ons , combinations and partitions of sets. These

algorithms are often required in other major algorithms which

depend upon an explicit enumeration and examination of all poss i>

ble solutions .~.D a sus temat.Lc fashion., ..

4.;:; ~t~.J2Jruct\}re§,

The study of data structures covers the interactions between

(a) .zlat~..J;Y.l1.Qs ~ the nature of data elements handled by the computer s.
(b) a set of 212~rati9J].s which are to be performed on the data

elements and (c) a scheme for ~tqrag~ ...£epre_sen..iation that specifies

how these data eLeme r.t.s are stored and netrieved in a computer.

It is possible in general to delink the third issue, at the first

level of 8.lgori thm desi gn and analysis. Nowwe .shaLl, look at the

:first two issues.

1" \;hes I and rchar:§..cJ~.!'.§.(symbols of an alphabet set), we shall regard

some more complicated objects such as, Ant~1:yals, lists and ~



2..Spr-Lmit.L ve data types. An interval C~.. kJ is a sequence of

integers j, j+l, .••• , k , A J-ist q = ~l' ••• , XnJ is a sequence

cf arbitrary elements, s orne of whi.ch may be repeated. xl is the
1-

heCldof the list q and L2' ... , XnJ the tail of the list q.

The baSic operations on lists are~

J~ ~':.-<?c~.>!?S~ given a list I' -= EI'
return the ~_-th clement q(i) =:;

I d.••• , XnJ an an

If if{: 1i":.ri1 '
integer L,

q(i) hasx .•
l

2. SgrJ?lliS?~~:rS:)2l,;1"Y.~5d

) • ~9.};;.t!?t ~re turn CJ C - · j] =:; l.=i'

d·2fauIt cond.l t.Lons ,
• • • 9

X.J with appropriate
J ,

CQ:1CEJtenationof t.hc list q and r •

5. de1'2te
~~ ••••.••. - __ .-=-.-.>O

8• ;~Ln..9-..:J~2.?t

9 0 ;)~9~1

Notice that some of the operations listed above arc mor-e basic than

othc;~s. Indeed, these can all be expressed in terms of access,

8ublist and conca tena t.ion oper?;tions. Especially important are

the: specfa L cases of access, sublist and concatenation that marri,»

pulato the ends cf the list ~

QUSh;. given a list q and a.i eLernerrt x , replace q by ex] /q

Qg.p' gi vc:nq, replace CJ. by q C?.]
~~~t~~ given q, ~eturn q( lq\ )



.tPJect given q and an element x , replace q by q/'lx]

~je.91 given q, replace q by q [. \q I - IJ
A list on which the operation access-head, push and pop are

possible is called a stacE. A stack is also called a last-in-first-

out (LIFO) list. A list in which access-head, ihject and pop are-~
possible is a .9..ue~ue(first-in-first-ou:t list). A list on which

all six operations are possible is a Aeg~ (double-ended-queue).

If all operations but eject are possible the list is an ou~~~-

restr:iJ£t.ed Q.egue..

A seJ~ ~ = [Xl' x2 $ •••• , Xn~ is a collection of distinct

elements. Unlike a list, a set has no implied ordering of its

elements. The important o"'~~Xtions are un.i on, intersectioh and

difference.

A ~ f = [r1' Y1]. ~2' Y2] • "" [>i". Y111} is a
ordered pa Lreno two having the same first coordinate -set of

(haad ), The domain of f is the set 01' first coordinates domain

(f) = ~Xl' x2' ••• , xn1. The range of f is the set of tails.

~nge (f) = [Yl' Y2' ••• , Yn}. .rr x1:domain(f) then f(x)=n..ul1•

The assign::nent f(x)=nLill. merely deletes the pair [x, f(X)]. We

can regard a list q as a map with domain \1.. lq \] •

..:....,;;~~..;.R;;;.;e;.tp~r~e;.;;;sf:nt~i£Y.l.

There are several good ways to represent maps, sets and

using ~..£.~~ and illkeLstrus::iures (collections of nodes

teraonnected by painters). These representations correspond to

structures of random-access and pOinter machines res-

they allow access i.ng or redefining, say f(x) given x

Q(l) time. (Note that in the latter case the map is defined
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between a set of nodes and fQDction values).
We can represent a set by using it9 characteristic function

over some universe or by using one of the list representations.
ignoring the induce d order of the elements. Membership, insertion,
deletion all with respect to one set takes 0(1) time. But the
study of union and membership operations in a collection of sets
is a non-trivial task.

We can represent a list either by an array or a linked
structure. The easiest kind of list, tr~ stack q, can easily be
stored in'an array a with the sbrage representation scheme
q(l) = a(kTl-~) maintaining the last filled (positrl on as an'integer
.k. ,If k=O the stack is empty. Every stack operation takes 0(1)
time. We can extend the representation to deques by keeping two
ihtegers j and k indicating the two ends of the de,9ue and allowing
the deque to 'wrap around I from the back to the front' of the array ~
The correspondence between deque and array is q(i) = a( « j+i-l)
mod n )+1) where n is the size of the array. Each of the deque
operations takes 0(1) time.

:1- '2. 3 4- 5 . .
:;c X- x, :::c..
4 3 2- --:1. stack

...•.. -....

There are many \~ys to represent a list as a linked
,

structure classified as single or double and linear or circular.
In a Singly linked list each node has a pointer to the next node
on the list (its succc seor Jj in a doubly linked list each node
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alsO has a pOinter to the previous node (its predecessor).. In a
linear list the successor of the last node is null, as is the
predecessor of the first node; in a circular list the successor
of the last node is the first node and the pr-e de cess or' of the
first node is t.he last node. We access a linear list by means of
a pDinter to it, head, a circular list by means of a pointer to
its tail.

Next using these primitive data structure it is possible
to build compound data structures such as trees and graphs.. More
complicated po.irrte r me chani.sas are required to represent them.

'Algorithmic efficiencies often arise from the right choice of data
structures based on the nature of operations employed in the steps
of the algorithm.

I
I
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~J.;...J!lEoduction
In many combinatorial algorithms, it is often required to

examine permutations, combinations and partitions of a finite set
in a systematic fashion. Sometimes it is also required to generate
compositions and partitions of inte gers. It may be require d to
produce the configuration given its relative sequence number in
some scheme of generation and vice-versa. It'may also be desira~
ble to develop both recursive and iterative versions of such
algorithms so that they may be adapted easily to the main algo-
rithms. Finally there is the matter of efficiency. All these
algorithms are inneFently exponential-time, since the underlying
numbers of configurations in all these cases are exponential.
However, in practice, the average -case performance would depend
on the particular application, scheme of gen.eration and the
choice of appropriate data structures. In what follows we shall
See a few simple algorithms for the generation of these configu-
rations. The algorithms are presented at a ~acro level in a
pidgin language to facilitate understanding.

d.2 Lexi~ographically n~t permut~i£Q

Given an rr-perrmrta t.Lon n = fal, a2, ••• , ans of [1,2, •• ,~

to find th~ "next 1 n-permutation in tl1elexicographically.
increaSing order.
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for jo_ n to 1 do0-

find first j s.t a. 1< a.J- J

2~ for K~= n to j do

find first k s.t aj_l < ak

interchange a'l and aJ- k

if j < n then r-ever-se the se quence from j thru n

i •e • (a ., a J' +1'0' ., an) -7 (a ,a 1' •'•• , a.)
J - n n- J

1& parti~ tra...£€.

'l4823615

74823651

74825136

j = n = 8, k=8, 1 <-15

j = 6, k = 7, 3~ 7' 5, (,5 31)4-7 (136)

•.

••

.Q.uestion~ Let /"> = 1,2, .. 1. ,n! .denote the sequence number of a

permutation n generated by this s~heme. Describe a method to

obtain n given its sequence number ~. and vice-versa.

~3. ACjjacen.t transpolliion.9£. Mj~n £l}~nge_ generator f2.[

!l:l2.ermutation ~ The ~si ve JlLeth.£Sl,2,J'..J2teinhaus.

(see l\'1.Gardner~ some new and dramatic demonstrations of number

theorems with playing cards, §2i-Amer. ~231J Nov.1974, pp.122-la5,

for a beautiful description of tllis method).

Given a set S = [1,2, .... ,n} , we define a~ undirected graph

G(nl whoso vervt.i, ces . b th I t t· f S dF 'v v are gi,ven yen. rr-per'mu a l.ODS 0 an

(n;p) i~ an edge of G(n) if and only if the permutations 'It and p
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fer only in two neighboring components. A Hamiltonian pa'th in
(n) corresponds to a sequence of permutations in which each per=-

utation is de~ived from its predecessor by transporing two adja-
elements #

Steinhausts method can be described by a sequence T. ofa
- 1, transpositions. The permutation are constructed induc-

ively as follows. For n=l, it consists of the I-permutation.
of (n-l )-permutations be given. Rl.e ci.ng n at

the right of the first (n-l )-permutation we obtain the first n-
permutation. The n-l next ones are obtained by successively
transpOSing the element .n with its left-neighbour, till it is

.~;'found at the left of the first (n-l )-permutation. Then the (n-l)-
permutation is replaced by the next (n-l)-p~rmutation and the
element n is moved right successively.

Partial trace: ..

1 1-_ 2 1 2~ 3 1- 2- 3' :~'4' .._ II .21 ;2 -3 4 5 ••• n
'7

2 1-7 1 3 2 ----7':U 2 3
~

4 .~
3 1 2 1. 4 2 3 •
3 2 1 4'L 2 3 •
2 3 1 4 1 3 2 •

2 1 3 1 4 3 2 •

•
•
•

2 1 3 4 2 1 3 4 5." .n
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Note ~l The graph G(4) is the line graph of a s'blld trlU1cated-
octahedron, replicas of which can till 3-spa.ce, in the 'simplest'

possible way (see H.Steinhaus~ mathematical snapphots, oxford 1960)

2. The sequence of permutations produced this v,ay is a mini-

mumchange permutation sequence.

3. Some other schemes of permutation generation are based on

rever~e lexicograpluc order (last entry marked last), Fike's order

based on factorial representation of integets et c,

Question~ Obtain the permutation sequence h:Umber given a permu-~ •... .......--=e

tation ane. vice -versa in the adjacent mark soheme~

5.4' GeneratinJi~r~~~biD~tions lex~cgPraphic~ilY

To generate r=-ccmb.tnat.Lon of a fiet S :: [1,2, •••. , n} in a

lexicographically increasing order ..

~lgori~..-Q~

~~~ generate (1,2, ••• 1')

ete~2~ whik (aI' a2, •••. t aI") r (rt~f+l, n-r+z , ••• , n )
~

let j be the largest integer s~t a .+ 1~ n' and a .+ 1
J J

Construct the r-canbina-

..., , a. l' a.+ IJ a.+ 2,Jr- J J
...~ a +(r-j+l))

j

~E..id-on~ 1. Establish a correspondence between a r-combination and
~

its sequence number.
.

2. Write the pcheme for reverSe lexicographic generation#

~5 Generati-2ll."2LParJ1Jiops of Sets

Weshall now study the problem of generating all partitions

of a set of n elements into internally unordered and indistingui-

Shable cells. The number of cells is not specified.
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We shall list a record each partition of f1,2, ••• ,n} by
listing the cells one after the other with cammas to mark the

cells. For example}T104,26,5, is a partition
into three cells with n=6. Actually the algorithm should output
a cell number, or @2nerate a ~~vec~o~.

The order in which the partitions are generated is defined
cursively.

The only partition for n=l is "I,'- , .
2. Assume that the order for n-l is defined. We start with

,12.•••n,

3. Next, n moves into a new cellon the r-hs : ,12••• (n-l),n, •
4. Now generate the next partition for n-l, ignoring the n,

5. We get ,12••• (n-2), (n-l In.
6. Next n moves in each step into the neighboring cellon the

rhs, and after it is alone in a cell, it jumps into the
first cell .•

7. Again a new partition for n-l is generated, and n jumps to
the right into an empty cell moves to the left until it
reaches the second cell.
Thus the orbit of n is to the e;x.tremeright, moves to the
left one cell at a time stoP$ at the second cell.

8... After a new partition of n -L is generated (if one exists) it
moves, one cell at a time, to the right until it is alone in
the extreme cellon the right and jumps to the first. Again,
after a new pprtition for. n-l is generated, the orbit is
restarted.



For an implementation of the algorithm we use the following

fOur vectors :

1. Let A(l), A(2), ••• ,A(n) be the ~tivity ve~tor. An element i

is called autive if it is moving in its orbit andhas pot reached

a rest state in the first or second cell. Weassign A(i )=-1 if i

is active, Q otherwise. Thus, Lrii.t.La Lly A(l)=O, A(2):A(3)= •••

A(n)=l.

2. Let D(h), ••• ,D(n) be the ~rection ~to~. Weassign D(i)=2

initially far all.1. If i starts a left-going orbit (from first

cell to extreme right and step by step to the second cell} we

assign D(i)=l. If i starts a right-80ing orbit (from second cell

step by step to t.he extreme right and jU'11I' to the first CGIIJ

D(i )=0•.

3. Let ct i ),....,C(n) be a ~ell ~cto£.1 that is C(i) is the

number of elements in the ith cell. Initi.::.lly, C(l)=n, C{2)=1o •• =

C(n)=O.

4. ,Let P(l), •• qP(n) be the J2.2!2it~n~V~9~or; that is P(i) is the

number of the cell in which the eLemerrt i is pr-e sunt.Ly located.

Initially, P(i)=l for all i.

~t£: In the partial table that follows \~ show the state of al1

the vectors in each one of the steps in the generation of the

p~rtitions for n=4. It should be noted that, in ~neral, whenever

i moves all the elements j >i are in the first and second cell.
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~.-~~ =--=-'" ... -- -----~. --
S.No .• A B C p' Partition

~~--'"~.-o __~_
1· 0111 2222 4-000 llll ,1234·,

2. 0110 2220 3100 1112 ,123,4,

3. 0101 2200 2200 1122 ;12,34,

4. 0101 2200 2110 1123 ,12,3,4 ,

5. 0100 2201 3100 1121 t124,3,

6. 0011 2001 2200 1221 ,14,23,
• • • • ~
• • ". • •
• • • ..

14. 0001 2011.. 2110 1210 i::L.3,2,4 ,

15. 0000 2010 2200 1212 ;13,24,

-----..-... ..•_. - ...•-~~- .' f .:~ -. ~

5 -9.. parj:..iti on ot Inj:]£E.er~
The partition of apositiveinteger n into k; P.~fts can be

generated in lexicographic order as follows:
~:I£;oritbm ~ :Parti tion

k~=l; Pk:=n; po=-l;
while k ~ n de
begin
output fpl' P2'···'Pk~
i :=1\.-1

while P~-Pi < 2 do
begin
i: = i-I

if itO then
for j :=k-l to i by -1 do p .::.::p. +1

J l

else for j:=l to k do begin

-------.."..".......~.--... - ...
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P,. ~ = 1,°-J
k: = k+1;

end

= n -
k-1
'>
j=l

p.
J

end
end

As an cxampf,e cons ider n=12, k=5~ Givan the partition [1,1,3,3 A}.
WeSGe that 4 is greater by 2 than the second 1 (right most) and

so the next partition in iexica1 order is [1,2,2,2,53 .

••

PCkj
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6. PROPERTIES OF PEHMUTATION S=~-~- __ -"",,~....c=.~.~. ~:::..:::IC:.. __ ,-",,~ .• ~~_ ~~~~~ r.__

Dr. C.E. Veni Madhavan
Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore - 560 012.

6.1 Prel_iminar ie.§.

.0;filf...illJm: A ~r~2.E-21l of a set Mis a bije cti ve map of M onto

::_tself. The set of all permutations of 1'1 is denoted by S(1'1). The

permutation 0'0 ~ S(M) with ~o(x)=x for all xE 1'1is called the

}=dentitYJ?~utatlo~.

S(fd) is a .Ls,)2TIIIlekic)grou.Qwith the uru t element 0'0 and

with the composition 0 of permutations as operation. Generally a

subgroup G of S(1\1)is called Jlermutat:k,9n g£o'!::!p.of rv1. Without

loss of generality, vre restrict our further considerations to the

case of f1 being a finite subset of . flY. There are many ways of

representing a permutation of S(1'1).

1. Standar.d notation: The permutation a;1'1~Ivris wr Ltten in a

two-line notation - the elements of 1'1in a top row and underneath

each element the mapping under a. Thus

(~2 3 4 5 6 7t 8 :)5 6 4 8 7 3 1

represents a a S( IN ).
"/

2. ~nearpotation: The linear notation of a permutation

aE S(1'1), 1'1=\t) ,is the sequence 0(1), 0(2), ••• ,o(n). Generallyn
the linear notation _of a permutation r-e qui.r-es a fixed ordering

on 1'1.

3. graph notation: The permutation 0' E S(1'1)is represented by a

Simple digraph Go = (1'1,A)where the edge set
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4. fY,cle no+atLon e Let oE S(M) and ~ E r,1. The sequence il,i2,

i
3

.• " with i. = O(i.. l)~ j:2,3A, ••.. , has the property that
• J ;;3--

there is an element in which has already appeared among il ,i2,· ..•

ih-l~ because M is a finite set. Let in be the first element with

this property: in must be il, because, in the contrary case, we
have for some j EM: j=O(ik) = O(it) with ikfit" The sequence

il, i2, ....• ik of minimal length k with O(ik) = il is called the

9yc~e of ~enera~~~ il• Obviously a cycle of 0 generated by

some element il E M is uru.queLy determined by ee.ch of its eiements •

.The set of cycles of a permutation 0(;- sO,1) forms a partition

on M. A permutation 0 is wr-Lt.te n in cycle notation, if

o ::: ill' i12, ....• ~r 1 { ••• I ipl' ip2' •.•.•, ipr D

where i 01' ••• , i. , 1.::s j~ p are the cycle of p. Thus the
J Jrj

cycle notation of the above permutation 0 is 4/5,8,1,2/7,3,619.

It is also written as (4)(5812)(736)(9). Note that this is not

unique - (1258)(4)(367)(9), (673)(4)(9)(8125) are all equivalent

to this"

The permutation can also be wr-Ltten in a canonic..§1.'£yc1e

,£.~I2resentation as follows. The element ij1, l'5.Sj-$'p are called

~~~ders of the p cycles of o. When0 is written in the cycle

notation with the least element of each cycle as the 10 ader , and

the clifferent cycles wr.i, tten in a decr-easLng order of leaders then

i.~re have a canonical 9'y~~resentation
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I ipl' ••• ,..., •••

or 0' = (ill' i12, ••.• , il
r
1) ••• (ipl ••• i

prp
2

iJol = min r i ok: l~ k <r ol 1« j «p. J <, J () <, '-'
J

ijl) ikl whenever j< k and l:S:j, k~p"

with

and

Thus the canonical cycle representation of the permutation C5 above

is 0'=(9)(4) (367 )(1258) ..

Finally note that there is a correspondence between the

directed cycles appearing in the graph notation and the cycles in

the cycle nota ti on of (J.

5. Matrix notati2Q~ A permutation O'ES(JVI)is represented by a

TIL x m matrix To' m = ( mI ' defined by tij = OJ, O'(i). Thus the

permutation 0 above is represented by the matrix To with ~2=t25=

t36=t44=t58=~7=t73=t81=t99=1 and all other entries as 0.. Clearly

a m x m matrix represents a permutation if and only if all rows

and col.umns of the matrix have exactly one entry 1 and (m-L)

entries O. Such a matrix is called a .I2...~rnut~i0l2.-J!latrix.

Question: Wnat is its inverse? and what does the inverse corres-
"""~~~~.;..

pond to?)

Permutations are of special importance in the study of

sorting algorith~s, since they represent the unsorted input data.

In order to study the efficiency of different sorting methodS, we

will warrt to be able to count the number of permutations which

cause a certain S.tcR_ of' 11 sorting procedure to be executed a

certain number of times. In the set of talks on analysis of
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algori 'thms we will see the relevance of these properties. Wehave

already seen t.wo algorithms for the generation of permutations.

The purpose of this talk is to have a glimpose of the several

interesting properties of permutationswhich are sufficiently

p~easing to be interesting in their ownright, which will help

us learn a good deal about combinatorial mathematics and which

will help us analyse various algorithms.

The various properties are left-to-right minima and

maxima, runs -up and runs=down, cycles (length and number) product

of permutations inversions, inverse$.} involutions and tableaux.
1

Wewill encounter s orneof these again during our study of analysis

of algorithms. It is convenient to develop these systematically.

We shall look at cycles in permutations separately ..

§..2.~. Inversions Let:):· (al a2 a3
fl ,2 , ••.• ,r0-' If i"<-.j and ai /' a j

an inversion of the permutation 0 •.~-,~.~

••• a ) be n permut~tion ofn
the pair (n., a.) is calleda J
Each inversion is a pair of

elements that is 'out of sort'. The only permutation which hns

no inversions ia the sorted permutation (12, •.. ,n). This connec-

tion with sorting is what makes 'inversions' so interesting to

us.

The concept of inversions WClS introduced by G-cramer in

1750 in connection with his fnmous rule for solving linear equn-

tions. He defined the determinant of a matrix as

~
(h

.)G
h/
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whete the sum is over nIl permut.a't.i.on of [1,2 ~••• ,n] and I( 0) is

the number of inversions of the permutation 0 •

The in~~t~ls blb2 •••• bn of the Rermutation

a a
2
- •• a is ob ta ine d by letting b. be the m..unber of elements to.

I n J
the le~t of j that are g[ea~~~a~ j (i.e. bj is the number of

inversions whos e se cond component is j). For example

(5 ::: (591826473) has the inversion table (236402210). By defini-

tion, we have bn=O, O~bi .:sn-i, i=1,2, ••• ,n-l.

The most important fact about permutntionSis M.Hall's

observation (see f£~~.§~. ~. Math. y6 1956, pp.203) that

an inversion table Q'1.iquely determines the corresponding permu-

tation.

Question: D:?scribe an a.Lgor-L tbm to generate the permutation

corresponding to an inversion table.

Inversions are easier to count since the b., IS are comple-
.J..

tely independent of each other. Lat.er' Viewill be dealing with a

problem of determining thG average number of rig..ht to left maxuna ,

For example, in the permutation 0 above the r-l-maxima are 3,7,8

and 9. This is the number of j such that b.=n-j. Since b.=n-i
J l

with probability l/n-(i-l) independent of each other , it is

clear that the average number of right-to-left maxima is
1\'" -1- ::: I-i

:-~- 3 h -
{J::::.\

~verse of a permutation~6.2.2

t Notice thattl1is is different from inversions.. Consider

permutation (I ~3 -
q a cL~1 ').. J-

of this permutation is the permutation

the two-line notation of a

The inverse a
n
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btained by interchanging the two ro~~ and then sorting the columns

;rl,to increasing order of the new top row.

2 3

a)'n·

n

3 • ••a •••3

....
example, the inverse (359716842) • Another

.,
to define the inverse is to say that a. = k if and only if

J
- j.

The inverse of a permutation was first defined by H.A.Rothe

'in 1800 who also notri ced e

The inverse of a permutation has exactly as many inversions as.

the permutation itself~

?2.2.1 Number of n-permutations having exactly k-inversions In(K)

Considering the inversion table bl, b2 ••• bn it is obvious .

that ItJ.(O)=l~ In(l)=n-l and there is a symmetry In( (/~)-9= Iti(k).

In vi.ew of the independence of the b. "s the generating functi on
~.. .i, i}

Gn(z) ~ ?--:Lh(~)~Osatisfies G-!I~<~'J)::(/-t13+~~ .. '+(;-JG7h~n;r)
'd:::.o •..~

from which we can verify that the nurnbers satisfy

-=t~Ck)~' C~- \J +T Ck) fOtf'kz h
"'- M-'

For k >,n the recurrence is more complicated. Wecan however

shovr that the average number of inversions in a random ri-permut.a-

tion is n(n-l)/4 and the standard deviation is about 1/6 n3/2•

h2~ Runs: The notion and analysis of runs are helpful in

telling thow random' a random sequence is and also in deciding

'ho\., sorted' a given sequence is. If we place a vertical bar

between a. and a. 1 whenever a .>a. 1 and also at the ends of a
J J+ J J+
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:germutation aL,a2- •• an the ~ are the segments be twe en pairs of

bars. For examplG~ the p~rmutation 1357t1689ieq~1 has four r~DS.

The n"..lII1ber\ ~) of permutation of [1,2, ••.. ,rj- which have exactly

k ascending runs arises in several contexts. They are usually

called Euleri~1 number, since Euler discovered them in 1755.

(Distinguish these from £flller. ~ber? lLuJ.er1>?_c~tant, EuleL

totien~ f~~ion etc.;

The average number of r~~s in a random permutation is about

(n+l )/2 and the average run length is about 2.. For app.l.i.catri.on S

to sorting algori trJfJ1Swe are interested in considering the length

of the k-th run of the permut.at.Lon from left to right.. For

exampIe, it can be shown that the average length of the leftmost

run is e-l-cn where on is very small, of O(e-l)/(n+l)t) .• The

average length of the k-th run quickly converges to 2 from the

value of the 1st run of abo~t 1.71828. The formulae vmich arise

in this connection are interesting from the standpoint of numcr'Lca.l,

an21ysis ~ since they provide an excellent example of the loss of

significant figures when nearly equal numbers are subtracted .•

(see Knuth? D.Eq V3e5.1.3, pp.34-45) for a detailed treatment

of ~ in permutations.~

~2.4 Tableaux and Involutions (Knuth V3 pp.48-67)

~.1ini tion We Ivill first look at the connections between permuta-

tions and arrays of integers called tableaux. A young tablea..lUS

9£ shape (nl,112, .••• $l1m).where nl> n~ .> ••• n ~0, is an arrange-,/ / m
ment of nl+n2+ ••• +n distinct integers in an array of left-justified

m
rows, with/no elements in row i, such that the entries in eacha,

row are increasing from left to r.i ght , and the entries oJ each

-----~--....--- ..
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are increasing from top to bottom. For example,

1 2 5 9 lO I
3 6 7 ill

L~ 8 12 14
11

is a Young tableaux of shape (6,4,4,1). Such arrangements were
introduced by A.Young in 1900 as an aid to the study of matrix
representation of permutations. We w211 simply say 'tableaux'
instead of 'Young tableaux'.
~inition An involution is a permutation which is its own inverse
For example, the 10 involutions Of...e-,2, 3,4} are: (1234), (2134),

(32l4) ~ (4231), (1324), (1432)~ (1243), (2143), (3412), (4321).

The term 'involution' originated in classical geometry problems;
involutions in the general sense considered here was first studied
by B.A.Rothe when he introduced the concept of inverseS.

The extraordinary connection between these two apparently
unrelated concepts is:

The nllinberof involutions is the same as the number of
the elements [1 ~2,... ,~ ..
can be formed from ~1,2,3,~,

,.
i

tableaux that can be formed from
For example, exactly 10 tableaux
namely,

1 ~l4l3rj-l~f ~
ffiH m
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corresponding to the 10 involutions listed earlier.
This interesting connection is by no means obvious, and

there:is probably no very simple -v.rayto prove it. The proof
involve:s an interesting tableaux construction algorithm which has
several other intere:sting properties; it is base:d on a special
procedure which inserts new ol.emcn ts into a tableaux. We give
below informal description of the Simple aLgor-Lt.bm., Suppose that
,~ want to insert 8 into the tableaux on the left, then by the
application of the algorithm \~ g~t the resulting tableux shown
on the right •.

1 3 5 8 12 16

2 6 9 15

4 10 14

11 13

17
1_

135931216

2 6 10 5

4 13 14

1

17
The eLernerrt 8 is placed in row 1, in the: cell occupied by 9 since
9 is the least element greater than 8 in that row. Next element
9 is tbumped do~~' into row 2 where it displaces 10, and so on,
until the element l3 finds that it need not bump down any element
in row L't_

~ This algorithm can be 'run backwards', or in otherwords used
for deletion of an element.
Theorem ~: There: is a one-to-mne corresponde:nce between the set
of all permutations 2,2,••• ,0- and the set of ordered pairs
(p,Q) of tableaux formed from£,2, ••• ,n}, where P and Q have
the same shape.
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;;'0 corresponds to

theorem As then the

If +hc permutation ('::L 2- - r

d.....d. J--:2---

the tableux (p,Q) in the construction of
inverse permutation corresponds to (Q,p).
for211a£Y The numbe::rof table::auxwhich can be formed from
[1 .2, •••• n} is the numberof invo1uti ons on[1,2 ••••• n} .

These and some r-eLated correspondence theoremshave had their
origins in certain group theoretic problemS ..Knuth extended the
results to tableaux with repetitions and pe::rmutationson multisets.
These results are known as Robinson (1938) - Schensted - (1960) -

~~uth (1970) (RSK) correspondences. They are infact elegant
examples of combinatorial group theoreticl problems investigated
early this centruy by Frobenius and Schur.

Notice also the relationship to partitions of integers
represented by Fe::rrerdiagrams.

Finally we give sorneinteresting r-esuLts on a related
question~ How many tableaux formed from [i,2, ... ,nJr have a given
shape (nl, n2 J ••• , 11 ), where 111+n2 + ••• +n = n? This numberm m
denoted by f(nl ,n,), .•. ,n ) has a fairly si.mpLe form

L..- m
A !y -t Yl +vy\-2. . [ I nrY'\) )-j t
U~4+VY\ ./ ?- / '

f 0.1.,11;2.-.-/" ".J <"m) ==- ' ,
(1\ ,-+yYi -,) ~0<l-+\rY) - 2) ~ (, < "YlyY") r

f 0 Y- h I-t- h') - , ~ h2---r VvJ - '2- '7; "~ I /; Y")h'}

where?J dcno'te s the Isquare root of the discriminant' function
expressed as the vandermonde determinant:
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;. f

I ( J

•. ( j

•
_~•••..::.:-'hI - I
7Jn ;x.-

I ?--

if C?c:- La )
(~~~ ~ :S yYj

This formula was derived by Frobenius in connect.i.cn wi, th an

equivalent problem in group theory.

The formula for the number of tableaux can be expressed in

a somewhat more interesting manner, based on the idea of 'h2,2.ks'.

The ~ corresponding to a cell in a tableau, is defined to be

the cell itself plus the cells lying below and to itsright. The

legnth of a hook is the number of cells in the hook. A very

interesting result is Thorem H. ThGnumber of tableaux on

[ 1,2, ••• ,r0- having a sps ci.f Lcd shape is nl ddrvided by the product

of the hook lengths.

WG shall see the consequences of this theorem in various

instances of counting problems on trees, ballot sequences etc.

Completing our investigations we obtain the count t of the total
n

number of' tableaux on n distinct elements as a solution of the

recurrence t = t 1 + (n-l)+ 2 devised by Rothe in 1800.n n- H-

Stirling approximation and asymptrtic analysis yield the result
Yt( 2- -1"'\ r?- -l- .C '1/ -1. )

n'e fVh-~+(/+OCn2-). il

I
I

Peck/
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We saw certain combinatorial counting problems in the context

of permutations in our earlier lectures. CombLnat.ori cs offers a

rich variety of c.ount.Lngpr-ob.Lems aas ocLat.ed wi, th numbers, sets,

graphs and so on, and s one beautiful theories of coinbinatoriyl

enumeration. Indeed, a recent book by Goulden and Jacks on on

-I Combinatorial Enumeration t and the classic 1 Graphical Enumeratii. on 1

by Har-ar y and Palmer (Academic Press 1973) are comprehensive and

masterly treatises on this subject. What we shall attempt here

is to look at a few commonlyarising paradigms on counting ariSing

in the study of algorithms. Weshall consider the topic of

counting treeS and Simple graphs in a sepnrate lecture. First let

us look at:

7.2 The Probl~~ Given a convex region enclosed by n paints

obtain the n~nber of different triangulations of the interior,

i.e •.the number of different v(c.l,ys to ell vide a convex polygonal region

with n sides into triangular regions by drawing n-3 diagonals

which do not intersect in the interior of the region •.

Then '\'JE have the solution as

Theorem: Let hen) denote the no. of different triangulations of

a convex polygon with n+l sides. Let h(l)=l. Then hen) satisfies
-h-I

hC)j ') - [ hC k') h C rj - k ~ / n ~2-

k=-I
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solution of the recurrence equation isgiven by

h (h) :::-!; (c;L_:'-=~ )'<7/1-
~ L. We have, h(L)=l, for n+l=2 or a line se gmerrt , h(2)=1,

___or a triangle. Let n 7} 3 and consider convex polygonal

. ens with n+L )4 sides.
< /'

2, Distinguish one side of the polygon P and call it the

In each triangulation of P, the base is one of the sides

triangular re gi.on T which divides the remainder of Pinto

convex regions PI and PZ'

3. Let PI have 1\.d-lSides, then P2 has n-k+l sides, for

=1,2,.".~n-l.

4, We can recursively subdivide PI in h(k) vJdYs and P2
wnys <.ndependent of each other.

the total number of ways of triangulating P is
n-t

L hCk) IJ~Y1-k)
k::(

_-=-.;;..;;;;.;;;.;;;.;;;.,.,.;;,Q.;:;;f_...;;t..;;h;.;;.e...,;;.,r.;;;,e.;;"cu;;;,r;;..r;;..e;;;;=:rr9J3...equati on :

5. Thus

by hen) =

~he recurrence is non-linear and further hen) depends on

the entire past history. In this case, however ~ a Simple

technique yields the solution. Let a.=h(i), i=1,2, .•.••,n. Then
",_I l -j

"',Ie have, a = 2" a ~q '.QA::::1- Let f(x) = >a~X ben . 1.. h- 1, 1- ~ 0
-L=-l I

the generating function Jor the sequence aI' a2, .,," .•

Then «,1c?G))7.-::a~i.:--r (d (Cl2--+Cf2-8 l)-x?+ ~* - (aj<lh!"J' r r +ah ~?~~'«,

Now, since a1=a2=1 we have from the basic relation that f(x)

Satisfies
2

(f(x»
2= a x1

n
a x + •••n
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:£2(x) _ f (x ) + x = 0. L ~I + (I -4-~'2- .1 -(/-4-X;>
ence the two solutions are flex) = -----~, f2(x)= -----

.2 2-

that f(O) = 0, thereforethe definitions of f'{x ) it f cl.Lows
(

= f2(x) = (l-(l~x)~ )(2.
n

In order to find the coefficient of x in the expansion of

):d.'(x) we use NewtonIS Binomial theorem ~

:'~[,heorem~ Let 0\ be a real number. Then for all x and y with ( ~J <:.. .i-

f --0 -r 215"= r (~)~kr : where
, k ~ 0

(~) = =i (~-I) - ..:(=I -:~I))/k ~ .>l

Thus we have (( x)V 2- ==-1 \ (--,) (Q.-h- <2-)7C.,.+ -t- L- ?-h -1 h _) /
~::::..)I)'l-

from which it follows that
J-. co, ('2-h-'2) nC -47C-)2- . J - 'L L 'h h + } .x.
C>c h :;:..1 '"

and f(x) ="2 .t. ('?-h - 2) X
r.=J 1\ h-)

Comparing the coeffi cients, we have

- ~ (''2-h - 2) i':::) - C)cS h -:::-1/ Z-; '2
Cfh 1"'\ '\ h-) ,J

The number a I (?--hh) is called the Catalan number.
h-ti h+/

(after E.Cata1an, 1838).

fa'- f;:c} « .i4-
(J-{ ~ l

+

1--2 £!her Examples

The Catalan number appears in surprisingly many Situations.

1. For example, the number b
n

trees on n nodes is given by

_ 1 (':Lh)
bh II 1- I h / .

of different binary
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stack-realizable permutations of the set
is Ql?flin given by t.ho ca ta.lan number (?-::) j(h + I).

The number of different ways the matrix chain product ~A2 •••
ocmput;ed is given by the cat.al.an number (Q.hh) I(h -t- \)

Theorem H of the.previous lecture on the number of tableaux

.he number of
[1.2 .... oj

'a specified shape has an interesting connection with the
ting associated with 1 and 2 above. Thus the number of

~.bleau x of shape (nln ) on.~,2, ••• ,n} is given by

i C-"h)i0+I) -::= '2-h~!Ch+\)~ hl
shall encounter this number again in the detailed study of

,ertaL~ algorithms, subsequently_
We close this talk with a mention of another counting model

associated with algorithms. This concerns counting lattice
pci.rrts and lattice pat.hs according to some prescribed schemes.
We shall see this in detail in a subse quent Le cture.
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8 .. POLyA THEORY OF COUNTING
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~ Intr09uction

We saw sorneinteresting examples of cnumcratuve combinatorics

concerning permutations, and triangulations of polygons in the

previous Le ctures ~ Nowwe turn to the domain of graphs whi.ch con-

tinues to offer a variety of interesting and challenging counting

problems, many of great practical importance. Indeed, Arthur

cayley (1857) counted trees and obtained the number of isomers of

saturated hydro-carbons. Even earlier, Kirchhoff said to be the

world's first electrical engineer found the number of spanning

trees in a connected graph, andthcn in particular, the number' of

labeled trees. In one of the earliest instances of support of

combinatorial research by the military (aside from Archimedes),

Ivlajor P.A.IvlacIVJahonwrote a comprehensive. treatise that touched on

;,; t graphical enumeration. Another pre -Polya combinatorial enumerator

was the unsung hero J.H.Redfield who anticipated many of the

counting methods and results found subsequently. (see Graphicnl

Enumeration by Harary and Palmer for many such illuminating

accounts of this subject). In this lecture we will look at the

claSSical enumeration t.he or-ern of Polya. ThGgenerality, versati-

lity and ease with which it can be applied makes Polya's method a

most powerful tool in cnumeratuve analysis.
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f_ounting Graphs

Consider the pr'olzl.ern of constructing all simple graphs with

vertices and e edges. Th2re are (~)unordered pairs of vertices

i:£ \i!C consider the vertices as distinguishable from each other

(labeled) there are (\~))\ vf]-Ys of selecting e edges to form the
, ~

graph.

1. The number of simple, labeled graphs on n vertices is therefore
( ~)

2 •

2. The number of s~nple labeled graphs on n vertices and n-l edgBs

is(l~} '\ • Some of these are trees and other are unconnec-
h -1)

ted with circuits.

Theorem 1 ~ (Cayley) The number of labele d. trees on n verti ces is
.-""'~

n-2
given by n •

There are atleast ten interesting proofs (see moon's articiJie

in t A seminar on Graph Theory (e d) Har-ar-y ) including coancd.derrta.l.Ly

a proof by one Prufer •

.TI'1eorem2~Tte number: of rooted labeled trees is nn-l.

The problem of counting unlabeled trees is more involved

and one uses generating functions and partitions.

~~e~Fe~ 3~ The number un o£ rooted wllabeled trees on n vertices,

( <--18 +kk~.-:1-\\ 0) Wheye

~)~k~ ~ h-)
r '2r
d -::::-.:1-

The first new valuesof ~. are 1,1,2,4,9. The generating function
l

(or counting series) u(x) for u has the surprisingly simple formn
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(due to Cayley) Qc:::) r-: - LLJ\....,

-:x-- IT C 1 - A-- )
)t.::::.. t

or «i ternati vely (due to polya) 0<" I
C?C) = 'X-- eX)~(:>-LA(~7t-) /~

~ - r- -=- •

sh2 The,_~.9ysJ-~_Jndex of a ~\l_~a_tL9n Jir: oLp

Let A be a permut.at t on group wi th object set X = [1,2, •• ,0.
9rd~r of A denoted bylA j is the number of permuta ti on in A and

degre~ of A is l Xl = n , Each permutation d. in A can be written

uniquely on a product of dis joint cycles and for each integer k

from 1 to n vre let jk( c<) be the number of cycles of lepgth k in

the disjoint cycle decomposition ~f 0\. Then the £Y~iBdex

of A denoted Z(A) (z for the word 1=Lkl~nzeiger used by Polya,

in the classic paper in 8ct§11a~t 1937) is the polynomial in the

variables sl' s2' .•.. , sn defined by
•.

-.1. T) jk(~)
Z(A) =/Ai :> IT ~k'

o{0A k-= I

when it is necessary to display the var-LabLea , we shall write

Z(A; sl' s2' •.. ,sn) instead of Z(A). Redfield (1927) called

this polynomial a "group reduction function' I and Polya who

discovered the c~ncept independently, named it the I 'cycle index"•

For example~ consider the s~nmetric group S on n objects.n
Let n ::: 3. The identity permutation (1) (2) (3) has three

1-cycles, resulting in the term sf. The three permLltations

(1) (23), (2) (13), (3) (12) each have one l-cycle and one 2-cycle
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eading to the term :; sls2" Finally the two permutations (123)

Thus we havegive 2s3"

Z- C. S3 ~ zz:' (~~ -f- ~./)i /),:2 +: '2~3) I fv

In many applications, one comes across the cycle indexes

five most important permutation groups ~ .§.,Y.1]!!!!L!EAQ.(§)

§l)....E~1J.ng(A), cyclic(C), Qihedr~(aJ) and i.dent1--1y(E). Both

Redfield and Polya expressed Z(S ) in terms of partitions of n,n
Note that each permutation d" of X can be a.ss oc.La te d

wi, th a parti ti on of n which has, for each k = 1,2, ••• n ,

exactly jk (c<) parts equal to k, Denoting a partition of n by

the vector (j) = (jl'.'. j ) when j~ is the number of parts
n n

equal to k , Thus n = t~ifk

Let h( j) be the number of permutation of S whos o CYClEdecrmp osLe-n
tion determines the partition (uL so that for each k, j = jk (c\ ).

jk k
Then it is easy to see that h(j) = nl / . , Hencen k Jk' •

The cycle index of the symmetric group S is given byn

where the sum is over all partitions (j) of n.

C~r~ary. The cycle index of the alternating group A is given
n

by

or

I
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Z\S3;/)i->-J>2//.)3) -= l(-'>,-3/>,~:t'2.J;>~hence

/4 ') { 3Z: <-- 3 -==- 3: (./;)~+ '2 /;)3') ,

It is often convenient to express Z(S ) in terms ofn
n , Let Z(S 0) be 1 ~ and we obtain the following

ecurrence easily.

The cycle index of the syrrunetricgroup satisfies the
recurrence relation

"
Z(S••) ~ ,.,,-1- [/y'~(Sh-k)

i .(
The £Yclic 1Q:~~of orqe~ n~ denoted Cn, is generated by

the cycle (123 .••.• n). Redfield pr-oved the following result for
Z(C ) using the Euler totient function ~.n
1bgoreEL§.: The cycle index of the cyclic group C is given byn

-.1 rn(k
±(Ch) = "h I~(k).--J)

kIn
The dihedral group of degree n, denoted D , is generated by then
cycle (123 •• .o n ) and the reflection (l,n) (2 n -L) (3 n-2).

Its cycle index can be expressed in terms of Z(C ).o_n
Theorem 7: The cycle index of the dihedral group D is given byn

'2:(1'1") = ~2(C'h)+r~ -0iy"C:-t
)/2 n

( (
'1('2 '2- \.b- 7-)

_1- /> +/') ~ ::2--.) n
<~: '2- I 2-

Finally, le.ttin.g Eh denote the identity group on n object ~ we
ha ve Z(E ) = sn •n 1

odd

even

----------------- ---- --- I
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Nowwe will introduce a few basic notions on groups and

.. P l ,.-, -L" Th (PET as 1." tgraphs? Burnsides Lemmaand oryas ~numera l.J1. on eerem \

is called) and see a simple application of PET.

f3 • 4 ~2£_Q~ alJ§_=G~a21l§.

The study of permutation groups goes hand-in-hand with the

study of gr~phs because a graph provides a' 'picture I I of its

automorphism group. _ Thus many of the group the ore tic concepts

involved are more eas i.Ly understood in their graph theoretic

setting. For example,consider a graph
, -:L

G -+U
3

on the vertex set V = {~,2,3'4]and

the permutations c{'1 = (1)(2)(3)(4)9 =: :::(1)(3)(24),

c{3=(13)(2)(4) and 0( = (13)(24). Notice that these permuta-1-
t.Lons preserve adjacency and the collection is closed under

conpos.i.t.Lon of permutations ~ thus forming a group. A collection

P (G) of all adjacency preserving permutation of V(G) (vertex

set) is called the E..£.~~f G or the <3.utOi~...&r2JdIL2:f. Q,

and its permutations are called aut~£his~. For any graph G,

the permutations which preserve adjacency also preserve non-ad-

jacency. Hence r (G) = ~..., Cc) 9 where G is the complement of G.

Twopermutati on groups A and B with objeot sets X and Y respec-

tively are .isoqlO1ZJ2.9i9.,written A rVB, if there is a function h

from A onto B such that f o. all al, a2 in A heal a2) = heal )fi(a2).

If there is also a 1-1 map ~ from X onto Y such that for each

a in A and each x in X, 6t(ClX) = ~(a) &lex), then A and B

are j..cL~Dj:J.<2l;l1" and we write A = B. Thus the map ..~ Simply

changels labels.

---------- .--' .-
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8.5 Burnside's Lemma
~ ",~~,--~~~~=","-"""'=~-=~----=--~-'-'=<-'--'

The results in this category form the basis for solutions

to counting problems for unlabeled graphs. Similar results were

obtained by Frobenivs and Schur.

Let A be a permutation group with object set X := [i,2, ....nJ
':Chenx,y E X are called A-eq~i\~::::..~eE~tor !?_imilar if there is a

permutation a in A such that ax = y. This relation is an equi-

valence relation and the equivalence classes are called ~rbi~.

or tra!}~sitLviiy~1!'yst.§!ll§.of A. For each x in X, the set

A(x) := {a E A/ ax = xl is called the stab~lJ-~ of x, The

next lemma provides a formula for the number N(A) of orbits of A

in terms of the average number of fixed p o.i.nt.s of the permutations

in A"

pu~u~tds~~Lem~ The number N(A) of orbits of A is given by

N(A):= IAI-l 5 ~1(<i)
8GA -

For example, consider the graph 3

b
The group of the graph may be expressed as T' (G) = sf S~.

NOVI r (G) has order 4 and each permuta ti on fixe s the three

points 3,5 and 7. Let the permutations be defined by

a1 = (1)(2))(3)(4)(5)(6)(7), a2 = (12)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7),

a3 = (46)(1)(2)(3)(5)(7) and a
4

= (12)(46)(3)(5)(7). Then

j1(a1) := 7, j1 (a2) = j1(a3) := 5 and jl(a
4
) := 3. Thus

N,(l'(G») == ~ (7+5+5+3) := 5. It is olGar that the orbits are

[31· [s} ,F1>F.2) and t 4'~. Note that the number
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orbits are precisely the nwnber of ways of rooting G.

Occasionally v.re will need to restrict A t.o a.subse t Y of X,

where Y is a union of orbits of A. We denote by A/Y the set of .

on Y obtained by restricting those of A to Y. For

each a in A, the number of elements in Y fixed by a is denoted by

j (e,/Y). Then vJe have B~3j.~s Lemm~(rest~ic~form):
1

(A .: L ~1-U'ij y)
q&A

Next VJe state a generalization called the wei ght.e d form.

Let R be a commutative ring containkng the rationals and let w

be a junction, called the wei&ht functi~, from the object set

X of A into the ring R. For each orbit X., we denote its weight
l

by w(X. ) which by definition we let w(X.) = w(x) for any x in X.
l l

Burnsid~,l=~II!ma(We;jght~dform) ~ The sum of the weights of the

orbits 01' A is given by

f W( )(1.)
-i. -=::-/

Consider once again the previous example. For each point kinG.

We define the weight w(k) to be the cycle index of the stabilizer

k in I (G)~ Thus , S
6U( 1-) -.::f(..-?j, -rA:i/~'2-)and

. -, ? '- .
LV C "3) z: J- (..../'0 '1 + 2- A:1. /a +~ A,\Note4- ~ 2- ?-~.

w(l) = w(2) = w(4) = w(6) and w(3) = w(5) = W(7)4
that

Thus in

particular w is constant on the orbits. Nowwe can verify Burn-

Sides Lemma(weighted case). The 1.h.s. yields the sum of
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weights QS w(l) + w(3) + w(4) + w(~) ::: 2w(1) + 3w(3). The

is the sum
4-

1 " \Wcx--)--L L
1--;:::/ ::(...=:o ...>;

l-" 1..

which on observation of the permutations and their fixed points

gives ..l. (2w(1) + 2w(2) + 4w(3) + 2w(4) + 4w(5) + 2w(6) + 4w(7)
4-

reducing to 2w(1) + 3w(3).

§..•6 .f'.21J':8. Is ~}heor§.!!l..;'

For notational simplicity we will only consider the single

variable case. First we define the power group. Let A be a

permutation group wi.th object set X::: [i,2, ... ,nJ and let B

be a finite permutation group with a courrtab Le obje ct set Y of
A

at least two elements. Then the Q2~££ELouQ denoted B has the

collection 0 of functions from X to Y as its object set.
A

The permutations of B consist of all ordered pairs,

written (a; b), of permutations a in A and b in B. The image of

any function f in yX under (n;b) is given by ( (a;b)fj (x) :::

bf(ax) for each x in X. Weshall take B ::: E, the identity group

on Y. A XNowconsider the PQver group E acting on Y. Let
, 1

w:Y ~ {o,1,2, ••• J for which I w- (k ) }< 00 for all k , Let

ck ::: (w -l(k; I be the number of fi8:W:e~ with weight k. Then the

elements y in Y which have w( y) = k , are said to have wei.grrt k

Qnd w is called the weight fun£iion.. The infinite series in the
00 k

variable x , C(x) = 2:- C*,X which enumero.tes the elements
k:::o :1

of Y by weight, is called the .f1.gur..§..~ungng serie£:
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The '!Ie ~~of <:l,J:..ynsti o,;:l]; f in 0- is define d by

w(f') -==l-0J (:f ex)) and it is seen easily that functions in
x.. EX A.

the same orbit of the power group E have the same weLght ,

Therefore the we:hgtlt..,&CE)....2f.211_~£..Q.~t F of Ell. is the weight of

any f in F. Since 1 w-l(k) f < = for each k :: 0,1,2 ••• there

are only 8. finite number of orbits of each weight. Hence \'JI2 let

~k be the number of orbits of wfiightk. Then the series c;'(x) =
~ ~ A.. k is called the fUl),fj;ion cgJP1ting s~es, or
L- k

~:=.o
the .£onfigu:r:'~1l...9.9~li.!1.E series(Polya). Nowwe come to the

grand finale. Pof.y a expressed C;(x) in terms of Z(A) and C(x).

Weuse Z(A,d(x») as an abbreviation for Z(A;d(X),C(x
2
), d(x3) ••• ).

Theorem (Polay's Enumerution Theorem PET)

The configuration counting series ~'x) is determined by

substi tuting for each vuriable sl<:in Z(A), the figure counting

series c(xk). Symbolically G(x) = Z(A, d(x».
Q.7 .T.b-.s. ~I@..£ialJJ1~£r:_~_count~n..&<~er:.te~L.J-+~

There is a natural corollary to the PET which stipulates

the significance of the coefficients of the polynomial obtained

when l+x is substituted into the cycle index of an arbitrary

permutation group A. Note that the f.igure courrt.i.ng series

corresponds to the case of an object set Y with exactly two

elements 0 and 1. This would thus correspond to si t.ua't.i ons such

as the presence or absence of an edge in a graph. These results

would include the counting of ne ckl.aces , trees, graphs, digraphs.

Nowwe list its impact on the five important permutation groups.
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as for individual elements of a set X, two r-subsets
:::[xl'· .., xr}, S2 == [y 1 ,y2 ,. •• ,

.:tL-E!.q,\}..iY~91~if for some a in A~ aSl = 82"
PET: The coefficient of xr in

Yr} of X are

Z(A, l+x) is the
number of,A-equivalence classes of r-subsets of X. We then have
the apec.Lal, cascs.s

Z(Sn' .I+x ) l+x 2 n= + x + + x...
Z(An' l+x) Itx

2 11= + X. + ••• + x
n

Z(E Ls-x ) = L (~)xkn'
k=o

Z(Cn, l+x) -1 L cq, (k ) (l+xk )n/k= n and
k\n

the somewhat .i.neLogarrt form for Z(Dn, l+x).
Finally we come to sorneapplications, in particular

resu~ts like Theorem 3, section 8.2.

II
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Th1.K.R. PARTHASARATh'Y
Dapartment of Hat.herna tics

Indian Institute of Technology
IVIadras

Basic Definitions - Link
with Algorithms~Dpta
Structures-Algorithm Comps.

'pr~~phs~SubNa1?Jf~~.§Ed_~~S2t~J~ Gr~h~.

In the English literature on graph theory, three broad schools

terminology can be recognized~ The French school started by Berge

" eC[lJ and [2] the American(more specifically ~ Hi.chtgan ) school

ostered by Hn:r~'Y' [7J, and the Canadian(waterloo) school popUlari-

se d by Bondy and f1urty t3J . In spirit we follow the American model

slight mod.Lf.i.cat.i on suggested by the Canadian vf.ew, Accor-

v·le adopt the following fundamental definitions:

p~Jinit;Lsm~.l A '&L~2Jl G is a pair()rj.E) where V is a non-,

empty set whose elements are called the vel:tJ._~ of G and E is a

subset OfV(2) 9 the set of 2-subsets of V. The elements of E are

called the £<liie~ of G.

If eEE and e = u v , u , - v(;:;.V, then u and v are said to be

~<i~§~t and e is said to be .;Lllc.:1-de.22,!with u and v (and conversely) •

rr el, e2 E; E and "i :.:.:uv and e2 = VVI then ...e:l and -e..'2- are said to

be adjacent edges •

.:Qe :f.-"bD~tt?}l.J:. •2 A .d~JQ2El?hD is a pair (VJ-\.) where V is a

nonempty set whose elements are called ~Iti£~~ and A is a subset
. (2) .

of V (the set of 8.11 ordered pairs of Q.it?tjnc,.! elements of V)
~

whose elements are called arcs of D. If e f:- A and e:;.. u \,r' ", u../V" -£V

then u is called the Lni.'t i.aL vertex and \.f the terminal vertex of e
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I£finition 1.3 A network is a diagraph D == (V~,A) together
"'-"-~_."'~.""'"""'''''''-''''"''''''.'''''''~'''''-e--'>r~~'''-'"' ~~_~~

~~~pt~~~~JiOD f from the arc set A to the set of real

umbers R( or to a s ui. table commutative ring R etc.) and possibly

wei.gh't function g : V -7 R.

If we ignore the direction of the arcs (arrows ) of a digraph

get a graph G called the ~cl~rlYlJ2g~h of D. If each edge
=:» -?

graph G is replaced by an arc uv and an arc \JVv we get

a digraph D, called ~2ig~Eh 'corresponding to G. Thus a net-

work may be loosely descrLbe d as a weighted graph or digraph.

Notice that the above definitions preclude edges of the
-?

uu and arcs of the form uu~ as also more than one occurrence
~

of an edge uv/arc uv. The former are called 100£9 and the latter

mut0J?.,1E:or ~ edges/arcs. If we modify the definitions to

include the latter we get ~t..~.El'aQh:0!llul tid~a.£hs and if loops

are also allowed we get .&'neI~l g£~phsJ g~ner8.1 diEraph~. The

French school starts with the general digraphs as the Prime Concept

and the Canadian school starts with general graphs as the Prime

Concept. We agree with the Mi.ch.i gan approach except that we call

Harary's paints and line s as ver t.Lces and edges.

')stly Y./8 will stick to~., though occas s.Lona.LLy we may

discuss an algorithm relating to digraphs/networks.

~Kj.ni i~121Lb~.A Q.~a~!!l of a graph G is a representati on

of it on any surface S(like the plane, the sphere, the torus, the

IvIobius band etc.) by t.akc.ng points of S to represent its vertices

and Jordan arcs on S between pairs of paints of S corresponding

to pairs of vertices of G which determine edges of G.

------------_. -
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Such a diagram is called an ~~~dd~~ of G on S if the
arcS representing no two edges of G intersect except at~

point of S representing a vertex of G.
~f_~ni!ion.l.5 A graph is E1~~rif it can be embedd~d

the plane. An embedding diagram of a planar graph is called

a l?~ll~~Jl·
Some experience, in drawing graphs is ne cessary to develop

enough Cartographic intuition to recognize whether two diagrams
drawn(say) on the plane represent the same or different graphs.
It is easy enough, however, to make lt~ this idea of
'sameness' of two graphs:

pe~i tiol}1,6 Two graphs G = (V,E) and H = (0 ,F) are
l-_~~omor12h.l.£(or essentially the same) iff there is a bijection ;_
f : V-7\J such that for any pair u,v-E V, we have uvE-E iff
feu) f(u-)E F.

Right at this stage we can introduce two ways of 'mathe-
ma't t ca.Ll.y ' representing graphs, by means of matrices:-

~filli~i~n l~ Let the vertices of a graph G = (V,E) be
labelled arbitrarily by the first n positive integers, where
n :::J V L Then the matrix A defined by j::. .•.

A(i,j) = 1 if
o if

ij e E

ij$ E

is called the ~dja<2..~~.trix(AM for short) of G corresponding
to the labelling adopted.

Definit1.0~.8 Let the vertices and edges of a graph
G = (V,E) be labelled arbitrarily, respectively by fv.~v-;).-,,-.V"rv}
and [...e

l
J-e..~-,' ~~ wnero .n = Iv) and m- ~E t. Then the
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matrix B defined by
B(i,j) = I if \fA- is incident wi th z~

o otherwise
is called the ing.dep9!l.JP:atrjx(~Mfor short) of G corresponding
to the labellings adopted.

~ n is called the or~ of G and m, the size of G.
We consider only finite graphs.

It must be obvious that, given a graph G, its AM and 1M are
not unique. In fact~ if P is any permutation matrix of order

Tn1 and A an adjacency matrix of a graph G, then PAP is another
Tadjacency matrix of G(P is the transpose of P ); it corre spends

to a permutation of the labels of the vertices of G. Similar
remarks apply to B.

Tutle(preface to tlQ) defined combinatorics as tthe study
of families of finite subsets of a given set or sets t. As per
this definition, graphs are clearly combinatorial objects.
Dei'inition 1.1 shows that a graph is a symmetric, 1nrcflQxive,

binary relation and as such, is a sort of algebraic object.
Definitions 1.7 and 1.8 reinforce this view. By considering
the field of elements over Which A and B are defined to be 22
or Q or R(or sometimes even C) vdluable insight can be obtained
regarding the algebraic nature of graphs. Definition 1.4 brings
in a topological dimension to the nature of graphs. The deli-
neation of the exact relations among these different aspects
(algebraic, combinatorial, topological) of the nature of a
graph is still an unfinished task and forms the metaproblem of
mathematical graph theory. In fact, notwithstanding the



phenomenal increase in r-e sear ch in graph t.hc or-y , encouraged by its
applicabili ty to computer science, operations research and a host
of other scientific disciplines, the mathematical t.heor-y of
graphs is very much in its infancy and along with combina torics
and number theory, it is yet to emerge into the Mainstream of
Mathematics. See e.g. the remarks of J.Dieudonne (;5J. However,
these considerations are a digression from our main purpose in
these lectures, which is to present some algorithms in graph
theory and also explain the role of gTaph theory in the study of
algorithms.

We now define subgraphs and some special graphS which vall
be required as we go along.

Definition 1.9 a) A graph H = (U,F) is a subgraph of a
graph G = (V,E) if U =- V and F S:. E. (Then G is called a
supergraph of H). It is a sQarniQg subgraph if U ~ V.

b) If G = (V?E) is a graph and U C V and the graph H = (U,F)

contains all the edges of G joining vertex pairs in tJ/ then H is
called a (vertex-) ;hgducec1. subN~. of G and we write H := <u >

c) If G = (V,E) is a graph and F C E and U is the set of
vertices ~~ich are end-vertices of the edges in F, then the graph
H := (U,F) is called an .ecige-indus.E2_s~aph of G and we write
H := <F>.

Defin~tio~~O a) The graph of order n and full size
n(n-l)/2 is called the Complete~~Bh on n vertices and is
denoted by ~ h

b) A graph G is biparti t£ if V = VI V V2 with VI(\V2=~
and every edge of G has one end in VI and the other in V2•

I
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possib+e mn edges are present(where m = IV1{ and

lV2/ ) it is called a f.£rp.~~J2J'p.aF!ik~~~h and is

__""n"r~' d by •.

c) If G = (V,E) is a graph its ~E~ement G has the same

set as G and U \.T Ct:-( G) iff LA.. <r 4::: E( G).. The complement

of K is called the £!Ilpty_~al?11 of order n.n

Definj, tion 1.11 a) If -U 5:. V and <. U/ = Krwhere r = , U I
then <U) is calle d a compJ&..~~ of G. A maximal complete

subgraph of G is called a cligu£ of G. The order of a maximum

clique of G is called the de~~ty (or f1Jlque n~Qer) of G and

is denoted by w( G).

b) If V C V and <U> = Kr where r = } (J I,' then U is

called anq i-.Pclependent~.£1(stable ,.E~) of G. The number of

elements in a maximumindependent set of G is called the inde-

I2iwd..§n_cenurn.ber(stabiJ,.i ty number) of G and is denoted by 0( JG).

1.2 P~hSJ Cycles and CC?g1pone,!lts

A seque!lce of the form V).I.e\..;>Vz-/-R...2-,,"-'" ,...eY"'~tlwith

'-'.-A- 6 V and~,-j <S E such that .Q."j::: ~ ~ +1 is a }Lalk,W in the

graph G = (V,E), of ~ngth n (* number of edges in it). If no

edge is repeated in W it is a tr:~1.. It is an .£12.e1'2 walk/trail if

~ :.t "h + \ and a clo..§eg walk/trail if v1 = vn+l. If no vertex

of VI is repeated(and hence also no edge), it is a p~th of length

n and is denoted by Pn+l". In this case s.tnce the edges need not

be explicitly mentioned the path is denoted by vl Y2 •.•.• vn+l·

If further vl = \1"'n+l Wis a QY91e of length n and is denoted by

Cn = v, IJ~ vi-. ""'\-\



Definition 1.12 a) An open trail containing all the edges.,...~-
is called an Euler trail. A closed trail containing all the

is called an Euler ~2~. A graph with an Euler tour

i{said to be Eulerian'4

b) A spanning cycle of a graph is called a Hamilton Cycle •.

A',graph wi~h a Hamilton cycle is called Hamiltonian.

~finition 1.13 A graph is said to be connected if there
-,.... ~~~.

path between any two of its vertices. If it is not connec-

it is a ~sconnecJ;ed graph and its maximal connected sub-

called its components. The number of componerrt.s 'of G

denoted by keG).

Definition 1.14 A graph without cycles is called an

:'acycJd:.c graph. A disconnected acyclic graph is a forest. A
~'-
'f'

" connected acyclic graph is a~. A spanning acyclic connected

subgraph of a given gr-aph G is a ~n.K"*tree of Jl..
1.3 l2§.El'ees.L, Distances . .§ill.dNeighbourhoods

Q9finition 1.15 ~TheQ.~ee of a vertex sr: of a graph G

is the number of vertices of G to which ~ is adjacent. We

denote it by d(\Y) or by d(\J!G) when the graph G has to be speci-

iied. The smallest and largest degrees are denoted by beG) and

L(G).
n

The sequence (di )1 of the degrees d. of the n vertices
l

of the graph is called the degree seguen~ of the graph. If all

the degrees are equal to k , the graph' is said to be k-regular:..

Definj.tion 1.1& If u?V- are any two vertices of a

~onn~~ graph, the length of any shortest path between u and v

is called the dis,tan~ between u and v and is denoted by d(u,ur)

If the graph G is to be specified 'V/f2 use dG(U,\.r).
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Forlf6 V~ the ~centriC".t~f V is J2...(\.I)MaX.[d(t.r,u)~

" The radius of G~ reG) = Min.[e(lr)!v6V} and t~e

diameter of G$ d(G) = IVJ:ax~~(v)/vG v}
The seq~ence(-<,-\)~ of the eccerrtr-Lcf t.i.as ·of the n vertices

G'is called the t;ccent.:~::l.citY~§~2ence of G.

Dei.ihi ti art ~1.1? For'u6 V of a oarine c'be d .graph G = (V,E),

~;(v)" [ tiEVI d( v ,u) " i}, DEi ~-e(v~is c,,:lled the j:..:lli
ri~,ighbourho,C?Qof v; Ne'V) = [\s-j and Nl (~) = alu G VI u,._}~,v-}
isofteh wti +ten as N'( v) and y8.1led -the ,pe:+ghhourh,90d.ot. V.

! "L

1-..::12 ay at v is 13;( v) = ,0: N)v )•
"'" ()::t¢ -=J

1~4 ~ !.he link~1. tl1 alE9l..~_
, ,

The interaction betweeh graph theory and algorithmic

',computation has deve.loped in both ways. First it was the compu-
. . {

~rs helping solve computational problems in graph theory. Even

,;for theoreticai research in graph theory the need was felt qUite

i .early to devise efficient algorithms to generat.e graphs ·with

. specified propertie s and to check given' graphs fot the exi st'ence

:_of subgraphs with special properties, This was so because hand
-'

computations were qu.i ck.Iy becon.l.ng out-of-hand as the order or

Size of the graphs Lncr'eas ed, Further the .pr-actd.ceL problems of

applied graph theory, especially in the field of O.R., were

thrOwing up many challenges for the discovery of ~fficient algo-

rithms. Soon it became apparent that some ,of these tough graph

thC'oretic computational problems (like finding w( G), 'Or' detE?rmi-

ning whether a graph was Bamiltonian or·not$ or the O.R. analogue

of the latter ~ the Travelling Salesman Pr ob.Lemet c; ) could serve
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certain hierarchies that emerged in the study

complexity of algorithms in Theoretical Computer

This forged a strong bond between the two sub.je ct.s , The

of 'the hierarchies alluded to above is that of

he INP-Co~plete problems t which "vere brought to focus in the

ioneering papers of Cook[~ and Karp La]. A lucid account of

is found in the book by ,Garey and Johnson [6]. As

this topic will be dealt with at some length in another series of

. lectures in this \I/orkshop we give here only a short table of the

basic heirarchies, for use of reference while presenting the

:' various algorithms. in these lectures. The table is based'on [6J
/' <,

, with some slight modifications(See Table 1)

In the rest of these lectures ,,~ will present some stan-
\

dard graph-theoretic algorithms mostly 'relating to pure graph t

. theory(rather than the, applied models used in O.R. et.c , ) with

Some outline of the relevant theory, and relate them to the

hed.r'ar-chi.e s in 'I'abl.e 1. But before that, in the next section "

we present ~he usual data structures employed in graph-theoretic:

algori thms•



Provably
Intractable

••
Intrinsically
Intractable

Eg: Listing all
spanning
trees Eg. H C" C"V C

T S D P
Eg. GI

Non"'det"erministi cally
Intractable

Provably
Undecidable

Eg. Halting problem
for 'I'ur -Lrig m/es.

Table 1'· Some Complexity Hierarchies
•

Eg.TSOP
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1.5 Data Structures

A graph can be inputted to a computer in a variety of

no one method beihg uni.f orml.y good for all occasions.

a f?miliarity with the different possible det.a ~-:;ructures

very useful for implementing Graph .

. First we have the two obvious- .candi.da'tes e the adjacency

A and the incidence matrix B. , These have ,the advantage
. '

that many pr ogr-ammi.ng languages have mata-Lx-pr oceas.tng facilities~~ .

~-
*hich can be directly applied to A or B. But these will be very

-inefficient if 'ther-e are very few edges in the graphf Ls the'
" .
, aph ~s sparse). For applications to sparse graphs one can use

"the cor'r-e spondi.ng adjacency list(AL) or edge list(EL) which we

below: Fig 1 gives, a graph G and its AMt 1M, AL and

EL.
~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d(I)

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2

2, 1 0 i 0 1 '0 0 3..
0 23 0 1 0 0 1 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1,

5 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3

6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2

7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 l
Graph G

AM

---_ .... , ------.---

\

•

I
I

-1
i
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1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 d(r)

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
O. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

5 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

6 0 0 0 0, 0 1 1 2

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

r M

I N(I) d(l)

1 2 5 2
2 1 3 5 3

3 2 5 2.
4 6 1

5 1 2 3 3

6 4 7 2
7 6 1.

A"L

E L

The adjaq?ncy list simply gives for each vertex I the
list of.vertices adjacent to it in G.· As seen from the example,
for an ordinary (that is undirected) graph each edge is ~epeated
'tvzi.ce in this r'epr'esent.atd on; To Imp.Lemerrt the AL we can use
two arrays say Hand S as follows; S consists of a listing of
the rows( of variable length) of AL sequentially into a single
array and the .I-th coo~dinate of Hcontains the entry H(r) (Head.
of I) vf.z , the coordinate of S from which the list of vertices
adjacent to I starts. Clearly, H(I+l)-H(l), = del), degree of

. I-f

the vertex I. Thus H(l)·~ 1. and H(r) = 1+ > d(J), f~
J::: I2 ~ J~ N~ Thus length of H is n and length of S is 2m for an

(n,m) graph.

.,
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For the example we have

H == (1, 3,6,8,9 t12 ,14 )
'S= (2,5,1,3,5,2,5,6:1,2,3,4,7,6)

The edge list is simply a list of the edges·maintqined
two arrays I and T, standing for the Initial and Terminal

For a digraph each Qn~ ~nters just once; for an
.,ordinary graph we can either enter each edge uv once with u in

I apd v in T or twice as uv and ~~. The latter representation
may simplify programming, the former is adequate for some
applications. In Fig 1 wethave shown the single representation

, arrays. In this I and T are both of length m and the 8 -th
edge is simply (I(i)' T(J». If the e dges carry weights and
have to be sorted according to wei.ght.s, this representation is
very.useful.

1.6 blgorithm COMPS
.~;... •.~.,:;. I

In this last section of this Lecture 1 we give a very
simple algorithm (See e.g. Read[9J ) for checking whether a
graph is connected or not and listing the vertices belonging to
the different components. The single representation edge list
is the best way to implement this algorithm.

The algorithm. is based on the characterization ot....:trees
and the fact that every connected graph has a spanning tree.
The following is the tree characterization theorem:

Theorem 1.1. The following are equivalent for an
(n,m )-graph G.

1') G is a tree



(ii) Any two vertices of G are joined by a unique path

(iii) G is connected and for every e ~ E, G-e Ls
disconnected .

(iv) G is acyclic and for every f ~ Y(2)-e, G+f
contains exactly one cycle.

(v) G is connected and m = rr-L

(vi)- G is acyclic and m = n-l

Coro11ory 1.1 Every connecte~ graph has a spanning tree.

Corollory l~ For a forest with k component trees,

m= n-k

Q,orollor.,l. l.~ Every disconnected graph with k components
\

haa a spanning forest compr-Lsf.ng of k. trees.

Coro11oryl.4 Every tree has at least 2 vertices of

degree 1. Wenow give a description of the algorithm, a flow

chart and a worked example.

Algorithm CCMPS

InI,)Ut: Graph G'as a .two array edge list. (DIM I(M),

DIMT(M)).

Output: Components of G listed· by vertices.

Variables: C : Componentn~ber.

L g _ Ay) No-array of labels for the ver t.Lcas of G

.F : A-r, M-array. of labels for the edges of G
forming tm spanning forest to be
;:;onstructe d.

J : Seria~number of edge being processed.

Procedure: 1. Initialize: C = 0, J = 1, L = 0, F = 0

2. Select edges one by '~me till no more

edges remain

1_

--""-"------ 1
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3. For the J-th edge, compare L(I(J) and L(T(J», the
of its initial and terminal vertices.

a) If both are' zero, increment C by 1 and set these
labels equal to c. Set F(J) = c as well. (We are
assigning J to a new componept and to the spanning

-tree of that component)
b) If one of them is zero, give it the label of the

other one. Give the same, label to J also, (We are
assigning J to the component to which one" of its end
vertices belongs)

c) If neither of them is zero and they are equal, we
discar~ J and go to the next J.(This is ,because J

forms a cycle in the component of J corresponding
to the -common label of its end" vertices)

d) If neither of them lis zero and they are une qual, we

find the smaller of these lebals(say, s) and change
t~ label of all vertices (and edges )w.hich have the
bigger label(saY"B) to S and assign the Labe L S to J.

(Two partial trees are getting merged into oneCto
which- J is also added.) and given the smaller label)

4. Go to step 2
5. Stop

. "
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Flow chcu...t.

~

~V
Initialize
C=O, J=l
L=O, F=O

r"-' .-../

IS
~(T(.J) )=0

No ~?

Yes

No

IS
L(I(J) )=0

Yes

JL(I(J~)=I L(T(J))

/.'

(Find Min/Max
S=L(I(J) )
B=L(T(J»

I.f B< S then
S::;B.;B=L(I (J»

L(T(J) )=J
L(I(J))_

FiJ)=L(I(J); .

Do for
K = ita N

IF L(K)=B ther.
L(K)=S

F(J)=S
Do for
H = 1 to M-r-----.;--...",........T-----------""""""t'--:--------1IF F{H)=B then

F(H)=S

,
( ,

I

•
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WorkedExample

en I -f J= 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7

2-0~7< I 1 3 4 2 2 1 6--
T 2 5 7 3 5 5 7

3 ·b
The values in the tCounters' Land F at the various itera-

are shown below:

L F
J C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7...•.. ,

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 1 1 2 0 2 !.O 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0

3 3 '1 1 2 3 2 0 3 1 2 3 0 0 0 0

4 3 1 1 1 3 1 0 3 1 1 3 1 0 0 0

3 1 1 1 3 1 0 3 .. 1 1 3 1 0 0 0

6 3 1 1 1 3 1 0 3 1 1 3 1 0 o . 0

7 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 0 0 3

Rern§trl£: (1) The "answer t has to be written out of the final

contents of the arrays,L and F. Tnus we see that

G has 2 component.sCl = <: 1 ,2, 3,~ '> and' C2 =< 4,6,7>

A spanning tree for Cl consists' of the edges (1,2),. .
(3,5), (2,3). A spanning .tree for C2 consists of the

edges (4, 7) and (6,7)

(2) If only tihe information vmether G is connected or

not is required vl€ need not operate the F-array.

If c > 1c, is disconnected and if c=l, G is

"e~nnected.
,

<> •••
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(3) If C=l? the contents of F give a spanning tree for G.

(4) The "vJriting out' of the Ianswer , can also be

pr-cgr-ammed ,

(5) The complexity of the algori thIn is clearly c(m)

except for the. merging of the trees. However i~
belongs to the class P. Observe that, in the worst

case mi tself is of the order of n2•

(6) See algorithm 2 ~p277 of ~o [SJ

•
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f

1ect~re~: Complexity-Connectivity parameters-Higher
order components-Bond-Cycle Duali ty-
Discussion of aLgor-L thIns - Algorithm

From theorem 1.1 we see that trees are minimal connected
I

graphS in the sense that if a graph of order n has been than

n-l edges', it will necessarily be disconnected. They are also

maximal acyclic subgraphs in the sense that if a graph of order

more than 18.-1 edges it.will necessarily have a cy c.Le ,

Every connected graph G has a spanning tree T and if it has

more edges than in T, it wi.Ll. have more than one spanning tree.

The existence of a cycle in a graph G denotes the existence of

more than one path between s ornevertices of G and such a graph,

we intrintivelyf~~, is more connected than a tree. The number

of different spanning trees that a graph G has thus provides a

crude measure of its connectivity and is called the complexity

of G and is denoted by ~(G). The d~termination of ~(G)is an

important problem in graph theory. In f'ac't one of the earliest

results known in graph theory is Cayley's formula (3J.
n-2Theorem 2.l(Cayley, 1889) ~(~)= n

For 'many different proofs of this result see MoonL23~

and also Lovaszl~6J.

For a general graph •.VB have the following two fundamental

results:

Theorem 2 ..~(Matrix Tree Theorem, Kirchhoff,[l~ 1847)

Let the n x n matrix M associ?ted with a graph G=(V,E)

of order n be fae« as follows:
i-f
11'
i-:f

"--~ (:,Fe CA){a 'F Et91)
, ,--j :::. 1..,
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d. is the degree of vertix .i., Then all Co-factors of Mare
l

and their common value is ~(G).
The following theorem gives a recunsiw procedure to find

~(G) for any graph. Here if ..e-E: E(G), G--e denotes the gqaph
obtained from G by just removing the edge e and G He denotes the
(multi)graph obtained from G--e by' identifying' the vertices u 'and
v where e = uy.

The orero2.3 1,"( G) = 1,"( c-c ) + ~(G He) for any ~ f. E The
truth of this assertion is easy to see by observing that thG set
of spanning trees of G can be partitioned into the set of trees
containing e and the set of trees not containing e (for any e e E)
and that the two terms on the R.B.S. represent precisely the
cordinalities of these two sets.

Not only the i~-ti.CD,n(finding the number) of but the
actual listing of the spanning trees of a graph is of great
practical importance because of its application to the analysis
of ele ctrical networks. The current and voltage laws of Kirch
Off(who is also considered to be a pioneer of graph theory) are
among the f oundat.Lons of electrical network theory and some
computations arising in these can be greatly simplified by using
the spanning t~ees of the graph representing the electrical
network. Because of this, many algori t.bmshave been developed
to list all the spanning treop of a graph •

., -~. .

l
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2.2 Cutsets and connectiv~y parameters

If S is a subset of the vertex set V of a graph G the

graph G-S has vertex set V-S and edge set E - [set of all edges

of G with at leas~ one end vertex in~. If F is a subset of

the edge set E, G-F denotes the graph obtained from G by removing

only the edges in F. If S C VUE, G-S is defined accordingly,

Such a set S is called a dis90nnecting ·set of G (or a separating

edge of G) if k(G;..,S)> keG). A disconnecting set S is called

a vertex-cut of G if S S: V and an edge_~ of G if SSE;

otherwise it is called a mixed cut. A vertex cut consisting of

a single vertex is called a cut vertex and an edge-cut consisting

of a single edge is called a cut edge.. A minimal vertex cut is

oa.l.Le d(by me) a knot and a minimal edge-cut is called(by many) a

.~ (Electrical Engineer refer to bonds sometimes as prmper
J

cutsets and sometimes as cut sets). The cardinality of a minimum

vertex cut is called the vertex connectivity number of G and is

denoted by K(G) and the cardinality or a minimumedge cut is
-.

called the edge-connectivity of G and is denoted by A(G). A

graph G is said to be k-connected(k-edge-connecteg for- all

k-=S K(I-.).

An important though easy result due to Whitney [;7J is

the :~'f011owing•

Theorem 2.4 (Whitney, 1932) For a graph G, K(G)~ A(G)~

6( G).

The global connectivity parameters K and A denote the

minimumnumber of vertices/edges to be removed from a connected

graph to make it disconnected and thus have obviou$ implications
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a measure of reliability of commupication networks. These
local variants have therefore been studied extensively.

A general reference is the book by Frank and Frisch [i~.
.),1

A related concept is the following: A cut of a graph
(V/E) is the set (A,A) of all edges of G with one end in A
the other in A = V-A, where A is a nonempty subset of'J.

see that every bond is a cut and every minimal cut
,')(propercutset) is a bond.

If sand t are vertices of a graph such thai:;sEA and
then the cut(A,A) is said to be an s-t seQ.arating cut.
There is a close relation between K and A on the one hand
maximum number of vertex-disjointjedge-disjoint paths
any two vertices of agrapb., further clarifying the

concept of connectivity. This is the content of the celebrated
theor-ems due to Meng$l.t' (2jJ.

Theorem 2.5 (Menger,;1927) The maximum number of vertex-
.di.sjoint paths between any 2 vertices of a graph is K and the
maximum number of edge-disjoint paths between any two vertices
of a graph is A.

Though ingentous induction proof for both the vertex and
edge -form of Menger's the orem are available the more revealing
proofs are based on an other famous theorem due to Ford and
~[lO] on flows in networks.

A cut in a net w2rk(N,A) with node set N and arc set A
consi.sts of a partition N = Nl "\J N2 and the forward arcs in
(Nl,N2)"that is those with initial vertex in Nl and terminal
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vertex in N~ are said to form the arcs of the cut. The arcs
c;

with initial vextex in N2 and terminal vertex in Nl are the
bD.ckward c::LCCS of the cut. A reduc€.d n~k is one wh.i.ch has- Ionly one sour ce s (a vertex with no inc oming ar-cs) and only one
sink t (a'vertex with no outgoing arcs). A cut in such a~

network should hnve s E Nl and t ~ N2- The .Q..npncityof a cut
= ~ ·c(a) where F=- is the set of forward ar-cs in the cut

a,EFand c:A ~ R is the capac.i ty weight function on the arcs 0

A ~ in N is a function f:A~R such thnt 0.:5" f(a) for nil
,

a E A and if I,,""and0v-are the set of incoming arcs and outgoing
arcs at vertex v of the network then

~ f~a) -::::L -fcCl) . for all hba.eSlrof N •
.C\.L- .8 ~G\J

E:L V"1J) _ 2. feCI) is called the value of the flow f •.
VG ~€~ .

Theorem 2.6 (Ford and Fulkerson, 1956)
In a reduced capacitated network,the maximum value of

a flow (from source s to $'\hk:.· t·) equals the capacity o:fa
minimum cut(separating sand t)

An algorithm(using a labelling procedure for,the mGdes)
for calculating the maximum flow in a Capacitated network was
first given by Ford and Fulkerson# Some difficulties associated
with their algori t~ were removed by Edmonds and Karp (9J who
presented a modified algorithm of complexity-O(~2n). For a
description of these. algorithms and further camments one may
see Swamy and 'IuLsLr-aman[31J;. Specially~mentioning in
an improved algorithm due to Dinic [8J. Making use of this,
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Tanjan {)~ has developed algorithms to determine K and A with

time complexities O(n5/2m) and O(n5/3e), respectively.

Matula defined the subgraph c~nn@ctivi1Y parameters

~(G) ==Max [K(HVH is a subgraph of G]

and 1(G) = Max t A(H.~His a subgraph of GJ

, and obtained O(n3/2m2) and O(nm2) algorithms to comp~te the

same. For details one may refer [1~i[17]respectively.

2.3 IDgher Order IComponen!.§.t

If al..,gI'9-phhas A :;::1, i.e. if it has a cut edge , it also

has a cut vertex(unless it is K2) and hence K==l. Every edge of

a tree is a cut edge and every vertex of a tree(except 'a pendant
,

vertex, -t,-€:; one' with degree 1) is a cut vertex. In fact a

connected graph is a tree iff each of its edges is a cut-edge.

A cut edge does not lie on any cycle of the ',graph; a "non-cut

edge lies on some cycle and is hence called a cyclic edge. /,

A disconnected graph has K=o andA::o. A graph with K=l

is called a separab~e graQh. A separable graph is thus 1-

connected graph with at least one cut vertex. Its maximal

2-connected subgraphs are calle d its bl,ockE,. I<z is called a

kivial block. The following theorem characterizes blocks:

Theorem 2.I The following are equivalent for a connected

graph G.

(i) G is a non-trivial block

(ii) Any two vertices of G Li,e on a cycle

(iii) Given any vertex u and any edge vW"there is a

.cy c'Le of G containing both.
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/ /(iv) Given any pair of edges uv and u v there is a
cycle of G containing both.

Using Mengers theorem we can say that blocks are graphs
in which any two vertices are joined by at least 2 vertex-dis-
joint paths. They ~:-therefore also called biconnected graphS.
A maximal k-connected graph of G is called a §-bloc~ of G by

He also calls a maximal k-edge-connected subgraph of G
K-compone~ of G.

In Lecture 1 we have given an algorithm to fair the
l-cahponents of a graph and also a spanni.ng tree. In section 2.
We will give an algorithm, using Depth First Search of a graph,
to find its cutvertices and blocks and incidentally the cut
edges(which are simply the trivial blocks)

For a nice classification of 2-connected graphsf b.Locks)
see the orem 7.2 and for a nice char-acterdzat.Lcn of 3'-connected
graphS see theorem 5.7 of HararY[l~. A classification of
L.,.-connectedgr-aphswas given by Slatex in[ J. Not much progress
has been made in characterizing gr-aphs of higher order
connectivity.

2.4 Bond-Cycle Duality and more matrices.
If T is a spanning tree of a connected graph G, the edges

of T are called branches and of the spanning subgraph of G·with
edge set E(G)-E(T) is called--the Co-tree of G with respect to T
and its edges are called chords of G vIith respe ct to T.. Every
such chord determines a unique cycLe of G, the. other edges of
the cycle being branches~ These cycles are~called the ~~-
mental cycles of G(w.r.t. T) and their number fC = m-ci+L is

-------
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called the cyclomatic nwnber(or cycle rank or co-rank or nullity
qf. first Bettinumber) of G.

If e = uv is any branch of G v{.r.t. 9- spanning tree T,
has two components wi, th vertex sets, say VI and V2• I.f

<VI> and G2 ~<-V2>"theedges (VI V2) between VI and V2
a minimal cut (and thus a bond) of G, whose removal

G =1
""form
i'(l~,
~separates G into Thus ,'corres-
{ponding to every branch of a spanning' tree T there is a bond
'(or ~i~)of G and.these /-l = n-l bonds are called fundamental

of G (or fundamental cut sets, by Electrical Engineers)~o..o.-_

w.r.t the spanning tree T. The number v is called the Co-cyclo-
mat~i~ num~(Coc~cle r~k or ~ank) of G. (If G is a disconnec-
ted graph with k components, the Cycle rank f-t = m -n-ck and the
co-cycle rank v = rr-k )

The following properties are easily proved:
£roposition 2.1 (i) A bond of a connected graph G contains at
least one branch of every spanning tree of G.

(ii) Any cycle of a connected gr~ph G contains at least
;one chord of every spanning tree T of G.
(iii) Any bopd and any cycle of a connected graph have an

even number of edges in common •
.For proofs and f~ther such results see (e.g.) ch.4 of [?lJ

A proper setting for a'complete understanding of the duality
between bonds and cycles indicated by the above results is

Matroid theory(Sec ch.10 of \)lJ or welsh\}6})

..
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If T is any spanning tree of a connected graph G and

.... , b»] are the branches and {Cl,c2 ' ...~ cJ
ar-e.

of 'Gw.r.t. T (where V=n-l and fl=m~n+l) we order the

e)9-gesof G in the order °1, c2, •••

rtwo matrice CT and 0T whose co'Lumns
. \~, .

tfl

;'(}in this order and rows correspond to the chords for CT and

for 0T' Thus. CT is a uxm mata-Ix and ~ is a vxm

The i -th row of CT corresponding to ci is the char-acte »

\\'fistic vect.or: of the fundamental cycle Tci, corresponding to <:'0.

That is CT(i,j) = 1 if the jth edge of G belongs to the i-th

cfl' bl' b2, •• b2Jand form

correspond to the edges of

cycle of G w.r. ti, T

= 0, otherwise.

0T has for its i-th row the characteristic vecteroof

the fundamental cutset(or cocyc.Le) 'corresponding to the i-th

branch b.. That is,J.

~(i,j) = 1 if the j-th edge of G belongs to the i-th

fundamental cutset of Gw,r.~ T
.

= 0 otherwise.

CT and QT are calle d the 1undam~~1 cycJ-e matrix3nd the funda-

!pental cutset matrix of G w.r. t. T. Clearly they have the

form CT = [IIJ. t Cbl and ~ = [&c \'Iv] ,where Ifl and Iv are

the identity matrices of order IJ.and v respectively.

If .e is the total number of different cycles and Cj is

the total number of diffe,rent cocycles of a connected graph G

'vle can form a sxm matrix C and a qxmmatrix Q with columns

corresponding to the edges of G arranged as before and the
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row of C(respectively Q) corresponding to the characteristic
."vector of the i-th cycle(respectively ;Lth:;~~j of G. These
,
"'are called ~~9.Ycle ~triJS. and a cut set m~_~(cocycle/bond

matrix) of G. As a matter of fact the columns can be ordered
in any arbitrary way~ but if they are arranged as described above
there are .cer-ta tn advantages. For example CT and Q'I' are sub-·
matices of C and Q.

It can be shown that rank of C = ~ and rank of Q = v

'(hence the names cycle rank ..and cocycle rank for ~ and V). It
is also obvious thatCT and ~ are of full rank and hence the
row spaces of 'CT and C are the same and the row spaces of ~ and
Q are the same. In fact we can form 2~-1 linear combinations of
the rows of CT with moduls ,2 coordinate wise addition(i.e. in ~2)
and each one is called a circ and tbe (2~-l)xm matrix with the
circs as rows is called the circ-matrix of G~ Each circ repre-
sents a cycle or a disjoint union of cycles of G. Similarly,

one can form 2n-I_1 linear combinatrics'of the rows of QT and
each is called a ~ and form a (2n-l_l)xm §2g-matrix of G.
Each seg is a cocycle or a disjoint union of cocyc'Ies, (The
r-eason for 2n~1 here is that(AI ,A2) and(~ ,AI) represent the same
cut );

2.5 Discussion of .9J-gorithms
Like the ~neration of all spanning trees of a graph , the

generation of all the cycles of a graph is also of practical
i~portance in Electrical Engineering network analysis and the
generation of all cutsets has applicati ons I network analysis
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;'~i~~-i:!;:and reliability studies. Since the nwnber of spanning trees,

cyc~es and cutsets (ie T ~ sand j) of Kn are exponential in n ,

theSe three problems are intrincicallyintractable. So we

to get polynomial time algori t.hms for these three

One can however try to economise on two counts:-

often we gener~te more geueral structures than the

heeded final' outputs (like circs and segs for cycles and cutsets)

,r even th.e required outputs more than once, These r-edundant;

repetitive generations can be avoided if possible. (ii) If

generation procedure is such that the final outputs can be

obtained only at the last stage, an exponentia~ amount of storage

'"space may be required. The design of the algori tbm can aim to

this4

,Weshall discuss below various attempts in these direc-

t.Lons ,

2 f51 Generating one sp~g tree As a spanning tree is

so fundamental to all these discussions, we first consider genera-

tion of a spanning tree. Algorithm COMPSitself contains a. provi-

sion to get a spanning tree of G if G is connected. However

there are two other important technique to get a spanning tree

of a graph which have wider applicability in the general theory

of design of algorithms especially those for the traversal of the

'decision trees' of several optimization problems. For this

reason we shall present these two methods known as the BFS'

(Breadth First Search) and DFS(DepthFirst Search).

In the BFS procedure we start at a vertex V- of the

graph to be traversed and mark it as visited and unscanne df or

-~---
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Then V- is taken for scanning. A vertex is said
. ,

to be scanned when all vertices adjacent .£romit(this way, it is

applicable to digraphs also) have been visited. Thus while

's.canning ~ all vertices adjacent from ~ are visited in any

a number (the BFSn~ber). The newly visited

put in a queue(in the order of their BFSnumber)

and taken up one by one for scanning, 'after the scanning of the

"current vertex is over(First visited··first scanned principle)
~

Scanning continues until no unscanned vertex remains. If a

vertex v->- is visited for the first time when a vertex u is being

scanned CLuJ forms an edge of a spanning tree of G called,a

BFStree of G. As such algorithms are rarely used to get just

a spanning tree, -we will give the details of the procedure in

the next section in connection with an algorithm to determine
•all the fundamental cycles of a graph. However the following

figure illustrates a BFS traversal graph and a BFS tree.
(

7

with BFSnumbers ~ BFS tree of G

The DFSprocedure differs from the BFSin that the

scanning of a vertex ~ is suspendedas soon as a new vertex ~

is visited and then V-"tA.. is marked as an edge of the DFStree.

At this time the scanning of the ver-tex l.4- starts. Whenthe

vertex u is completely scanned, scanning of 1.) is resumed
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(backtracking). The search terminates when all vertices that
have been v.i.s.i ted have been scanned. Once again,. the details
of the a Lgor-L 'thm will be given in connection with an a'Lgor-I thin

to determine the blocks and cut vertices of a graph.
A DFS numbering and a DFS tree of the graph of the

previous figure is however given below, to illustrate the idea
, I

3 3

of G

Remarks or DFS
(i) If the BFSL,procedure is applied to a disconnected

graph it will traverse just one component and stop.
To traverse the whole graph and ,get a spanning
forset one can, of ccurse , devise a BFT or DFT
(T for traversed) with repeated calls to the BFS/DFS.

(ii )With adjacency list as input data the space and time
compley~ties of both BFS and DFS are O(n) and
O(n+m) respe ctiveLy , wher.eas with the adjacency
matrix~:ne are O(n) and O(n2).

,
2.52 Generating all spanning trees
Several approaches have been reported in the Li, terature ~

to generate all the spanning trees of a connected graph.
The earliest one starts with one spanning tree(generated

by any of the known methods) and generating all the others by
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-<t-

tree transformations. An elementar.Y~r~e-Eansfor-

mation (ETT) is defined as follows: If Tl and T2 are 'two

s'panning trees of G with edge set.sf br'anch sets) El and E2 such

,that El L) E2(= El U E2-E1n E2) := [ ..e i">..e~· wi, th ..J2..,-J-bG)

and .J2., G E then T2 can be obtained as T1-£ +...e, and Tl
'7- 2. ::L "2-

can be obtained as T'2---£ +.£ A. SUch a transformation between
?- -L. .

spanning trees is called an ETT. If now we ro'aw a graph T(G)

J. vrith one vertex corresponding to each spanning tree of G and in

which two vertices t1,t2 corresponding to spa~ning trees Tl and

T2 are ad.jacerrt iff there is an ETT between Tl and T2, 'Ideget

the tree-gra.l2h.YL G. The distance d(t1 ,t2) between 2 vertices

of this tree graph T(G) is k if E(Tl)L). E(T2) == 2k. _ It can be

proved that two such trees 6t a distance k, can be obtained from

each other by k successive ETTts(see theorem 2, page 126 of

Christofides [6J). Thus starting with a tree and using elemen-

tary tree transformations one can generate all the spanning trees.

One such algorithm which avoids the generation of the same tree

more than once has been given by Mayida and Seshu [19J making

use of the fundamental cutset matrix of the graph. '·.his however

requires storing of some information generate.d in earlier steps

and accessing the same while gen9rating a new tree. See also

Bapeswar-a Rao and fJlurti [2q. In this connection the concept

of a Central tree was introduced by :£:Eo(S(a D. A Central tree

of G is simply a spanning xree of·G corresponding to a central

vertex oft11e tree,_gr~ph T(G). By the definition of a central

vertex, the maximumdistance of any other tree of G will be
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'f

least from this tree, and thus computational savings can be

obtained by taking the starting tree as a Central tree. However

now, 1].0 easy 'VIrayof .r-ecognizing a Central tree va thout( at

,least implicitly) generating all the trees seems to be available
·4·.

r(Shark [29J has given a simple inducti on proof of cummin's
~ . .
~r.esult [7J that the. tree graph is Hamiltonian)

AnQther procedure is based on the recursion formula

by theorem 2~3. An algorithm-based on this has been

by Minty [22J and recursively implemented in Algol by

'1'1CIl Roy [20. This t4so generates the trees without duplica-

'.t.Lon, but because of the r-sour-s Lve mature considerable sfior-age

be re quire d.

A third procedures which nas some obvious resemblance

to Prt1l'el';" Codes, has been given by Char [~. It starts from

a spanning tree and does generate lot of non-~ees. If t is

the number of tree sequences and to the number of non-tree

sequences generated by the algorithm, Thulasiraman and Jayakumar

[34J estimate the time complexity of the algorithm to be

O(n(t+t )). Further work on the ccmpar-Lson between Charts and
o

the 11inty-MCIIRoy algorithm seems to be under way.

Mea~while Chase [51 (1970) is reportd3d to have made a

comparison.of the various trees~generating algoritr~s and come to

th8 conc'l.us Lsn that the 11inty-I'1cIIRoy algorithm is the best.

Chr-Lstof'Ldes [6J (1975) presents a back tracking algo-

ri 'thm Which generates the trees without duplication and without

need to look back at the earlier tnces generated.

--,........---------- --- ---
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2#53 ·Generat~gall cycl~

To generate all cycles of a graph one initially finds all

fundamental cycles and sets up a fundamental cycle matrix.

this one could use ~e spanning the algori thIn contained in

as suggested by Read ~61. A more efficient method due

.' to Paton (?4] I based on a BFS of the graph is given in the next

se cti on aft algorithms. -FUNCYCLES. ..,

Having produced a f'undamerrteL cycle matrix ,Cm . one can,J.

generate the circ matrix and check each circ to see whether it

is a cycle or not , One way to do this check is to compare the

circ with each cycle produced; this is obviously inefficient.

A direct method to cHeck whether a.circ is a cycle or not has

been proposed by Bapeswara Rao and Murti [IJ. Another method

is due to Welch [35J 0o;~ected by GibbSi)2J.)WhiCh involves the

ordering of the fundamental cycles in a partic~ar way that

helps to determine whether a circ i5 a cycle or not, as soon as

it is produced (in a systematic way), so that it need not be

considered for the 'further generation of circs or cycles. A

comparison of the different methods for producing all cycles

was made by Prabhakar- in L26] (1972).

2.54 ~nerating all cutsets.

An algorithm to generate all cutsets of a graph from the
\ "

set of all segs, by discording each seg which does not qualify

to be a cut set by checking for an interesting property, has

been' 'givE~nby Bapeswez-aRao et al [2.J ~ This avcf.ds the
\
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,comparison of each ~eg wi. th all other se gs~~ was' the method

"employedearlier. Minimal cutsets are of interest to reliabi-

'; li ty engineers and we cite just two references to give an
,*,,:

, indication of the sort of problems being tackled by them Q.aJ
r,

and

2.55 ~jsting th~ blocks of a graph

AlgormtllffiCOMPShelps one list all the cornphnents of a

graph. The next higher hierarchy of connectivity for graphs

are the blocks. An algorithm to list all the blocks, cut

vertices' and cutedges( which are simply the trivial blocks) is

therefore of great .irrter-es t, Tworival algorithms are. avai~a-

ble for this (See the discussion on page 2.87 of [8(b )I"
comparing the Reed [37J - Paton f2~ algorithm with the

H6peroft and Tarjan Q-4] - Tarjan [32") alg~rithm) having

complementary regions of efficiency. Just to illustrate the.

DFSprocedure we give in the next section the Hopcroft-Tarjan

algorithm as Algorithm BLOCKS
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2.6 AlfS2£.l..!l!ns
2.61 ~korit~~CYCLES(BJS)
Formal d~scription of the Algorithm

N,A
Variablcs:_B: A~ n-array giving the BFSnumber of the vertices-~"-~-~-

F: I I , i ,Father of each vertex
I I I I the vertices in the partial

treeS formed so far~ All vertices with the same
number in T form aComponeht of G.

S: An n-ear-r-ay denoting whether the vertex is
scanned

Q: An n-or-r-ay serving as a queue of vertices waiting
to be scanne d

D: An n-array denoting the depth/distance of each
vertex from the root of the' component to which
it belongs

FQ: Front of Queue
RQ: Rear of Queue

9utJ2ill:i) Matrix A with edges marked 2 for tree branch edges
3 for chord edges and 4 for exami.ncdf baclctr-ack Ie dges •.

ii) T giving the components of the spanning trees_
iii) Fundamental cycles as sequences of ver~ices.

iv) Depths of the vertices in the different components

I

1



FUNC,YCLES

Initialize: 6= 0, K=l,
FQ=l, RQ=o

Do while L~ N
IF S(L) = 0 then'
Process ccmponent
Else

L=L+l
End If

End Do

L=l, B=F=T=S=Q=D=o,...

, I

I
I

F(J?>

, Be gin Process Component
Rem: .Initialize Q
Head Q= L

C ~ c-i
T(L) == C-

Wnilc Q nonempty, Do
I = Head Q

BSF(I) .
End Do

End Pr-oce.s s
~.~<'EI"~",*-,,-_

Begin BSF{I)
K = K+l
B(I) = K

Rem: Scan(!)
For J=l to N, Do
While A(I,J)=l, Do

IF l'(J)=o then ,
Mark(I,J) as Ibranch'
Mark(J ,I) as Iexamined'
F(J)=l, T(J)=C, D(J) == D(I)+l
Add J to Rear Q

Else
Mark (I,J) as 'chord'
Mark (J,I) aSI_~ItUhoed
Print Fundamental Cycle < I ,F( I) ,F(F(l.»),

End IF
End Do

End Do
End BSF.(I )

.....,
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~,
Initinlize

C=o 1 Keo , L=l
B=F=S;;:T=Q=D=o

"'-'
FQ=l, RQ=o

,

No

A .

.' -- !

RQ < FQ ?

Ye.S is Q~

No

Rem: BSF(I)
I=Q(F(Q) )

FA=FQ+lK:.aK+l
B(I)=K

Rem: S can I
J = 0._-- -----'-+(A)

'- -".

.'
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yes/'

A(I,J) = 3
A(J , I) = 4 \---(i----...,,,/

H = I
Print J

A(I,J) = 2, A(J,I) = 4
F(J) ~ I, T(J) = C

D( J) = D( 1)+1 .

Q(RQ+l) = J
. RQ = RQ-:-l

No
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~gorithm BLOCKS(DFS)
Formal [Cscription of the Algorithm
Ln}?ut: N,A
.Y9l~iables:D: An n-array of DFS numbers

F: ', I f Father of each vortex
T: 'I I' the vortices in the partial

tr~es found so far. All vertices with same
number in G, form a Component of G.

S: An n-ear-r-ay denoting whether a ver t.ex is
scanned or not.

B: An n-array finally giving the block numbers
of the vor-t Lccs .

H: A stack:
TH: Top of stack H~

.O~~:. I) Matrix A with edges marked as branches or chords
(or examine d)

2) T giving the components of the spanning tree
3) Blocks of G spe cified by edges
4) Cut edges of G.
5) Cut vertices of G.

~Algorithm: A B.,ecursiveVersion
Procedure BLOCKS

Input N,A
Initialize: C=O, K=O

D=F=T=S=B=O,......
Stack = ¢~

L=l
While L ~ N, Do

If S(L)=O, then
Process Component

Else
L=L+l

End If
End Do

End Procedure

----. --------------
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~egin Process Component

C==C+l
I==L
T(I)==C
K=K+l
D(I)=Ki B(I)=K
DFS(I)

. End' Pro cess Component
Beg~j)X_~ (I)

For J =-1to ,N Do
If A(I,J)=l then

Put A{I,J) on top of stack
If T(J)=O then

T(.J)=c, F(J)=I
K=K+l

-D(J)=K, B(J)=K.
A(I,J)=2(branch)
A (J,I )=4( examined)'
I=J
DF.3(I)

Else·
A(I,J)=3(chord)
A(J, I')=4(examined)
B(I ) = Min {B ( I ), D(J3)

~ End If .
~End If
End Do

S (u: )=1
If F(I)*O tb.,en

If B(I)!/D (F(I» then
Output F(K) as cut vertex; output all edges in
stack from Top upt.o and including edge (F(I),I)
as a block

End If
B(F(I)=l'hntB(I), B(F(I).1"
I=F(I) _.
DFS(I)

End If
End DFS(J)

I \
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, we now illustrate the algorithm by applying it to the connected
,'< graph G below: 1

5

3

6

G
Fig. 5.14

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
~ - ~~- _~~~_._-""-~""""_'_"'~ __ ~""_"'''''''" _____ '7_'''''·

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 a
6 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 a
7 0 1 0 0 0 0' 0 1

8 0 1 0 0 0 0 , 0J..

~..-.--~-~--,- ..,..

A

The values for the variables of the different steps are
shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Y21~~~~Qf~th~_Y~fi~Ql~~_~1_Qiff~~nt_li~f~liQll~
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./
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-e" klIIY
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J) T

-:1.11..1 \1-12-11..

~ I I I 11-

No.

3',·
f5

31,;:u1 t2
4110\ 6

~.

ca ~ 7 S ~ I .2., --4 - ".

G I c;r b, -:L 1 7
<6 (!l;
7

-.~

~

4
.1..

~,

2.

11:1-13
~. 13· ~4-

1

4-\ i
'6

1.
l.

1.1
3,
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~. B STAc/< aU/PUT/ACTION DhA

1- 12- 13 I.4-1SIb l7 I~ t 4- si4-1 '2>1bL71~ T
1. :1-

'2.

'2.

3-

i
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":2-
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~
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L
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APPENDIX-~-~~

Some Building Blocks for structured Programming

If then Else- .

IF(Condition) then
I Sta tements blOC~(

Else[8--t-a-t-e-m-e-n-t-s-b-l-O-Ck~!.

End If
- •.•..•.•.••••. <:;.

•Simplified , Version
IF(Condition) then

L S~B:J

End If

Do While
While(Condition) Do

@
,End Do

Repeat Until

Repeat

! S_B.]
Until (Condition)

Case structure
Case C1

{S..B.iJ
Case C2

jS.B.2]
Case
Case Con

S.B.n
EndCase

SimP~equence

.. ~

1
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I

J,j.)-ror 1 = 1, n do
N

For 1 = 1, n do

~~-
~

End do
1 = 1+1 .1.=t----
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Errata for C.~21

A(I,J) = 3
B(I, J) = 4 r---~-----{

yes

z(x) = H
Y(X) = G
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Example

2

6

3 5
~4
8 7

9

Graph G

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

5 0 0 1 I o 0 1 0 0

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
~
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

9 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Adjacency Matrix A
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i ' D C.2.26f Queue OutputS I

, \ . --
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rEgree Sequences -Fuc't or-s -Nat.chi.ngn r Algorithms
Q?.&'ee Seyuence2

If V.:::. rv/....>"V":;z... .: .•• ••v"'] are the vertices of a graph and
of(-'ifij=dtis the degree of 'V-i' the sequence <1..' ~, it_ •• dn=7tJ

say is called a degree sequence of the graph.. We allow di=o
to admit isolated Vertices ..

A non-negative n-sequence n is called a degree sequence
, if there is a graph with n as its degree sequence; the graph is

said to realize n. If n is a degree sequence and every graph
realizing n has a specified ~~aph property P, n is said to be
!0:t.gbly P ~JEaQle.. If only some graphl s ) realizing n hasl

have the property P, then n is said to be potentia~~y P-reali-
~le Characterizing potentially or forcibly P-realizable degree
sequences for various graph properties is a fascihating field
of study and the interested reader should refer tooS.B ..Rao t s
survey article [19] ..

At the outset one may note that graphs ~~th same
degree sequence could be non-isomorphic. The simplest such
pair is

o 0

This incidentially shows also that 2312 is not a forcibly-
connecteg~ degree sequence ..

Enumerating (Finding the number of) non-Ls omorpm.c

graphs wi th given order n(n = t Vp and ,?ize m(m = I E J) is q
fairly difficult problem; enumerating ,the non-isomorphic
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graphs viith given degree sequence is a still more difficult
problem'; though both have been "so.Lved". These and many other
such graphical enumeration problems have been 'solvedl using
polyas' counting theorem and an interesting ~neralization of
it due to deBruijn, and many such problems r-emaf,n unaclve-d to
thin d~y. For a comprehensive discussion of the techniques
and the solved and unsolved problems, please refer to the book
by Harary and Palmer \3-31. I am tempted to mention a parti-
cular interesting problem in this area :.-that of enumerating
the' self-dual digr~J2b.s,on n vertices.

The 'solutions I mentioned above are in the sense of
obtaining just a generating function whose I'i-th term 1 I gives
the number of nonis~morphic graphs with the stated property.
Even when the method of generating the generating function is
kn~vn~ programming a Computer for carrying out the computations
present considerable(though not unsurmountable) difficulty. As·
for getting closed expressions for the coefficients of the
generating functions, the task seems to be almost hopeless.
Research by gifted combinatorialists is a crying need of the
hour, in this area.

Regarding characterization of de~ee sequences, however ...
we have two interesting general results: the first is of an
algorithmic nature, originally formulated by Havel [14=t and
Hakfrni, Q-~ and Lat.or- generalized by Vlang and Klei tmann ~jJand
the other an algebraic one due to Erdos and GaJ.lai['O~

Definition 3.l: If 1t = dl, ~ ••.•dn is a sequence o-f

positive integers and n •. is the sequence obtained by replacing
~
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crhoJ

oJ.j by zero,..(subtracting 1 from each of theda highest terms

of n(other than (jj) is called the sequence obtained from n by

Javing::iff d j .
~2£em~.1(Wang and Kleitman [23J • n is a degree sequence iff

n.i obtained .by ,laying off any dJ is also a degree sequence.

Theorem 3.2(Erdos and Gallai r7] The monotonic non-dc.c"'easing~~---"~-.. ~ -
sequence dl// d2>r .. ' >;.dn is the de gree sequence of a graph

k ' -n
iff~ cr . .$ ,~:'kCi - J) +L. rv:ihCd ~ I k) :for ~~ k~n

L- '"1.... '
;,=) i=R+\'
Perhaps the simplest direct proof of this famous result

is the one recently given by Choudum[4].

2. .f.~9..tor~

Lefini tion 3d-

If H is a spanning subgraph of a graph G = (V E) with.J

degree sequence dl, d2 ••• ~ and H has degree sequence

fl, f2, ••• fn -=J(say)(o~ 1i ~d1) then H is called an

f factor of G. If each f. ;;f- vre may call H an f - factor of...-v . '\...
G. A l-factor of G is also called a ~rf~ct matc~g of G.

p I ~(If some :J'{ .s are zero and the other J..\". S are 1, we have an

imperfect or partial matching.

A ~atghing is a spanning aubgr'aph of G comprising of

a set of possibly disjoint cycles. A connected 2-rnatching is

therefore a ~n~to~ia~ cycle of G.

A graph is said to be f-factorable if E can be partiti-

oned into an edge-disjoint union of f-factors.

A fundamental result in this areais the following theorem

of Tuttle [22j on l-factors.
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Theorem3.3 Tutte(l-factor theorem)~~-..:..-~

A graph G has a I-factor iff o(G-S)~ , s} for all

S < V, where o(H) is the number of odd components of H•....•.

It has an interesting corollary knownas Peterson's

theorem.

Theorem3.4 Peterson [If]

Every Cubic graph without cut edges has a perfect

matching. For a proof of both see Bondyand l'1urty [3J
If,76-79-

Tutte has ex~nded his I-factor theorem to obtain an

f-:(actor theorem. See Har'ar y l2-2J Theorem9.5(p.88). The

eUistence of an f-factor is linked with the realization of
/V

degree sequences and some of the connections can be found in

Rao[19].
A particularly interesting conjecture in this regard

was a conjecture due to Berge that every 4-regular graph has a

3-regular subgr-aph, Somepartial results in settling this

conjecture were obtained by C!lvctal et al in [51 and Parthasarathy

. and SrLdhar-an in [1fl. But the conjecture was.eventually

settled by a Russian mathematician V.A. Tashkinor f3il
3. ~chin&§J. The problem of existence of matchings in

graphs and especially in bipartite graphs has received conside-

rable attention at the hands of researchers because of some

amusementproblems and somemore serious O.R. application

problems in which the matching problem crops up naturally.

~finiti"£lL3. 3 A !!@..khi-ngin a graph G = (V~E) is a

set of edges of Gno two of which are adjacent. It is also
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called a Set of ~nd~enden!_!g~~. A matching M is said to be

maximal if no edge e E E can be added to 1"1 to get another~~~~

matching of G. Amatching with maximumnumber of edges is

called a ~~~~~ matching. Its cffi~dinality is denoted by c{l(G)

and is called the §!_~~_~!Lcie~~ll~£ or the m~t<2.hingnWlf..~_-!':

of G.

An important technique used in the study of mat.chf.ngs.i Ls

the theory of aLternatin~~chail2.~. developed by Berge [2J (Chapter

7), whose or-Lg Ln has been attributed by him to Peterson(See

Foreword to [~ ).

WinJ.J;ioJl2.J±.(i) Let fil be a matching in G. Then an tj-alte£.::

pating .Ratpin G is a path whose edges are alternately. in E-N

and M_

(ii) A vertex ~. is M-sat~ated if there is an edge of

M incident with if (otherwise, it is M-untSaturated)

(iii) An M-augmeJ:}.ttn..,gI?a,.tllis an M-al ternating path whose

first and last vertices are M-QDsaturated.

The f'o.l Lowlrig the orem is classical and forms the basLs

of many efficient algorithms for obtaining maximummatchin.gs in

"gr-aphs.

1'.Peor~~1E.3.5 (Berge [1] ) A !!1_~mal matching 11 in G is a

maximummatching iff there is no M-augmenting path in G.

A related concept is that of covering.

DeflA~~ion 3.5(i) A set K of vertices is a vertex-co~~r

of G if every edge of G has at least one end in K. The cardina-

li ty of a ~imum vert§!x __co~ is denote d by !3 0 (G) and is caLl.ed

the ~I'te.]C_cov-lli..!l,gnumber of G
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(ii) A set F of edges is an ~dge-9~ of G if every

vertex of G is an end vertex of some edge of F. The cardinality

of a minil!!.um~_9J£..__f2.9..Y~£ is denoted by ~l(G) and is called the

~92Y~F.j.r~~~ of G.

For any matching 11 and any vertex cover K, we have

M K. This leads to the important

Lemma3.1 Let 1'1 be a matching and K a vertex cover of

G such that (M I :: I K) ~ Then M is a maximummatching and K is

a minimum vertex cover.

The following is a standard result(See pp.10l-103 of [fJ)
Propositi.£llo}·l -) -1- ~ = y\ = d + ~l0\0 0 j.

For a bipartite graph we can also prove (See p.•74 of DJ )
that ~0 = eX:1. So we.also g-et ~l = 0( 0 •

Because of the applications to personnel assignment

problems, optimal assignment problems etc. in O.R. considerable

attention had been denoted to the study of matchings in bipartite

graphs. Wehave the follovdng results:

JX:finill..,on 3..!2. Let G be a bipartite gr-aph with V = XU y

being. the bipartition of the vertex set. Let I Xl ,,< IYJ • Then a
is

matching M in G,,<saidto be .£..omp~te (X-complete) if it saturates

all the vertices of X.

Theor.£.m3.6(Hall) A bipartite graph G = (X V Y/ E) has

a complete X-matching iff \ S )~ 1 N(s) \ for every S ~ X, where

N(S) = [~f:Y/3 VE.5 and a lvV-6 E}
~_?rem 3.1. (Mendelsohn and Eu.lmage [}g ) In a biparti te

graph there exists a matching which saturates all the maximum-

degree-vertices.
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For a proof of these, see, e. g. Swarny and Thulasiraman [§iJ
4. Hatching Al..E.2£.~l2[I1s:

, 4
Edmonds[6]gave an O(n ) algorithm for finding a maximum

matching in a general graph, introducing the idea of blossoms

and shirking them. Galow[j]gave a refined ver-s.i on, avoiding

the shtinking and obtaining an O(n3) version. This is elabora-

tely explained with an i~lustration by Swamyand Thulasiramant=f~

pp 515-526. However' a more refined a'Lgor-Lt.hmwor-ki.ng with

O(n2.5)time complexity is reported by Even. and Kariv ~8]. An

al.gor LthIn due to Hopcroft and Karp [Ii] ~or finding a maximum

matching in a bipartite graph in O(n2•5) time is also explained

in Swamy and 'I'hu.Las.i.r-aman [Z~.
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4 .1. Plan2£JJ;Y
Planar graphs and plane graphs have already been defined.

It is p.bssible to prove that the two important graphs K5 and K3,3

are nonplanar using the Jordan Curve theorem. But simpler proofs

can be obtained using the Euler Polyhedron Formula [4}. For a

graph embeddable on an orientable surface of genus ~ this formula
"

is as follows:

Theoreill 4.1 ~-1-E~.s ~mul~:

If G is a graph of orientffible genus

n-rn+f ::::2 - 2-{

where f is the number of faces of the embedding.

For the plane and the sphere, .y-:::: 0, and the formula becomes

n-m+f = 2. Since any face of a plane graph should have at least

'degree' 3(the degree of a face is the number of edges on its

boundary, cut edges counting twi.ce) it is easy to see that

In < 3n-6 for any planar graph. 1'hisgi ves that K5 is nonp.Ianar-,

Since the ~t~ of K3,3 is 4(girth = length of a smallest cycle),

"WE C8.l1 get m~ 2n-4 an absurdity establishing that K3,3 is non-

planar. For a graph of girth k one can show that m~ k(n-21
~

and USing this we can prove that the Petersen graph is nonplanar.

ObviOUSlysuch tricks ca~ot take us too far. To proceed

deeper we need the topological concept of homeomorphism.

Definition 4.1 (i) An £1em~niary subdi~io~ of a graph

G is the replacement of an edge e ::::(.,(.if by a new vertex o»: ana

two new edges lA cJ and vf V-

(ii) A graph H is said to be homeom2rphic form G if H

can be obtained from G by a finite se~ence of elementary
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subdi v.i s i, on s applie d c.u any arbitrary set of edges.

(iii) 1"\{0graphs are said to be homeom0r:..I2~2~_t2~each-...£ther

if there is a third graph(possibly one of,the first two) from which

both are homeomorphic. This is an equivalence caass and each class

G such that G is not homeomorphic from any other graph of the

class., 1n such a situation we say any graph H of the class is of

topological class G and wrLte H = 'rG.

It can be proved that a graph is hOflleomDrphicallyirre-

ducible iff every vertex of degr-ee 2 in it lies on a triangle.

In particular all graphs with 5 /> 3 are homeomorphically irrec.u-

cible.

One of the deepest the arems in gr aph the ory is th e f 011o-

wing characterization of p.Lanar gr-aphs, due to Kuratowski @J.
1he~El]:il....ft..~2l<uratowsk~~~~[6J A graph is planar

iff it has no subgraph of topological class K5 or K3,3

Another important characterization of planar graphs is

through the notion of duality introduced by Whitney [101and [Ii].
Q§finj.ti~ Bet Gl and G2 be two graphs and let there

be 2(1-1) correspondence between the edges of Gl and G2 such that

a set 'of edges in G2 is a cycle-vector of G2 iff the correspon-

ding set of edges in Gl is a Cutset vector of Gl- Then G2 is said

to be a dual of Ql-
It can be proved that if G2 is a dual of Gl then Gl is a

dual of G2• This definition of dual is a ~light modification
..

of that originally given by vlliitney and is called a ~~llLinatorial

dual.
=
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Theo~.fl!.3 Whitney A graph is planar iff it has a dual.

That a planar graph G has a dual can be proved by an easy
procedure

constructionLapplied to a plane embedding of G. This is said to

result in a p;e ometri.<?dual of G. For a proof of the converse

using Kur-atowskat s theorem, given by par-sons see Theorem 7.13

(p.194) ot: Swamyand Thulasiraman [9]. For the original proof

by vfuitne~, one may ~efer to Seshu and ReedC=8~

4.2 • Algorithms for pJ".~1Larj...tY

There are many polynomial time algorithms for planarity.

One proposed by Demoncr-on , Malgrenge and Pertuiset [2J is ex-

plained elaborately in Bondy and tJIurty [lJ pp.~63-169. Hppcroft

and Tarjan[~7 proposed an algorithm ,based on DFS of the graph,

which works with time compLe xi.t.y O(n). A description and illus-

tration of a preliminary version of this algorithm is given in

D20 [~lpp.30+-310. Rubin has presented a more efficient imple-

mentation of this algorithm inL7] •

•
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D.l.l
Models of Computation

Dr.Rani Siromoney
Department of Mathematics

Madras Christian College
Tarnbaram

In order to study w.91:ltbms and their .Q.Q,mplexity,We
must specify a model of a com~ting device for excuting algori-
tmns and define what is meant by a basic step in a computation.
No single computational model is suitable for all sItuatd ons,
For each problem we must select an appropriate model which will
accurately reflect the actual computation time on a real compu-
ter. Among several fundamental models of computing devd ces , we
shall briefly look into the more important models viz.
(j,) the random access machine
(ii) the random access stored program machine and
(iii) the Turing machine
These models are eguivalent in computational power but not in
speed.

The motivation for formal models of computation is the
desire to discover the inherent computational difficulty of
various problems. We would like to establish lower bounds on
computation time. In order to show that there is no algorithm
to perform a given task in less than a certain amount of time,
we need a precise and often highly stylized, definition of what
consti tutes an algorithm. Turing machines are an example of
such a definition.

._-- ----••...._---------------- --- ---- ----------
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!:J.E2Li thm~_ and their c_oIlll21exi~'y

Algorithms can be evaluated by a variety of criteria:" Most
often \'Je shall be interested in the rate of growth of the time or
space required to solve larger and larger instances of the
problem.
Size of a p1:0ble~ is an integer which is a measure of the quantity~--
of input data.
Eg ,(L) Size of a matrix multiplication problem might be the lar-
gest dimension of the matrices to be multiplied.
(ii) Size of a graph problem might be the number of edges.
~ime £2~ple~~, asymptotic time complexity.

,
The time needed by an algorithm expressed as a function of the
size of a problem is called the time com£lexity of the algorithm.~..".c..: •.~ Of

The limiting beha~iour of the complexity as size increases is
called the asymptotic time complexity. Analogous definitions can
be made for space complexity and asymptotic space complexity. It
is the asymptotic complexity of an algorithm which ultimately
determines the size of problems that can be solved by the algorithn.
Random Access Machines--=-=-~~- ....-~~~~.~
A random access machine(RAM) models a nne-eaccumul.at.or-ccmputer
in which instructions are not permitted to modify themselves.

A RAM consists of a read-only input tape, a write-only
output tape, a pr~gram and a memory.

A random access machiner--""'---====::::':::~==~~-.- ~-~l il ··. 1 x" t ~~~~t -t~~Y
Fig.l

r 0 Accumula + or
r11-----1
r2

t-----t
r

3 Memor

Location
Counter
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The input tape is a sequence of squares, each of which holds an
intege~(possibly negative). Whenever a symbol is read from the
input tape, the tape head moves one square to the right. The
output is a write-only tape ruled into squares which are initia-
lly all blank. When a write instruction is executed, an integer
is printed in the square of the output tape that is currently
under the input tape head, and the tape head is moved one square
to the right. Once an output symbol has been written, it
cannot be changed.

The memory consists of a sequence Qf registers r0' rl,
'~. ri,·each of which is capable of holding an integer of
arbitrary size. We place no upper bound on the number of
registers that can be used. This abstraction is valid in cases
wher~:
1. the size of the problem is small enough to fit in the main
memory of a conputer, and
2. the integers used in the computation are small enough to fit
in one computer word.

The program for a RAM is not stored in the memory. Thus
we are assuming that the program does not modify itself. The
program is merely a sequence of( optionally) labeled instructions.
The exact nature of the instructions used in the program is not
too important, as long as the instructions resemble those usually
found in real computers. We assume there are arithIDetic
instructions, input-output instructions, indirect addressing
(for indexing arrays, e.g.) an dcbr-anchtng Ins tr-ucta ons , All
computations takes place in the first register r , called theo

------,



acctunulator, which like every other memory register can hold an-arbitrary integer. A sample set of instructions for the RAM is

shown in Fig.l.4. Each instruction consists of two parts-an
operation code and an address.

In principle, we could augment our set "lith any other
instructions found in real computers, such as logical or charac-
ter operations, without altering the order-of-magnitude comple-
xi ty of problems.'

Fig.2 Table of RAM instructi on
Operation Code Addr~~
1. LOAD operand
2 ..STORE operand
3. ADD operand
4. SUB operand
5. MULT operand
6. DIV operand
7. READ operand
8. WRITE Operand
9. JUMP label

10. JGTZ label
11. JZERO label
12. HALT

An operand can be one of the following:
1. =i, indicating the integer i itself
2. A nonnegative intege~ i, indicating the contents of register i.
3. *i, indicating indirect addressing. That is, the operand is
the contents of register j, where j is the integer found in
register i. If j ~o, then the machine halts. These instruc-
tions should be quite familiar to anyone who has programmed in
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assembly language. We qan define the meaning of a program p with
the help of two quantities, a mapping c from nonnegative integers
to integers and a "location counter" which determines the next
instruction to execute. The function c is a memo!y~aJ2;
c(i) is the integer stored in register i(the contents of
register i)

Initially c(i) = 0 for all i ~ 0, the location counter is
set to the first instruction in p, and the output tape is all
bl.ank, After execution of the k-th instruction in p the loca-
tion counter is automatically set ~o k+l (i.e. the next instruc-
tion) unless the k-th instruction is JUMP, HALT, JGTZ or JZERO.

To specify the meaning of an instruction, we .definevCCl)
the value of operand a, as follows:

-V(=i) = i
V(i) = C(i)
"" *i) = C(C(i)}

The table of Fig" 3 defines the meaning of each instruction in
Fig.l.4. Instructions not defined, such as STORE = i, may be
considered equivalent to HALT. Likewise, dfv.i.sd on by zero
haLts the machine.
Fig. 3 Meaning of RAM instructions

The operand a is either =i, i, or -::-i
Instruction Meanin~

c(o) « -V(a)

cu ) ~ - C(o)
C(C(i) -< c(o)
C(o)~ C(o) + v(a)

1. LOAD a

STORE i

STORE *i
ADD a

2.
-,_.
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4.. SUB a

5. MULT a

.6.- DIVA

Cf•• READ i

READ -):-i

C ( 0 ) 4:- C ( 0 ) -v (a )

C(o)~ C(o) X v(a)
C(o)~ L c(o)/v(arl
C(i)~ Current input symbo~

C(C(i»)~ Current input symbol
The input tape head moves one square
right in either case.

<J' (a) is print ed on the square of the
output tape currently under the output
tape head. Then the tape head is moved

WRITE a

one square right.
':5Q. JUMP b The location counter is set to the

instruction labeled b.
J.D. JGTZ b The location counter is set to the instruc-

tion labeled b if C(0) > 0; otherwise,
the location counter is set to the next
ins tructi on

aa, JZERO b The location counter is set to the instruc-
ti on Labe Le d b if C(0) = 0; otherwise J the
location counter is set to the next
instruction

12. HALT Execution Ceases.
r-~l (Ceiling of x) denotes the least integer equal to or

•greater than x, and LxJ (floor, or integer part of x ) denotes
the greatest integer equal to or less than x.

-During the execution of each of the first eight instruc-
tions the location counter Ls Incremented by one, Thus

--------_._-----
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instructions in the program are executed in sequentia~ order
lmtil a JUMP or HALT instruction is encountered, a JGTZ instruc-
tion is encountered with the contents of the accumulator greater
than zero, or a JZERO instruction is encountered with the
contents of the accumulator equal to zero.

In general, a RAM program defines a mapping from input
tapes to output tapes. Since the program may not halt on all
input tapes, the mapping is a partial mapping (that is, the
mapping may be undefined for certain inputs). The mapping can
be interpreted in a variety of ways. Two important interpreta-
tions are as a function or as a language.

Suppose a program 1> always r'eadgn integers fran the
input tape and writes at most one integer on the output tape.
If, when xl' ~, ••• ~ are the integers in the first n squares
of the input tape. 1P writes y on the first square of the
output tape and subsequently halts, then we say that 1> COOlpU"
tes the functi on f(~ J x2' ••• Xn) = Y» It is easily ~ovm that.
a RAM, lime any other reasonable model of a computer can compute
exactly the partial recursive functions. i.e. given any partial.recursive function 'f we can define a RQM program that computeB
:f t and given any RAM program we can define an equivalent partial
recursive function(Davis'58, Rogers 167)

Another way to interpret a RAM program is as an acceptor
of a language. An alphabet is a finite set of symbolS and a
language is a set of strings over some alphabet. The symbols
of an alphabet can be represented by the integers 1,2, •••·k
for some k. A RAM can accept a language in the following manner.
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We place an input string s = a1a2 ••• a on the input tape,- n
placing the symbol al in the first square, the symbol a2, in
the second square, and so on. We 21ace 0 a symbol we shall use
as an endrnarker in the (n+L) I:::J-. square to mark the end of
the input string~

The input string s is accepted by a RAM program P if P .
reads all of s and the endmar-ker, writes a 1 in the first square
of the output tape, and halts. The language accepte d by P is
the set of accepted input strings. For input strings not in
the language accepted by P, P may print a symbbl other than 1
on the output tape and halt or P may not evenhal t • A
language is accepted by a RAM program iff it is recursively
enumerable. A language is accepted by a RAM program that
halts on all inputs iff it is a recursive language.
COIIlJ?utationalComplexity of RAM programs •......

Two important measures of an algorithm are its time and
space complexity, measured as functions of the size of the
input~ If for a given size the complexity is taken as the
maximum complexity over all inputs of th~t Size, then the
complexity is called the worst-case complexity. If the comple-
xity is taken as the Itaverage'! complexity over all inputs of
given Size, then the complexity is called the ~pected complex-
ity. The expected complexity of an algorithm is usually more
difficult to ascertain than the worst-case complexity. One
must make some assumption about the distribution of inputs, and
realistic assu.r:nptionsare often not mathematically tractable.
We shall emphasize the worst case since it is more tractable
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has a universal applicability. However, it should be borne in
mind that the algorithm with the best worst-case complexity does
not necessarily have the best expected complexity.

Th.£..worst-case time c<2-mplexity(or oust time comple.p-ty)
of a RAM program is the function f(n) which is the maximum over
all inputs of size n, of the sum of the "time" taken by each
instruction executed. The ex~cted time. com]2lexi"'!y'is the
average, over all inputs of size 11 ( of the same sum. The
same terms are defined for space if we substitute" 'space' used
by each register referenced" for " 'timet taken by each
instruction executed.' ,

To specify the time and space ccmplexi ty exactly, we
must specify the time required to execute each RAM instruction
and the space used by each register." We shall consider two
such cost criteria for RAM programs. Under the uniform cost
criterion each RAM instruction requires one unit of time and
each register requires one mni t of space,. Unless otherwise
mentioned, the complexity of a RAM program ,,'/illbe measured
according to the uniform cost criterion.

A second, sometimes more realistic definition takes into
account the limited size of a real memory word and is called the
logarithm~ £~t criterion.
Let 9.. (i) be the following logarithmic function on the integers

J- C~) L ~~ f i }J t- 1.- I
't. ::/::-0

e-

- ::tr 1., :::.0

The table of Fig~ summarizes the logarithmic cost t(a) for
the three possible forms of an operand a. Fig 4: stunmarizes the
time required by each instruction
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Operanda Cost t(a)
.Q (i)

Q (i) +

!l-(i) +

= i

i j.(C(1»

S2(C(i) + Q(C(C(i»))

Fig 4 logqrithmic cost of an operand.
The cost takes into account; the fact that llognJ + 1

are required to represent the integer n in a register.
Registers, we recall, can hold arbitrarily large integers~
FiJg 5 Logarithmic cost of RAM instructions, Where tea) is the
cost of operand a and b denotes a label.

Instruction Cost
1. LOAD a t(a)
2.. STORE i Q.(C(o» + SL (i)

STORE *i Q(C(~)+ R(i) + SL(C(i))
3. ADD a Q..(C(o» + tea)
4. SUB a SL(C(o» + tea)
5 . MULTa 9.. ( G( a ») + t(a)
6" DIVa Q(C(o» + tea)
7. READ i Q.(input) + Q(i)
n READ >ki 9..(input)+ Q.(i) + Q(C(i».': "

'" 8. WRITE a tea)~-"
'!O
K".:f, 9. JUIVJP b 1

;,J ;

10. JGTZ b 9.(C(o»
11. JZERO b ([(CCo»
12. HALT 1

The logarithmic cost criterion is based on the crude
assumption that the cost of performing an instruction is pro-
portional to the length of the operan~s of the instructions.
For example, consider the cost of instruction ADD ~<-i. First
we must determine the cost of decoding the operill1drepresented
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by the address. To examine the integer i requires time Q (L),

Then to read ct i ), the contents of register C(i) costs Q(C(C(i».

Since the instruction ADD .,;.i adds the integer COCCi)) to C(o),

the integer in the accumulator, we see that Q (C(o) + ~(i)

. + 9. (C(i) + .Q(C(C(i»)) is a reasonable cost to assign to the

instruction ADD ·*i.

Wedefine the logarithmic space complexitx of a RAM

program to be the Sum over all registers, including the accumu-

lator, of 9-(xj» where xi: is the integer of largest magni.tude

stored in register i at any time during the computation.

It goes without saying that a given program may have

radically different time complexities depending on whether the

uniform or legarithmic cost is used. If it is reasonable to

assume that each number encountered in a problem can be stored

in one computer word, then the uniform cost function is appro-

priate.. Otherwise the logarithmic cost might be more appr-oppf.a'te.

for a realistic complexity analysis •

.TIle Turing Machi~: This is a primitive m:IDde];,of Computation

Multi-t~e Turing Machine

It consists of K tapes(K ~ 1), which are in.,finite to the right.

Each t§lpe is. marked off into calls. Each cell holds a taQe

~mbol.

One cellon each tape is scanned by a tape head, which can read--- -=- ......-.-.-
and write

Operation of the TMis determined by a 'finite COl!Eol;, which

is always in one of a finite number of state

--------------~-._._ ........•. _.
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finite state control

A computational step of a 1Mt
Depending on the current State of the finite control and the
~ape symbols s~nned by the tape heads the TM can do ~ or
all of the following operations:
1. Change state of the finite control
2. Print new tape symbols over the current symbols in any/all

of the cells under tape heads
3. Move any or all of the tape heads, independently, one cell

left(L) or right(R) or keep them stationary(S)
Lal}guage Recognize d or accepte<;!by a TMw

• tape symbols - input symb o.Lsf a.Iphabet of the language)
~a special symbol, blank

~ other symbo.Ls

• initially, the first=E..E£..hold~ a string of input symbols
and all cells to the right of the input are blan~ other tapes
are completely blank •
•TM accepts a string of input symbo~s, if the TM started in an
initial s~, with all taReheals at the left end of the tapes
makes a sequence of moves and enters the accepting state.

I
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Definition: (Formally)--
A K-tape TMis a 7-tuple(Q,T"I,0 ~b,qo,qf) Q, the set

of states

T, the set of tap£ symbols

I~ the set of ~t symbols; I C T

bE T~I, the blank

qo' the initial state

qf' the ~inal or accepting state

6, the nex'L-move functiC?,g, ~u •• a subset of k
b'v r<T I< ):D Q X ( f X ~ L-~ R/S ) )

I . I ~ ,~))
c5Cq ,a1-,c:1.2-)" ,Cl0=(ql (q,>J,}) .,' q/<:" k~

ai ( 1.~ ~ ~ \< ')
~to a.; moves thea

l':1§aning: TMin state q;; i~th tape head scanning
, I

in ~ move enters state q/ change& symbol ai,
i-th tape head in the direction d. ( :i~"L~ \<).i.

Ins~ntaneous_LescriJLtion(ID) (describes the activity of a 1M)

ID is a K-·tu~a( .' .~'k)
'/

Each ~ J _ is a string of the form x q y such that xy is the
. Ll\ 1.-

string on the i-th tape (trailing blanks omitted); q is the

current state of M.
The symbol Lmmedi.at.eLy to the right of q is the symbol scanned

(on the i-th tape )

Wewrite I1. ~ D2

If Dl t-M D2 tM .
I

If either D = D or

(L, e.. after one move the ID Dl becomes ID ~)
-t~ l-M Dn\M Dn' n::;" 2, we write

+ I -*',
D ~ D, then D t-r1 D

TMacc?J2ts a string a , al ••• a a..; E- I( i.~ 1..{n)
o n -' v

if (qo al a2 •••an)' qo' qo' ••• qo)

\ ~(cX ~ '. - o(k) for some q. IS with qf in them
"l '1-" 2...> t

_______________ .• •• •• u
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TM, in addition to the natUral interpretation as a language
acceptor, can be regarded as ~omputinE a funotion.f,he arguments
of a function are encmded on the input tape as a string x with
a special marker sseparati~~the arguments. If the TM halts
with an integer y~(the value of the function) \~itten on a tape
designated as the output tape, we say fex) = y.
1i.~e Cornplexit,YT(n) of a 'I'M: the maximum number of moves made
by M in processing any input of length n.(taken over all inputs
of length n)(T(n)18 undefined if M does not hal:t)
SpaceComplexity S(n) of aTM: Haximum distance from the left end
of a tape which any tape head travels in processing any input
of length n.(SCn) is un define d if atape head move s indefini ._.
tely to the right)
Relationshi~ between the TM and RAM models
.TI:!:
Let L be a language that is accepted by a RAM program of time
complexity T(n) under the logarithmic cost criterion. If the
RAM program uses no multiplication or diviSion, then L is of time
complexity atmost O(T2(n) on a multi-tape TM.
Th: The RAM and RASP under logarithmic cost and the multi~tape
TM are all polynomially related models.
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2. NP Completeness

Dr.Rani Siromoney
Department of Mathematics
Madras Christian College

Tambaram

ProlLleinis a general que.:.tion to be answered, usually possessing
se gez-a'L Earameters or free variables 'Whose values are JJifft
uns pe ciii ed'~
An instance of a problem is obtained by specifying particUlar
values for all the problem parameters.
Algorithms are step by step procedures for solving problems.
For concreteness, we can think of them simply as being computer
programs, written in some precise computer language. .An algo-
rithm is said to solve a problem n if that algorithm can be
applied to any instance I of n and is guaranteed always to
produce a solution for that instance I. In general, we are
Lnt.er-ested in finding the most f 'efficient' I 3l1gorithm for
solving a problem - this involves all the various computing
resources needed for executini an algorithm • time and space.
Since ~ requirements are often a dominant factor determin~g
whether or not a particular algorithm is efficient enough to be
useful in practice. We shall concentrate primarily on this
single resource. The time requirements of an algorithm are
conveniently expressed in terms of a "Single variable, the
Iisizell of a prbblem - which is intended to reflect the amount
of input data needed to describe the instance. Very often the
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size of a problem instance is measured in an informal way.
E~..(i) Matrix multiplication (ii) Travelling Salesman. If we
are to deal with time requirements in a precise, mathematical
manner, we observe that the description of a problem instance
that we provide as input to the computer can be viewed as a
single finite string of symbols chosen from a finite input
alphabet.

Althou·~ theI'Care many different ways in which instances of a
given problem might be described, let uS assume that one parti-
cular way has been chosen in advance and that each problem has
associated with it a fixed encoding scheme which maps problem
instances ~to the strings describing them.
The input length for an instance I of a problem n is defined to
be the number of symbols in the description of I obtained from
the ericodi.ngscheme for 1~. It is this number, the input length,
that is used as the formal measure of instance size~

function
The time complexity L fOr an algorithm_ For each possible
input length~ the lar~st amount of time needed by the algorithm
to solve a problem instance of that size ..
The theory of NP-completeness is independent of the enCOding
scheme and independent of the computer model.
Polynomial time algorithms ~d Intractable Problems
A E2lynomial time algorit~ is defined to be one whose time
complexity function is O(p(n) for some polynomial function p,

where n is used to denote the input length.
Any algorithm whose time complexity function cannot be so
bounded is called an exponential time algorithm(Note that this



also includes nonpolynomial time complexity functions like
nlog n vmich are not normally regarded as exponential functions
The distinction between these two types of algj)ri+hms has
particular significance wnen considering the solution of large
problem instances.
Polynomial time algori thms are generally regarded as being much
more desirable than exponentia+ time algorithms. This view,
and the distinction between the two types of algorithms is
central to our notion of inherent intractability and·~to·-:::th.e
theory of NP-completeness.
A problem is said to be in_trastabl~ if it is so hard that no
polYnomial time algorithm can possibly solve it.
Time complexity as defined is a worst ca~ measure.
The distinction between I'efficient" polynomial time algorithms
and' 'inefficient" exponential time algorithms admits of many
exceptions when the problem instances of interest have limited
size.

5
A 2n algorithm is faster than the n algorithm for n ~ 20. The
intractability of a problem turns out to be essentially indepen-
dent of the particular~cncoding scheme and computer mOdel used
for determining time complexity.
(i) Encoding sc~es- input lengths they determine differ at
most polynomially from one another, so that any algorithm haVing
polyobmial time complexity under one of these encoding schemes
also will have polynomial time complexity under all the othe~s.
(ii) Choice of computer models All the realistic models of
computers studied so far, such as one-tape Tl1, multitape TMt
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RAMs are equivalent \v.r.t. polynomial time complexity. One
woul.d expect any other reasonable model to share in this equi-
valence.
Provab1Y...1nt:r~2.tal:>le__f£sPle_IllI?.
To distinguish betWGen two different causes of intractability
a) the problem is so difficult that an exponential amount of
time is needed to discover a solution
b) The solution itself cannot be described with an expression
having length bow1ded by a polynomial function of the input
length.
Turing demonstrated that certain problems are so hard that they
are' 'undecidable" in the sense that no algorithm at all can
be given for solving them.
He proved that it is impossible to specify any algorithm which
given an arbitrary computer program and an arbitrary input to
that program, can decide whether or not the program will even-
tualJ.y halt when applied to. that input.
IE termini:silie1'llMr.,.8:tJ.d:J4bbtt;;:~8'c p
• DTM - a deterministic one-tape(infinite on the right and left)TM
(Note that this is equivalent to the multi-tape TM in accepting
power) oFini to state

Read write head

~-,---rn. -~' .~.-_. ' ..• t.·

-2 -1 O. 1 12

Schematic re12resell~tion of a IWA
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• A polynomial __time DTMprogram is one whose time complexi ty
~ . +

is TM(n) ~ P(n) , for some .E.9_lyn~ial> p and for all n E z

• Class P == tL : there is a polynomial time D±rvrprogram M

for which L = ~~~

(L is. a given language & Lr1 - language accepted by M)

I'Jon-:.9£.t.erininistl~ TM(NDTI-l)and Cl.ass NP

Fini te J
state

control

Guessing
module

tape
Read-write

head

Note that this version of a ND'IT1 is equivalent to other versions-

such as Mu~ti-tape and so on•

• the gueSsing module provides the means for ~~iting down the

guess

A polynomic:t..l...i..:iJn...£,NDTMprogram is one whose time complexity

Tfl1{n) ~ pen), for some polynomial p and all n'il.

C:Lc:.sSNP = ~L : there is a polynomial time ND'l"Mprogram .t-1

for which ~ = LJ
Relationshi..:Q bctweon P and NP

•. P C NP i ..c. if n <::. P and A is any polynomial time ~-

ministic algorithm for n , we can obtain a polynomial time

£9n-deter~~iJc algorithm for n merely by using A r~'8 the

checking stage and ignoring the guess.
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• Conjecture ~ P ~ NP seems more reasonable to operate under

this assumption rather than devote one's efforts to proving the

contrary.

• If TI E NP, then there exists a polynomial p such that TI can

be solved by a deterministic algorithm having time complexity

O(2P(n) )

A tentative view-....-.~,.~~-~--

• If P=F-NP, then all problems in p can 1::><2solved with polynomial

time algorithms and all problems in NP-P arc intractable •.
• A weaker form: I I if PT-NP, then TI e NP-P" NP~completenes.§

focuses on proving such weaker form. (conditional approach)

• key idea

a language

satiSfying

i) there is a polynomial time DTM program that computes f.

ii) for all x E:,2 -X- ) ~ E L 1.. iff f(x) E- L2

We write ~ c:{, L2

• If SoC, L2, then L2G p ~ S E p( or equivalently

S ~ P /L2 ~ p) .

• If LIO\ L2, ~ 0( L3, then So( L3

• Twolanguages Ll and L2 are E2.,lynomially' eg,.tllvalent whenever

both LIe:< L2 and L2c/; Ll
t

lli:.:£.omplete If L E NP and for all other languages L f; NP,

LI~ L~
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• If any single NP-complete problem can be solved in polynomial
time, then all problems in NP can be solved. If any problem in
NP is intractable then So are all NP-complete problems.
Thus p if P +- NP, n E:- NP-P •

•- If Ll and L belong to NF, Ll is NP-complete and Ll d-... L2,
2

then ~ is NP-complete.
• This gives a straight for\~rd approach for proving new
problems NP-complete once we have atleast one known NP-complete
problem availab~e.
• To prove n is NP-complete, we merely show that (1) n e. NP

I
(2) some known NP-canplete problem n transforms to n

If every NP-completeness proof had to be as complicated as that
for SATISFIABILITY, it is doubtful that the class of known NP-
complete problems woul.d have grown Q.S fast as it has. But.~

Once we have proved a Single problem NP-complete, the procedure
for proving addi, t.i.ona.L problems NP-complete is greatly simpli-
fie d. Given 'a problem n e NP, all we need do is show that some

Ialready known NP-complete problem n can be transformed to re.

Thus from nc", on the process of devising an NP-completeness
Proof far a decision problem n will consist of the following
four steps
(i) showing that n is in NP
(ii) selecting a known NP-complete problom re'
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(iii) constructing a transformation f from JC to JC and
(iv) proving that f is a (polynomial) transformation
In this chapter, \'12 intend not only to acqui.arrt readers '\<rith
the end results of this process(the furnished NP-completeness
proofs) but also to prepare them for the task of constructing
such p~oofs on their own.

We present six problems that are commonly used as the
,"known NP-complete problem I I in proofs of NP-completeness, anal
we prove2Cook's Theorem.
Cook's fundamental Th: (Provides some first NP-complete problemJ
.• Let be a set of Boole~LarJ.-ables
• A truth assignm2nt for U is a function.f : U -7 [T ,F} •
If t(u) = T, u is "true" under t and if t(u) = F, u is
,'false' I under t •
.•If u is a variable in U" u and v... are the l·it.er-a'Ls over U.

The literal u is true under tiff the variable u is true under t;-
the literal - iff the variable u is false.u is true
.. A clause over U is a set of literals over U.~~

It is ~tiSfi~ by a truth assignment iff at least one of its
members is true under the assignment •
• A collection C of clauses over U is sat~sfi~ille iff there
e~.s~truth assignmentfor U that simultaneouslysatisfies
all t~auses in C.
SATISF~Ik~TX Problem:
Instance: A set U of variables and a collection C of clauses
over U.
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for C?
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Cooke's Th: SATISFIABILITYis NP-complete.~~~--~
~l2. I SAT..:h? inJW. A non-deterministic cUlgorithm for it need

only guess a truth assignment for the given variables and check

to see whether that assignment satisfies all the clauses in the

given collection C. This can be done in non~deterministic

polynomial time.

Step II: For the se cond requirement, 'WG rcpre sent SATby a

language

LSAT= L~AT,eJ for some suitable encoding scheme e.

Then W8 must show that for .sJ.l languages L_c JiP..t. L 0<.. LSAT

The idea is that each of the languages in NP can be described

in a stand and way~ by giving a po.Lynomi a'L time NDTMpr ogram

that recognizes it. Then derive a generic transformation from the

language it recognizes to LSAT- This generic transformation when

specialized to a particular NJ)Tl\1pnogr-amMrecognizing the

language 1M will give the desired polynomial transformation

from 41 to LSAT-

• M be the arbitrary polynomial time NDI'Mprogram spc cj.f'Le djiy

r/ ~,b, Q, qo' qf' ~, 0 r-ecogru.z.ing the language L = ~ •
.

• pen) be the polynomial over the integers that bound~ the time

complexity from l(V\CYl)
• The generic transformation fL is derived in terms of MI \' I ~

:£.J Q., I q0 1y' qN' 6, P. )(-

• fL will have the property that for all x ~~ ) x e L, iff

fLex) has:n satisfying truth assignment

• If x E~ ~ is accepted by lvI, there is an accepting computa-

tion for M on x, so that both the number of steps in the

I
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checking stage and the nwnber of symbols in the guessed string
are bounded by :e(n), n = I x ]

-'J_I l±liliJ>----D~_
-pen) +p(n)+l

Such 3. computation involves only the SqUClj-&SWorn -pf n ) to
p(n)+l. Thus the status of the computation c.tanyone time can
be specified by giving
• the contents of the squares
• the pos Ltionof the read-y.r.ritehead
• current state
This can be done by a limited number of Boolean variables and a
truth assignme~ to them.

Variable Meaning

At time i, M is in
state qio -s i --S" Pen)

0.$ IR ~ f\--.;
A- -=- (~/- ~

. --: JY) At timA, i, the read -write«: L t-. "'-.1'\ -.'o~ ". h d' . ._ ea 1S scann~ng square J
_.p(n)-$" J ~ p(t~)+1

under the convention that if the prograo halts befcre time pen),
•the configuration remains static at all later times, maintaining

the; same hal t ..state, head position and tapecontents •.

..~----------... _.-
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colle ct.Lon

• fL works by constructing aL of clnuses involving three
v~rinbles such that a truth assign~ent is a satisfying truth
assigmaent iff it is the truth Gssignment induced by an accepting
computation for x whose checking stage takes pen) or fewer
steps and whose guessed string has length at most ~(n)
# This will mean that fL satisfies one of the two conditions
required of a polynomial trcmsformation. Tho other condition
t.ha t fL can be computed in polynomial time can be easily shown
(Details not pr-ov.i ded};: 0(p(n)4)
..The clauses in fLex) can be divided into six groups, GI••• G6•

Clause. group Restric~on imE~~ed
.At each time L, r1 is in
exactly one state '.
At each time i, the read-write
head is scanning exactly one
tape square •.
At each time if each tape square
contains exactly one symbol
from -r <.

At time· 0, the computation is
in the initial configuration
of its checking stage for
input x
By time pen), M has entered
stnted ~ and hence as accepted x
For each time i, O~ i:S < 1:>(n),
the configuration of M at time
i+l follows by a single appli-
cation of the transition
function 0 from the configura-
tion at time i.
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COMPUTABILITY AND UNSOLVABILITY

Rani Siranoney
Department of Mathematics,
Nadras Christian College,
Tambaram, Madras - 600 059.

Abstract Third Lecture-~~~-'
The concept of unsolvability (undecidability) is introduced with
the aid of a Turing machi.ng , Two very well~kno\m illustrations

':-..

are given as classical examples of: unsolvable problems... The first
is, Hilbert's tenth problem, and the second, word prbblems for
finitely generated groups and semigroups.
Fourth Le cture

,~.Application of number theory is indicated by introducing the
:t.

widely studied RSA public-key cryptosystem. Application of the
unsolvabilityof the word problem lor special ythue system is
given by a public key cryptosystem constructedbyR.Siromoney and

G.Siromoney. Various concepts introduced in.the second lecture,
re gar ding time complexity, such as INP-hard I, 'polynomial time I

etc. are useful here.
The lecture Botes are rather sketchy, since they are direc-

tly taken from the 'transparencies' used in the lectures. The
reader is encouraged to refer to the original references!

A Turing machine is a general model of computation.
Every algorithm in .the intutive sense can be realized as a Turing
machine.

'1:

If you have an algorithm for computing the values fen) of a func-
tion ft a Turing machine may be constructed to 'output' f(x) from
the input X, for all x.
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Or if you have an effective procedure· for listing, all words of a
language L then you may construct a Turing maChine, that accepts
a word if£it is in L.
Church's ThesJ13 Turing machine is a general enough mathematical
model for intutive notion of an effective procedure.
1. To demonstrate how certain problems are unsolvable (i.e.have
no algorithms).
2. All the problems we consider are decision problems (i.e.) only
Yes or No answer s, Instead of t Uns 01vable " we can use the more
specific term 'Undecidable'.
3. Perhaps the surprising thing is that several problems in other
areas of mathematics, with no apparent relation to Turing machi-
nes or programs can be proved 'undecidable' by demonstrating how
the halting problem can be reduced to each of them in turn.
4. Any undecidability result in one mathematical theory, can be
used to prove an undecidability result in an apprently unrelated
theory.

A Turing machine halts with a word w if there are words ~
and w2 such thai;

*LfoW #: j-rt =(F-. W1-9tf! UJ~ -#-
Thus halting meana~eaching the final state 9Vj2 .

The Halting problem for Turing machines .1To decide whether
TMo (x) .J; (i.e ..TMi halts for an input x ) holds for a given pair
~i,x) of integers'. This problem is undecidable.
RiEE Following problem is also undecidable~
1. Is the language accepted by a given Turing machine empey

(Emptine ss ).
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proofs about undecidability are either direct or indirect. Direct
proofs make use of some diagonalization argument. For indirect
proofs, choose a problem P whi.ch is known to be unde c.idab.Le, To
show the undecidabili ty of a problem P', vvc prove that if P' were
in fact decidable then P would also be decidable which is a
contradiction.
Hilbert's Tenth Problem and consequences:
Most questions can be expressed in terms of polynomias:
1. Hilbe~tstenth problem (i) may justly be referred to as the
most famous specific decision problem of all time (il) consists
of giving an algorithm that will tell whether or not a given
pokynomi.a.Iequation with integer co-e ff'Lc i.errta has a solution in
integers. Formally, Equations of the form p(xl, ••• , xn)=O
where P is a polynomial in the variables )C~ " ... .x" with inte-

./

ger co-efficients. Hilbert's tenth problem: To decide whether
a not an arbitrary equation has a solution in integers (1900)
No such algorithm exists i.e .•the problem is undecidable. (J.•Hati-
zasevich, 1971)
Historical (i)It seems possible although rather surprising, that
Hilbert already anticipated this result - while commenting on the
lpro~ of the impossibility of the solution of Mathematical
problems.
(ii) Such impossibility proofs were alneady given by the ancients:

~not rational: hypotenuse of an isosceles right angled triangle
has an irrational ratio to its side.
(iii) the question of the impossibility of certain solutions has
played a key role in Mathematics.
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Such old and difficult problems:(as to prove the parallel axiom~
to square the circle, to solve the equations of 5th degree in
radicals: -:> have no solution in the orLgi.na Ll.y intended sense,
but nevertheless solved in a precise and completely satisfactory
way.
(iv) Such a precise and completely satisfactory solution was
provided in 1970 :viz 'undecidable' ..
Hi}ber~Tenth_problell

To find an algorithm for deciding whether or not an arbi-
trary polynorai.a I equation with integer coefficients has a solu-
tion in integers. No such algorithm exists (i.e.the problem is
undecidabl~.Thus we consider equations of the form P(~'.".'Xn)=O
where P is a polynomial in the variables X" ••• ,x with integer~ n
coefficients. Hilbert's tenth problem consists of deciding
whether or not it has a solution in integers. From the decf.da+

bility point of view this is equivalent to asking whether or
not it has ssolution in non-negative integers (argument can be
given;
FOD~oof introduce the following :
(i) Diophantine sets: sets for which a certain polynomial equa-
tion has a solution. Eg.the set of composite numbers since, for
any composite number x, there exists y,z s.t.,x = (y+2)(z+2).
(ii) Diophantine relations, eq.Divisibility relation x/y if there
exists an z [xz=Yl ~ Theorem.Every recursively enwnerable set and
relation is Diophantine.
Step 2: From the decidabili ty point of view, it is also equi-
valent to ask whet.her- or not P(xl' •••,xn)=0 has a solution in
positiveintegers.

•
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Step 3: The set S of solutions is recursively enumerable and con-

sequently there is an effGctive procedure for listing S.

Step 4 ~ To decide whether or not S is empty, we would have to know

when to stop the listing procedure if so far no elements of S

have been produced. In some cases we have to wait for qui, tea

long time. For instance, the smallest positive solution of the

equation

2 2
x = 991 y + 1 is

x = 3795ro400906811930638014896080

y = 12055735790331359447442538767

l'D.§...'2.rem.~ There is a polynomial PLL with integer co-efficients

such that for all i, the ith recursively enumerable set 8i satis-

fies, for every x , the x € si if£(there exists Yl J'" ,Ym)

LP. L,-i ?- 4. ..,y,\=6"\ Note that the relation xes .• is re-u..... "1"01/ (Jyvy _... to

cursively enumerable because of the Halting problem.

Finally, Theorem: There is a polynomial P with integer co-effi-

cients and a special variable i satisfying the follovling condi-

tions': No algorithm exists for deciding whether or not an arbi-

trary Diophantine equation Pio = 0 possess a solution in non~

negative integers where P--\o results from P by substituting a

positive integer i for the special variable i. Hence Hilbert'So
t2nth problem is undecidable.

!h~orem: For every Diophantine set of positive integersf there

exists a polynomial QJ s~ch that S equals the set of positive

values of Q, when the variablGs of Q range over non-negative

integers. These results have really surprising consequences

from a number-theoretic point of view.

•
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(i) The set of prime numbers can be expressed as the set of
positive values of a polynomial with integer co-efficients.
(ii) celebrated open problem about the existence of infinitely
many twin primes~ Are there infinitely many positive values ~ of
Q such that <c\-2) is a value of Q.

(iii) Polynomial representations can be given for Fermat's cele-
brated last problem Riemann's and Goldvach's hypotheses.
Sim.Qle word J!r~s _in universal al&E:9£.as~
D.E.Knuth and P.B.Bendix in computational problems in abstract
algebra, J.Leech (Ed.) Pergamon Press 1970, pp.263-297.
Introduction: To introduce the meaning of word problems and to
motivate the study of word problems. The Nurpose - to examine
a general technique for certain algebraic problems which are
traditionally treated in an ad hoc, trial and error method. The
technique isprecise enough that it can be done by computer, but
it is also simple enough that it is usefUl for ha~d calculation
as an aid to working with unfamiliar types of algebraic aMioms.

Given a set of operators and sorneidentities satisfied by
these operators, the general problem treated here is to examine
the consequences of the given identities, i.e.to determine
which formulas are equal because of the identifier. Each iden-
tity may be regarded as a reduction.
Summary An algorithm is described which is capable of solving
certain word problem i.e.of deciding whether or not two words
composed of variables and operators can be proved equal as a
consequence of agiven set of identities satisfied by the operators.
Although, the general word problem is well krtown to be unsolvable,
this algorithm provides results in many interesting cases.

II
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For example in elementary group theory, if we are given the
binary operator, the unary operator, and the nullary operator

/

e, the algorithm is capable of deducing from the three identi-
.. -1 -fties a.(b.c) = (a.b).c, a i a =e, a.e=a, the laws a .a=e, e.a:::a,

-- -1a :::aetc.. Further more, it can be shown that a.b=b.8. is not
a consequence of the given axioms.
Method based on well-ordering of the set of all words, such that,
each identity can 'be constructed as a reduction (RHS smaller than
LHS ).
A set of reduction identities is said to be 'complete' when two
words are ~ equal ~s a consequence of the idBntities iff they
reduce to the same word by 8.series of reductions. (i) To test
for completness (ii) completion procedure given. Word problems
constitute a very natural, as well as an old, widely studied
class of decision problems.

I

]§sic Idea 1. We begin with finitely many equations ~=wi,...,wk=Wk
"~r where the w's are words.

2. To find an algorithm for deciding whether or not an arbitrary
given word w can be transformed into another given word w' using
the given equations i.e.substituting a subword Wi by Wi' or vf.ce

versa.. The problem formulated above is the word problem for
semi groups.
The equations define a particular finitely generated semigroup.
The algorithm we are Looki.ng for, would decide for an arbitrary
pair (w,w') wher-e wand w' are words over the alphabet of gene-
Eators, whether or not w=w' holds in the semigroup.
The word problem for groups is defined similarly (original equa-
tions must include equations stating the properties of the inverse
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and the identity).
Word Problems can be stated for (finitely generated) Abelian
(Commutative) groups and semigroups •. Altogether this gives ~s
four algorithmic problems concerning the most fundamental alge-
braic structures.
Word pr ob'lems are also referred to as Time problems.
Thus considered rewriting systems with symmetlhic productions
w <::-> Wi which amounts to the study of equations used as defining
relations.
p~cidabilill status of these 4 problems:
Theorem: The word (Thue) problems for semigroups is undecidable
More specifically, there is a semigroup S with finitely many

I
defining reE:iltions(}J-i;;~if i = l, •••,k such that there is no
algorithm for deciding whether or not an arbitrary equation
w = w' holds in S.
Proof: A straight forward construction of a Turing machine •.Then
undecidability follows the undecidability of the halting problem
for Turing machine.
Theorem: Word (Thue) problem for groups is undecidable.
Theorem ~ Word problem for Abelian groups and semigroups is
decidable •.
S~ar'y : Word problem for groups and semigroups is unuecidable,
word problem for Abelian groups and semi-groups are decidable.
Exercise: Prove that the word problem is undecidable for the
semi groups S with generators a,b,c,d,e, and defining relations
ac=ca, a,d=da, bceob , bd=db. aba=abac;:eaba, eca=a,e, edbebe ,

HINT: The equation w=~ is undecidable for monoid, M with defining
relations

--~-----------------
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APPLICATION OF NUMBER THECRY
TO

PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOSySTEM

/

CRYPT OSYSTEM

CLASSICAL PUBLIC KEY

CLASSICAL: Gives a very limited degree of security (Two-way
functions exists)

PUBLIC KEY: Irrtr-ac'tab.Ie (Trap-door one-way functions)
Introduction
I Conventional QE... ClasSi<2§J CrYpJ~..2=system$

(anything before 1975j

1. Same key for both encryption and aecrption prOcesses.
2. Known as private key or ,symmetric crypto system.
3. Key to be distributed in secret.
II Modern public key crypto-~te~

(Diffie and Hellman' 78)
1. Different key used for encryption and decryption processes.
2. Known as asymmetric crypto-systern
3. Encryp~ion key made public in the form of a directory 'but the
decryption key is kept secret
4. D2finition of one-way functions

(L) f:x-.-l)y with f-l as its inverse
(ii) f is called a one-way function if f(x) is §asily computed

(tractable, polynomial time) but f-l(x) d.s ~ or infeasible to
ccmpute (intratable, 1\1 F-hard).

------------------_. __ .. _. __..... -- ...
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Examples of. one ~L flU1c!i.0ns
1. Multiplication and division are inverses but multi is compara-
tively easier than division.
2. Given a polynomial p(x), it.is far easier to compute p(x) for
any given x but it is difficult to find x for any given (real) y

such that f(x)=y.
3. Multiplication of primes, (~imality testing is easy).
Prime Factc?l'.l.?ati~(har d )
Formally 1. E is a (1,1) transf: if C:£(M) then D(C)=M
2. The pair (s,n) can be easily found and both E(M) and D(C) can
be efficiently computed.
3. Knowing E , it should be computationcUly infeaSible to discover D.

BASI.f_rntINIJ2l.0~
atYPTOGRAPHY

PLAINTEXT
CRYPTOGRAM

CODE (or) CIPHER.:

Science of secret communications
Message in original readable language
Secret message in a scrambled form
A method of putting neasages into a secret.
form, using words or symbols.
Coding (e)
D::! coding (d)
Solving or breaking without a key or formula

ENCRYPTING
IECRYPTING
CRYPTANAL YS IS

PLAINTEXT CRYPTOGRAM

e(w)=z; d(zj=w
d(e(w) )=w ~> -1

d :: e
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CLASSICAL CRYPTOSYSTEM-;---~ ... ==-= _._'3'-'~__ ~':'~~

cAESAR SYSTEIVl
Named after Julius caesar who first used this sytem.

PLAINTEXT, CIPHERTEXT (CRYPTOGRAM)
~ords over English alphabets.
Key space ~ K =[0,1,2, ..••,25}

ek(w)'= z

Example~ e3(FIRE THEM) = ILUH WKHP
e2(USE SAM) = \'lUG UCO

-1
dk = ek

Hence caesar system is breakable.
CLASSICAL CRYPTOS~~~
Route transposition
Plaintext, Ciphertext are words over English alphabets.

Key process: 'Zig-Zag' pattern.
Example: Plaintext: SEND HELP SOON

Ciphertext~ SNHLSO
EDEPON

S (V H L- S 0

1/ t /J/~/J/J;;
~ E pol"E D

,t~.

An increase in scrambling can be derived using reversed zig-zag
pattern.
pLAI NTEXT: SEND HELP SOON
CIPHERTEXT: NOPEIE

OSLHNS
-1d=e

.....••----------------_._------ ----- I
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PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOSYSTEM

INew directions in cryptography' by W.Diffie and Hellman (Nov.1976
IA method for obtaining digital signatures and public key crypto-
systems' by R.C.Rivest, A.Shamir and·L.Adeleman (Feb.1978)
(Known as RSA public key cryptosystem)

Nwnber the ory Is role in public key cr-ypuosys tern.:

If ant is the product of two unknown prime numbers p,q,
then it is very difficult to find p,q from "n'

(n ) digits Time taken to factor (n)
50 3.9 hours
75 lClt days

100 74 years
200 3.8 x 109 years
300 . 154.9 x 10 years
500 254.2 x 10 years

If tp' , 'q' are prime numbers •. Then by Buler's function c::p/ 1ICn)
is the number (p-l) x (q-l)

CP(h~ -=- ( ~.- ~_) X Cq--1-).
The relationship of 3 numbers a,b,m in the expression a:b
modulus m means a is the remainder of m 7- b.

Given a large number lei and '4'(n)' calculate another
number "d ' satisfying the equation, e x d = I (mod cf (n ))
(i.~.) end 7>(CP(hJ) X <:pCr.) -I- 1.- (O--r)

e•
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d ::: e. modulo 4 (n)

(e ,n) -public key. (d,n)'" secret key

E..J3.A._J~Y_91ic_~~r:r£to syst~

~v.~loping Ke~: . Public Key (e,n) secret key (d,n).

(i) Let p,q be very large prime numbers and e be a large number.

(ii) calculate n=pxq then PU~~~2key is (e,n)

(iii)calculate d = e-l mOdulo~(n)

Che ck if exd (modt:P(n») = 1

Then §§cre.i. K~ is (d,n)

!?voloping a ci~ text:

The plaintext message (M) is converted to block of numbers,

uSing substitution of numbers. For example Ol=A, 02=B ••• 26=2

Each Block number Ml=01, M2=02, •• .' is conver-ted to ciphe-r'text
enumber Cl, C2, ••• using (e ,n); Ci = Mi (modulo n )

OBTAININGA PLAIN~

M. =a

Ciphertext is converteato plaintext using secret ~ey (d,n)
d ( ,Ci mOd~o n)

0~t\~",M
..

c-
1; C-

d"' "

-



Plaintext . , Y encrypts X decrypts

number- P--.:I__ I ciphertext I----"'-'-M = C d (mod n )
e i iM1, M2,··· Ci=I'1i (mod n) /

'"-------------'/-
"\
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Summary of RSApublic key system

X generates
p,q,e

Secret key
¢(n, = (p-l)x(q-l)

-1 r-/..,
d = e (modr (n»)

Public key
e,n

n = p x q

Number'

Ml, ~2"··
Plaintext

Finding p,q from n is intractable finding (p-l), (q-l) from

given ~(n) ~. p,q are primes is easy

(d,n) secret key

(e,n) public key

Lei' e, n]
p,q ==--/(P-l)(q-l) =cp (n ) )d

d "" .Mi = Ci (mod ~ (n »)

transmit
message
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X assumes p=3, q=17, e=13 calculates n = 3 x 17 = 51

t t ¢(n)=2 x l6 == .32 .

" d = e-l mod (9)(n)=5)

d,e = 1 (mod c:f (n )

, , S.ecr~t key (5,51)

Public key (13,51)

Let the nwnber equivalent be 01::Ag 02=B, ••• 26=2 suppose Y wants

to send the message BACi.e. 020103 to X then using C.=M.e(mod n)
. 13. 13 ~ 1. l.

Y gets the C1.phertext 02 (mod 51 )=32 ~,01 (mod 51 )=01
13( ,'03 mod 5) = l2.

Y sends to X: '320112'. Now X gets 320112 and uses (d,n) to find
d

the plaintext by M.=C. (mod n)1. 1.

5 .
32 (mod 51) = 02 - B

015(mod 51) = 01 - A

5
12 (mod 51) = 03 - C

Hence X finds out that the message sent . by Y is ~

RSA system (Summary)

1. Pick two very large random prime number-s pand q (of the. order

of 1090)

2. Let n = P.q

3. n is made public. p and q are kept secret.

I
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4. For choosing large pri~mes, an efficient algorithm for 'primality

testing' may be used.

5. Since there is no efficient factorization algorithm, p and q

are conceal.e d.

6. Compute the Euler r:. cp (n) = cf (p ). c;(q)

= (p-l)( q-l) n •.•.(p+q)+l

7. Pick an integer d randomly such that 2::5 d~ rr-L' and d is

relatively prime toq,{n) (i.e.(a,cp(m) = 1

such ~ a d must be odd.

8. Let e be the multi ..inverse of d.mod (<p(n) i"e. e.d=:L (mbd1>(n»

9. (n,e) made public, Decr'yptii.on key (n , d) along with the factors

p and q and 9 (n) are secret. Iv1 is the message to be sent

(converted into integer)
e

Encryption C = E(M) = M (mod n ,
d "

D:?cryption M = D(C) = C (mod n)

.... '. ...•• •... .'..-
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A illblic key crypto system that defies
crypJanalysis

by

Rani Siromoney and Gift Siromoney

EATCSBulletin, 28, Feb 1986 pp.37-43

(RS and G5. sytem)

... Word problem for special Thue system und~ill~

- Same for Church-Rosser Thue.System solvable in.l2..91.m..9'p1ialtime

- For restricted Dyck-Congruences solvable in lin~ar time.

r.reliminar~.

Jhue_~yst~~ (Norwegian Mathematician beginning of this century)
.:fr ~

A ThUlL~Ej;en:.T on an alphabet ~ is a subset of ~:x:L., ,

each pair in T is a rule. The Thue congnuence generated by T is

*the reflexive transitive closure < T7 of the relation ~:>
For an u,v s s t, (u,v) 6 T or (v,u)ET and any X,y6b~

xuy~ xv y

T . *1\.".0 strings wand z are congrwnent (mod T) Lf w<f:-rz and the

congruence class of Z(mod T) is CzJT = ~/W 41]·
If T is a Thue system on alphabet ~ , then the congruence classe$

of T form a monoid sT. under t~e multiplication [xJ o. [yJ = [ xyj
and with identity [e.3. This is the monoid presented by T.

Write x -7Y if x~y and t -l > J)5), ~> is the reflexive.

Transitive closure of --7~The relation -----? ,reduction,

assume l-i> v; T is monadic if t u L>lvt and l.-3-~v J special if

lv, = 0

Church~osser systems

*1.•A Thu,e system T is chur-ch-Rosar if for all (x,y), x~y

implies that for some z x ~ z and y *",> z,
I

-•
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Church-Rosser systems are v{ell-behaved.
2. If a finite Thue -system T is CR then there is linear - time
algorithm for the word problem for T i.e. for the question
'Given x and'y are x ru1d y congruent (mod T)
3. There is e, polynomial-time algorithm to determine whether a
fini te Thue - system is C.R.
4. If T is C.R. every congruence class has a unique irreducible
element.
PKC to be 'safe' and 'effective'
Encryp,tion - to be 'easy'
Decr-yp t.Lon - to be 'easy'
Cryptanalysis - Hard.
Trapdoor - legal recipient can decrypt easily.-,

But Eaves dropper finds it difficult (if not impossible)
to decode the message without the trapdoor information.
Technique for construction for Public key crypto systems
(Salomaa, EATCS Bulletin, June 1985)
1. Choose a difficult (intractable or undecidable) problem Q

-,

2. Subpr oblem Ql solvable in polynomial, preferably linear time.-3. Problem ~ is shuffled to obtain ~ \~ich 'looks like' Q

4. The manner of 'shuffling' is the trapdoor which keeps t(le
information secret.
Motivation (From Salomma1s paper June '85)
1. Examples given are such that Q is intractable (NP-hard) and Ql
solvable in polynolJiD.1--time.
2. 'So far, ££ example is given in which the problem Q is undeci-
dable and Ql solvable in .linear time.
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3.• The non-availability of such systems is due to the lack of simple
encryption techniques corresponding to these RS and GS system.
I Technique used
1. To choose for the problem Q the undecidaQ!1ity of the ~
prob~ for the special_ Thue sY-E...temwith defining relations
wI = A,••• wk = A.
2. For Ql' the solvability in linear time of the }:LordJ2.r..£,bl_~.for
the restricted Dyck set .•
3. The encryption key is a shuffled version of ~.
4. Information needed to obtain the Dyck set froni the special
Thue system is kept secret in the trardoor.
II Method--
1. .Q£pstructi on of we Trapdoo:r.i.e. the shu.ffling t/o be done to
make,a tsimplet problem 'look like' a 'hard' problem Legal

"
recipient findsit simple but eaves-dropper finds it hard without
knowledge of information hidden by trapdoor •
2 .• .Public.ke..Y.,(i) Substitutions for· each letter of the alphabet

(ii) Special Thue system ~~) A, •••. tWr~ A
3. EnclYPtion (i) For the plaintext w over the alphabet P words
are substituted to obtain x = o(w)

(ii) Special Thue system operates on x to obtain y the encry-
pted,message (i.e. words Wi'S are inserted and deleted arbitrarily
between the letters of x) «.

4. Decryption The special Thue system consistsof words involving
junk letter Sand Dyck congruences. For Dyck reduction, word

?tproblem solvable in linear time .. Hence x such that x ~y can
be retrieved from y (vr.i. th the aid of trapdoor information).
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9>, Cryptanalysis To the eves dropper, who does not know the
secret information in the trapdoor, this public key cryptosystem
defies cryptanalysis.
CONCLUSION
1. Brassard (1979) has proved that 'the proof of the cryptanalysis
of any system based on one-way function is indeed N-Pcompletel

would imply NP=CO-NP (OPEN)
2. This last equality is either false on very difficult to e6ta-
blish.
3. An example of an easy to breaK NP-ccmplete Cipher was given

in Lampel (1979i.
4. All these results in no way undermine the importance of the
theory of public key sys tern;

5 ..But point.to the fact that anew way of quantifying cryptana-
lySiS c~lexi~~ needSto be developedl

Shamir (1979). How to share a secret CACM, 22, 612-615.
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S •.Lakahmi.var-ahan, Algo:t:'ithmfor public-key cryptosystems: Theory
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1 •.Finding MaJ9-mum _in _f!.. Set

Dr.C.E. Veni Madhavan,
Indian Institute of Science

BangeLor'e

)..1. Time Complexity of algori thml'_.--:...!.heworst and average_c~s..£.:
In the analysis of sequential algorithmS we would like to

know the behaviour of the algorithm with respect to time and
space(memory) requirements. The determination of time complexity
is a major concern in the analysis of algorithms. Time complexity
is usually expressed as a function of the imput "size' '. The
actucilexe-cution time 'for a program code corresponding to an
algori thm on a particular machi.ne would depend on the represen-
tation of input and various machine parameters. It is convenient
to characterize abstractly these aspects as 'irtput encodingst and
'modelS of computation", r-espectrtve Iy -and talk about Ithe C¢m-

plexity of an algorithm'. Finally, there is the matter of the
'nature· of input. Of all possible inputs from a problem domain
certain types of inputs may be of particular interest from a
practical point of view. One may design an algorithm catering
to all possible inputs, and in particular the worst-case input
(which may never occur), or may be satisfied with an algorithm
that does well on an 'average'. It is seldom difficult too deter-
mine tm worst-case time complexity since we need to deal with
only one type of input. On the otherhand, determination of the
average-case time complexity is totally non-trivial.

1.d. Maximum finding algori thin_- average analYSis
Consf.der- the following Simple algorithm to find the maximum

element in a set s of n elements.

------ --- ------ •
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;Algoritqn Max:

begin

max: = s(l) ; j max : = 1;

for j: = 2 to n do

if s(j) > max then

®
begin

max r = s ( j );

j max: = j

end

end

In this aLgor-L thIn the jth element, for j = 2, •.•.•, n, is

crmpar-e d with the current maximum, Thus the number of times the

COOlparisons·' 's(j) > max' is done is n-L, Nowconsider the

block of statements labeled A. These correspond to the

resetting of the maximumvalue and the position o! the maximum

value. The number of times the block A is executed, denoted nA,
depends on the outccme of the comparison. nA, is zero if the

first element of s is the maximum,is n-l if, s(n), the last

element of s is the maximum. What is the average value of nA?

Is it n/2, n/3? Before we begin this analysis we shall make a

remark on another related problem. Suppose, it is required to

determine both maximumand minimum, is it possible to find them

in less than 2(n-l) comparisons? What is the lower bound?

1.3. bverage-case Analysis

In/general, average-case results are obtained by lOOking

at a'LL possible inputs, estimating the time complexity ot an

.
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algorithm for each input and finally averaging the total time
complexity for all inputs by the number of different inputs.

For- our problem assume, that s (j) are all di5.tin.'C:t: each
of the nl' inputs is equally likely and let

number of permutations of
~ (I ), ••• , s (n i} for whi ch nA=k-- ----~--------------------~-----nl

For example, for n=3, we can list the various cases:

Situation nA

~l > s2 > s3 0

-"i "/ s3 '> s2 0

s2 > sl > s3 1

s3 ) "i '/ s2 1

s2 '/ s3 7s1 I

s3 '/s2 > sl 2

and P30 = 2/6, P31 =
value n = ~ kPnk_ A k
abqve table. The variance

3/6, P32 = 1/6, the expected an average
= 5/6 which is so as obtained from the

J'2- -2of nA is given by ~t< Phk. - nA =7/6.
kThe average value of nA is 5/6, 26/24, 77/66, ••• for inputs of

size 3,4,5,
sequence?

"/hat is the functional behaviour of this

We woul.d like to characterize the behaviour of the r:
probabilities Pn,k and hence the moments. The standard devia--
tion on for example, helps us in obtaining tight bounds such as

Frob [InA - nA I· > r "n~ -; 1/r2 by Cheybyshev



inequality. In general~ it is difficult to determine the proba-
bility distribution and then the moments. Some times it is
possible to set up the generating function corresponding to
these statistical parameters using counting arguments, and then
apply asymptotic analysis techniques directly without solving
the recurrences. In this case we shall see some interesting
combinatorial results.

Consider the discrete probability sequence ~Pnk~,
representing the ratio of the number of permutations Xl~ ••• ~
of say, [lt2, ••• , r:} such that nA = k , to the total number
of permutations. Let us set up the recurrence in n. If.' xl= 1

then the value of nA is one more than the value obtained on
~x3 ••• xn a permutation of [2,3, ~•• n]. If '1. 1. 1, then

the value of nA is the same as its value on x2x3 ••• x and the. n
value Xl = 1 can be in anyone of the n-l positions after x2•
Thus <,

. I-1-1b_ ~p -r r. L
- h 11-:1.. k-1. 11 . h -t/ I{

/

with the initia~ conditions

f:Lk = oak' Pnk = 0 if k < 0 and 00k is the Kror:reclCmr

delta function.
Does this recurrence remind you of any other recurrence?

=L ·Ph.1.- ~k
~ ''F..,

From the recurrence forPnk

Let Gn(2) = Pno +P n 12+ •••
generating function of ~~1·
we see that G (z) satisfies

n
10· en' (,V1h('J:)) ~ ---r;- n-'~)

denote the
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_ (~-t- h-1-) Gn_~C~)

h . ( ~ " ,and Gl(z) ;;:1. Expanding this -weget G (i') = z+n /(z+n).n , n .
This seems to have a curious form, a binomial coefficient.
Surprisingly this has a simple functional representation.
Simplifying the expression for Gn(z), -weget ~(z) = (z+n-l) •••
(z+l)/nJ, which from the relationship between factorial powers
and ordinary powers through the stirling numbers .offirst kind
leads to ~-;;;L li:J 0Jk":L

,

and hence rnk given by the coef'f'Lcd.errt of zk is[k~lJ /111

Having explicitly obtained Pnk we only have to substitute
this into the sums for the moments and evaluate the sums. This
again is not practical in many situations. In fact we donlt
need to determine the moments in this manner. We can directly
set up the recurrences satisfied by the moments as follows.

Let G(z) = Po +Plz + P2z2+ ••• be a generating function
for the probability sequence rk}. W~ W;:Sh to ~pute the
mean !leG) = ~ kPkand Var-c en )-:;::LJ<.. 't-+t<~ have
G(l) = l f-{;;:1. Also since G'(z);;: ~ kPk zk.-l, we have
I-l(?) =L:k):l = G'(l)~:'--:SimilarlY-wecan easily show that
') "I i 2 .Var(G = G (l)+G (1) - (G (1» • (Here, the primes denote

derivatives). Using these facts, we can determine nA '= !lenA)
as follows.



I

~(nA) = Gn(l) ~here
r

G (z) = G 'l( z )n n-
n

z-sri-L I
Gn-l (z ) and+ n

I ...L .. (
G-t

h
(1)::::. 1'1 + VTh_

J
(1.)

/G (1) =
!l(nA) :::

with the initial condition

sum.

Wecan iterate this simple recurrence to get

= H -1, where H :::f (~J~) is the Harmonicn n - I~:::.,
Wewill say more about the quantity Hn shortly.. We can

o.
I

Gn(l)

show, in a slightly different manner based on elementary results

in pr-ob abd.Li.tiy tltIolf)vy. that, Var(Gn) = Hn-H;2) where ~2)'
n

stands for the quanti ty ~ if~"2-

o ::::1
The Harmonic sum ~ is an important quantity in the

average case analysis. of algorithms. What is the functional
\

behaviour of this sum?

all know that,~ :1-{~
a =i

In determining this we need to go through some very interesting

What is its asymptotic behaviour? (We

diverges, but how rapidly is the question)'.

mathematics related to replacing sums by integrals'. Finally the
I o- f '

quantity H ~?::l c1 denoted ~(l) is very special case o:f
~ c1=-1 00 . / ,--»

the celebrated Riemann Zeta function (,(s) = 2-.( 1- .d ).
a=)

--------.
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2. Bubble Sort------ ...-
Dr .•C.E. Veni Madhavan

Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore

2.1. A simple sQrt~ng algorithm-
Snrting is a major preoccupation of people using compu-

ters. It is of·tensaid that about 70'/. of the time? a computer
processor is engaged in some kind of sorting. While most
sorting algorithms are simple to describe, the analysis of these
employs:.some beautiful aspects of combinatorial mathematics. We
shall no\'{see a simple (and natural) sorting algorithm called
t Ibubble -sort t t and look at its analysis. The following
variant of the basic bubble-sort algorithm makes it more effi-
cient on an average.
Algori thm Bubbl,£..Sort:

bound : = n;

A

repea t be..&!!
icflag: = 0;
!.9L j~= 1 1£ bound=L ££

if Kj+l < Kj !f1~ begin
interchange (K. ~ K. 1);

J J+c
ioflag: = j;
e);dbound: = icflag;

end
~til icflag = 0

Here the quantities of interest for purposes of analysis
are:
A the number of passes
B the number of interchanges/exchanges
C the number of comparisons.

------------------ -- I



Before we begin the analysis for determining the average-
case behaviour of the quantities A, Band C, let us recall some
properties of permutations. The quantity "inversion t I is of
special interest since it represents degree of "out-of-sorted-
nessll in some sense. What is the average number inversions in
a permutation of [1,2, ••• , ~? '!tIe note that, the least
number of"inversions, zero, corresponds to the permutation
(123 ••• n) and the maximum number of inversions, n(n-l)/2,

corresponds to the permutation (n(n-l) 321 ). Consider for....
example the permutation ~ = (5 9 1 8 2 6 4 7 3) whose inversion
table is (2,3,6,4,0,2,2,1,0) and the number of inversions is 20.
We know that the inversion table entries b., j = 1,2, ••• ,n is

J
such that O~ b .~ n-j. How many j I S are such that the b.

J J
precisely equals n-j. In the permuta.tion P, there are four
such jls, - 3,7,8 and 9. Now we observe that these jls are
precisely the right-to-left~axima of P. Notice that there are
exactly four elements in P which are greater than all their
successors. Since bi = n-l with probability Iln, and indepen-
dently b2 = n-2 with probability l/n-l etc, we have from consi-
deration of inversions that the average number of right-to-left
maxima is given by

~.+ 1n n-l + 1+ =

which is a result obtained earlier through different arguments.
2.2. Average Number of inversions

First let us determine the number In(k) of permutations
of .[1,2, ••., ~ having exactly k inversions. We tabulate
below the first few valu~s:



n

1

2

3

4

5

6
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I (0)n

o
o
o
o

15

101

I (2)n I (6) I (7) In( 8)n n

1

1

1

1

1

.1

4 9 15
29

o
o
o
o
9

101

We can make the following observations, considering an invasion
table b1, b2, ••• , bn. In(O) = 1, In(l) = n-l, and there is
symmetry t

5 1/-4-

Since thebi can be chosen independently, the generating func-
tion Gn(z) = ~ In(k)zk satisfies the recurrence

Gn(z) =
k 2 n 1(l+z+z -I- • >:. +. Z - ) Gn-1 (z )

from which we get G (z) = (l+z+ .~. n-l) (l+z )(1)+z •••n
1 n-l(1 n-i)= - n -z

(l_z)n i=O

that
From this generating function we can extend the table and see

I (k ) = I (k-l) + I -l(k) for k <, n (below the zigzagn n n-
) (z , ( zk-l) I kline. Since the generating function hk z) = l+z+ •••

is the generating function for the uniform distribution of a
random nonnegative integer less than k, it follows that the
average value of the nu~ber of inversions is obt~ined as



n
"(""" . 1 2 n-l ( \L- mean(hi) = 0+ 2 + 2 + • • • + -Z- = n n-l;/4 and the
i.z: l "\I . 1 2 ,variance~ ar(hi) = 0+ 4 + •••.+ ~ = n(2n+5)(n-l)/72.

ThUS the average number of inve~~ions is rather large and the

(2 2 1 3 0 0 1 0) (I = 9)

(1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0) (I = 4)

(0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0) (I = 1)

(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) (I = 0)

The inversion tables in each pass are obtained from that of a
pre vi ous pass by subtracting 1 from every nonzero entry. If
(bl,b2, ••_, bn) is the inversion table corresponding to the
original permutation then we have the following:



? 3. ~rage .Q.ehaviour ot.' B~9.ble sor.!

Theorem--2.,2~1:: The number of passes A, the number of interchanges B,

and the number of comparisons C are given by

A ::

B
n b.= ;£ J

j=l

G :: cl + c2 +

at the beginning of

••• + cA' where cj is the value of b6und~1

pass j. In terms of the inversion table

We are interested in the average values of the qu~tities

A, Band C, whose asymptotic values are summarized as f oil ows:
Theor~II!2.~.2 !

(I'1in 1, ave : n -JJ!f + 0(1) , max n )

(min 0, ave: (n2-nV4 max:(n2-n) 2)
1 2 . --

(min n-l, ave ; 2 (n -nt ~~(.y + .Qn'2...-l)n) + o( Jri)
max:(n

2-nY2 )
We shall now see approaches to the analysis which leads

to this result.

A

B

C
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~ Reduction of binary trees
The evaluation of expressions pl.aY'~an important part in

the compilers for programming languages. An expression may be
represented by an 9rdired binary tree. For example, the
expression E = xII ((~ -x3 )1"( (x4+x5) -l~ x6» corresponds to the
extended binary tree (syntax tree) of Fig.l. Figi2 gives the
corresponding ordered binary tree with different labels.

Fig

The evaluation of an expression is equivalent to the red~cti0l! of
the corresponding tree according to its structure. These reduc-
tions are closely related to the process of code generation in
compilers. There are various strategies for evaluation of
expressions formed with binary operations:
(a) left-to-right strategy based on a stack
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I

(b) Optional (\'l.r.to number of registers) strategy
(c) left-ro-right strategy based on an imput restricted deque.

We give below the outputs of algorithms based on (a) andf b ) and.
later study in detail the analysis of an algorithm based on (a).

Step Stack Contemp
Current

instructi on
Resulting

code

1-

2 b

3 A2: = f

A3: = g

A2: = A2A3d

A3: = j

A4: = k

A3= = A-!4h

R3! = x4

R4: = ~

R3: = R3+R4

R4:, = x6

R3: = R3-x-R4

~! = R2tR3

~: = l).(R2

bf ~: = ~

4 bfg

5 bd

6 bdj

7 bdjk

8 bdh

9 bdhi A4: = i

A3: = A3A4 e

A2: = A2A3c

Al: = ~A2a

10 bde

11 bc

12 a

Table 1.
In Table 1, A., R. represent the intermediate variables and~ ~

registers respective~y. Note that the maximum length of the
stack (=4) is the same as the number of intermediate variables/
regtsters that are required. Note also that expressions are
'Written in the postfix notation, and reading the labels in the

I
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thir d c01umn one -by -one gives, bfgdjkhieca, which is obtained

by a pas t-order:. traversal of the binary tree in Fig.2

An algorithm based on (b) would generate:

Step Stack Current resulting
content instruction code

1 E
2 k AI: = k Rl: = x5

3 ka A2: = j R2: = x4

Lf h ~: = A2J\h R
1
: = R2+R:L

5 hi A2: = i R2 : = x6

6 e A . = A:tA2e RI: = l\*~l'

7 eg ~: = g R2: :3 x3

8 egf A3: = f R3: = x2

9 ed ~: = A3Azd R2: = R3-~

10 c 1].: = A2A
I
c RI: = R21'RI

11 cb A2: = b ..Ri: = ~

12 a Al : = A2A
1
a R1: = ~/I\

This algorithm is based on a conb i.na td on of postorder traversal

and a suitable labeling of the tree_as in Fig.2

Note that an algorithm based on strategy(a) resulted in

4 intermediate variables or registers, while the algorithm based

on strategy (b) resulted in only 3 registers. Further '-tie may

encounter various types of expressions of the same length as~E

above (length = 11; 6 binary oper-ands and 5 binary opcodes )
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Do all these expressions lead to the same nu~ber of intermediate
registers? If not, what is the maximum number, minimum nwnber
and average nwnber of registers? We shall answer these ques-
tions for the case of the algorithm based on (a). The maximum
and minimum m:unberof registers are nand 2, respectively
(Qn. 1tJhatare the shapes of the corresponding trees?). The
average number' is not so obvious.

In other words, we are interested in the average number
of registers requ~ed for evaluating an arithmetic expression
formed with (n-l) binary operators(and$ obviously n operands,
Why?) by the left-to-right strategy(a). The analysis of this
algorithm provides an excellent example of the use of combina-
torial enwneration, arithmetical functions and gamma function
method of asymptotic analysis.

Let t(n,k) be the nwnber of all ordered binary trees
with n leaves or external nodes (i.e.•with Cn-l) internal nodes)
which can be ~duced by an algorithm based on (a) producing a
program requirigg less than or equal to k variables.
4.2 Generating function f~ tL~sl

Trees appear in many disguises, and in particular there
is a natural correspondence between trees of height less than
or equal· to k and discrete random walks on a plane, with absor=
bing barriers at 0 and k.

_ Let tk(3):= >= t(n,k)zn denotes the generating function
for t(n,k). We obtain all trees with height ~ k+l by.taking
a root node and attaching 0 or more subtrees each of height~ k.
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2 3Hence ~+l (z) = Z(l+Ak(z) + Ak(z) + Ak(z) + ••• )

= zl (l-ilK( Z ) ) k ~ 0, A 0 (z ) = o,
fraction

This continuedLtype recurrence equation can be easily
solved by writing tk(z) = z Pk(z)/Pk+l (z) where the polynomial
Pk(z) satisfies the recurrence

Pk 1 (z ) = Pk (z ) - z PI -1(z )t giving 1 t.
+ (Y!e. V?-"

L!:cY,,~)r§ =;t,~C1-+Cl-4~)2-)~(i-(:i-4~) ~ .

(i+(1--4 ~J'2-) +!_.(jJ- - (1-- 4'{J)Z.)+'

and t (h* \,k-I) c= t: C" +I)-r- [C,,:~-j0-~(:~k)+
t1?/1. (~where 2h t ,

h-) -~ k :>R/( 2-
t:Ch t I) :::L~ ~(}, 1-\):=- ~ (2..h)

ht-l h
is the number of all binary trees with n+l leave(i.e. all binary
trees with height ~ n ), We saw this number earlier.

At this point let us take a breath before we proceed to
determine the asymptotic average value of the quantity ten ,k).
I shall summarize beLow the procedure for average-case analysis
in the manner of an algorithm description. The procedure is
more or less standardt but uses a variety of tools.
4.3 A summ_a£Y_of the aver~~c.3.se analysis .F0ce.Q.l;g'~
Begin Step 1: Obtain the expression for the s-th moment, ms(n),
about the origin of the random variable t(n,k).
Step 2: Plug in the expression for t(n,k), simplify.
§tep ~(a) Express me(n) as sums involving ratios of binomial
coefficients and arithmetical functions •.
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(b) Write the special case of this for the first moment(mean)
ml(n) in terms of the series ctcfn) , a=l,o, -1, involving
the divisor function, d(k), and lJ8tios of binomial coeffi-·
cients .

.S~ep 4 ~ Apply §tir:ling~~"pr~Jdg?tio~ to the ratios of binomial
coefficients, and express the ratios as the product of an expo-
nential function, exp(-k2/n), and a polynomial ffPJ (n,k) of fixed
degree depending on p with a desired degree of small terms of

-p+oO(n ) for some small S > o.
st~: Choose an approximation scheme, say p=2, and substitute
in (Q (n ) to get various sums involving a product of the divisor'-\..a .

. 2 C~f'unct.i cn d(k), exp(-k In), and fa (n,k) •
.[Sums of the above type appear relatively frequently in

combinatorial analysis and the analysis of algorithms. They can
be evaluated by the so-called gamma fun~i~ method which is
attributed to N.G. de Bruijn(I 'Asymptotic Methods in Analysis' I,
North Holland 1961). Steps 6 and 7 outline this methodJr

- 2S!£p__6(n) Express exp( -k In) as an integral in the complex plane,
using the Mellin transform, invol vi ng the gamma f'unct.Lon ,~---
6(b) Interchange the order of inte gra tion and summation
6( c) Express the resulting complex series involving d(k), that is
Qirichlet ser~e3 with coefficients d(k), in termscOf the classical
analytic function, the R~~~~1L]eta fynctioB
§.lev ?: Evaluate the integrals using CanclJ:.Y..~Besidue~l'em.
by computing residues within an appropriate contour of integra-
tion.
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.Stgl?~8: Substitute the appropriate values in q>a..(n),obt.a.i.ne.d

in Step 5 above, to get the asymptotic estimate for cga(n) ,
..Ehd~

~ta~l~f ~t~j..n the an~~ysis
~~-1: P~suming all binary trees with n leaves arE'equally
likely, the quotient p(n,k) = ~(n,k) - t(n,k-l2]/t(n,n) is the
probability that a program evaluating such a tree requires
exactlykvariables. Therefore· the s-th moment about the origin
is given by

. m (-n)
})

~ .

=L k ~Cn.k) .
1,,< k::s h

Using the above definition of p(n,k) and the fact that t(n,o)=O
for n ~l,

(' 2m n ) = ns

Step 2 :

the excr'essi.onfor m (n ) is obtained as~ s- (2- ((k+l)"-kS
) t(n,k~/t(n)

I .s k~ h

Plugging the explicit expression for t(n,k) into this
equation, we find

-\ "\ ( .J) . ./)'1 k)
~cn+l) =- 1+ t (h+VL Ck+J) -k I'Ve')

k 7/1

'P, (~ k) - 2- ~o(Y1}k) -t- 'f_Fl;,~)
and

'faCt1~k)=ii"C,,-+~l< -,}CK-t\)}
§tep j(a): Simplifying the expression for m (n+L}, by making a:"s .
Simple change of variable from (k+~) to k, rewriting the

where
\fJCYj k)

summands and using Simple binomial identities we get
Theorem 1 Assume that all binary trees with (n+l) leaves are
equally likely and let p(n,k) be the probability that k
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intermediate variables are required in the evaluation of an
expression. The s-th moment about the origin of the random
variable which takes the value k with probability p(n,k) is·

g:~c:-rl)=~1(h+,)IJ/)(k\~~~-0-2-(~~)+(,,~~
.k~1

where ~~CJ<) is the arithmetical function defined by
. (/)~)

~ Ck) -:::I- "ct -~-l)· . 4

~ ct,lk .
Step 3(bl: Choosing s = 1, we obtain, as a special case,
Corollary 1 Under the same assumption as in Theorem 1, tl1S:~e

ave~g~:7:£~n:~~i~~~e:;i(re(::'_k)-2(:-hk)l-(h~~
:i k'?- j . Y)

where d(k) is the number of all positive divisors of k. In
order to derive the asymptotic equivalent of m~n), we shall
derive the asymptotic values of sums

I-(:l(k)(h~;-~t2-~),a. -=:L~~ -i
k>;- \ II... f •.o"'" (ph j ch

we can compute

I--n
J
cn+l) -= en -tt)(Cf;c Y) )_2-~ocn) + ~-P,))

§tep 4: Applying stirlings approximation to the binomial coeffi-
cients in the quotient (~~8.-k)/(~) I and summing carefully

1./ +E. . ~I'.2..+€-over the ranges l~k~ n ~ .+a and k > n +a, for some
E; > 0, we obtain the approximation scheme
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!
2- rf:>]

(
t2-h \ (?:;) ::=-~~P(-k(n):f~C~k),

n+a-kJ r~J
where the approximation to 1"-- is such that p = 2+R/2 for somea
R EQ. The approximation is a fixed degree (depending on p)

polynomial in nand k and has an error term of O(n-p+ S ). Here

S is apositive constant such that 6 '> (6+R) E. The appr oxi.>-

mati on W8 use, prove dby deBruijn, Knuth and Rice, ( t 'The

Read, Acad, Press 1972) La for R=O, .gf.ven by

(1- __aLln\ +0-CJ {'" - (?-q3-+d)/)l'1-)k
V 3 .. ~

+(C4a~J)!2h~k~ + 4a+t;;;~k
L4 s- . ~"h?

- ~ - q k +0 r_1"-'2.+6)
0))3 3Y'4.'-' .

An approximation scheme for R = -3, gives ,
!

. [Jr,?] -0' g +6)_
f CYl~/<) -~f+o(1I .a - C~

§te2-2.1.. Applying the approximati on ~ (:QI,J(), we can wr-L te ,

::?acn) ~~ ~(k)(,,~~-0}(2;)
k ~I ['2J

= ~ 010)-0:-1-' (-~"-!n)fa (~'\~)
~ ?-}

average height of plane planted trees' i in Graph Theory and

computing, (od)
[?-J:9 en k)a .>

I
i

\
i

I
!
I

;i

~!
Ii
'I

i,1
it
';:~Now the problem boils down to finding asymptotic equivalents for

the sums

dp(n)-= ~ ex.p( -J;-{n) q O,)~, p f"xed,fro>v>
1<~i



d(k) of the nat.ur a.L number k , we need resort to more advanced

techniques to:;et an accurate e stimate of g (n ) and CS] (n ).
p q

We adopt the gammafunction approach.

Step 6~2.,~J?U>J.: vTe start with the identity
C+'l.OC>

i- ,r /' ~13,riL /te)) z., cA.J;;; /

::2- 7T i J ,
C,-/~IY"

which is the s o-oat Ie d !:L~~lill-.!r~qlll'-!o.£l1£of exp ( -x), a s~ cf.a.t

c >0 ) ')L >0 ,J

, --2-
1., -= - :1..

case of Fourier inversion. Applying this identity to our formula.

for

Note that the .i.rrt.er che.nge o:; sunmat.icn and integration is justi-

fie d because of abs olute ccnver'genoc ,

§.te'p 6lc) ~ To proceed further 1,-Te nee d to k10W the properties of

the function ~ d(k) f< ~2z+p., Thj.s is a .RtctshLet seriE;E.
. k~1-_

wi th the coefficients d(k).

coefficients equal to 1 -Chat

TlycDirichlet series with all
'\ I - Ii'o' {i,

':;'s _/_ k = 'j is called the

Riemann ~k_f~<?tiol1 and plays a crucial rate in analytic

number the ory • Using the Pj.L~~9hl_et convoJ_1.lt.i9E'1Jl.eo£~mwith
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-~
He tl;») =T~CR) Ie. =SC'!?)~C'8-o{) because -Ib ~ -~

}::<.~.i _~ ~ _ d' CfCk)k ~ k k
~ fCk) k-rfo =:: L k.. ::::~(~) 8h L 0 := C;(J~-o\)

Since' den) = ao(n), the above approximation for ~(n) is equi-

valent to C + IGo

~L") =~ f(lC~)hn:z,-S:C?-,?_p)d'b,c>~CP+\)
p '.2-IT-C·, .

C- f c=

Sttt.1.: To evaluate this integral vveuse~J1"'y'1 s Residue

'theorem. ll'or this, we first approximate ~(n) by integrating

around the contour ci -:x....~shown below, letting x and y go to

infini ty ~ --=rty)C~ C J,-;l,~.
-X-+ 1.1..(

o·

-----i~---+--_+_-'t__-? R~ C l1a )
o (p-+I)

'2- ,
7 c - cd-

The value of the integral around the con~ur c:yc,'c} is equal to

the sum'of the residues of 0(z) nZ t:f (2z-p) within c: 7CLL. '2. r:T
There .is a double pole at zo=(p+l )/2 contributed by <f (2z-p)

Gridpossibly simple poles at z 1 = -r. o~r0x, contributedr+ "
by the r (z).

Thus
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The into gr-a Ls along the top, bottom, and left line vanish expo-

nentially, of O(n-~) for all s > o•. Hence 'Ire need only to compute
2..L Res, (1' (z)nz t; (2z-p) at the double poles zo=(p+l)/2

Yh -;;'_0 ~ ::'(~YY)

and the poles at z 1 =-r, r E ~J . Computing these usingr+ 0

various properties of gammafunction a~d zeta function, we

finally obtain for all p ~ 0 and s"7 0, the general expressions

for g2p(ri ) and g2p+l (n ) . The values which turn out to be of

relevance to us arc given below.

de'"') =~j ITh[,e'lCn) +3--(-2-J.--n(':l-2}+.L-t-oC." n-~)
D '1-, _ 4-,

''d: (]l)-= .z,nJ1Th~[Sn(n)-t-3T-2-1~C2.)+'2-J-t- oC,,--::>
'2- ?5

Here -.(" is the Euler's constant equal to 0.577 215 664 .•••

step 8: Finally us i.ng the expression for M'1.(n) (step 3(b» and

the expression for ~a(n) (Step 5) and the above expressions for

go(n) and g2(n) (which turn out to be the only terms involved), -.

and some Simple operations, we get

~em 2: Assu~ing that all binary trees with (n+l) leaves are

equally likely, the average number of variables, or registers,

required in the evaluation of an expression by an algorithm based

on a left-to-right strategy is, for all (; '/ 0, given by

= ~ - 0.5 + O( Xn(n)/nO.5-o).
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PARALLELISM IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
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The standard von Neumann architecture for the digital com-
, puter 'built into the first four generations of computers incor-

porated in their har~ware structural design the Input, Output,
Memory, Arithmetic-Logical and Control units.

Output
unit

ALU
accumulatoInputt--"7_--tunit

unit
c

Processor

CR - Control register (contains copy of tha c0rrent
instruction)

SCR - Sequence control register (contain~ the'~ddress of
the next instruction)

Fig.l The von Neumann Architecture

This traditional von Neumann design is based on a single processor
performing operations seqventially to produce the desired result.
These computers perform several tasks, apparently simultaneously,
by switchinq from one task to another rapidly.

Para11ellism at the most elementarY level, in s~quential
computers op~~ates in many ways. For instance, it i~ only in the
Case tif.an abstract Turing machine that tasks are performed on
one bit (Q1nary digil = bit) at a time. IBits are stored in the
memory.either in a serial or in a parallel fashion. Most com-



deal with at least 8-bits in parallel. In their epoch
paper entitled, 'Preliminary Discussion of the logical
of an electronic computing instrument', von Neumann,

Goldstein; in 1946, observed that a 40 binary dicYit
number or a 40 bit word can be handled about 40 times faster in
a parallel computer than in a serial computer. The serial adder
makeS use of a three-input full adder and a 1-digit delay circuit:

p. S. i=l, 2, •••,nJ. Full J.
C. P.Q. input digits

Q. Adder J., 1 digit J.., J.
J. delay S.C. sum and carryJ.)J. digits

Fig.2 The Serial adder

If the input numbers ( augend Jnd addend) are Pn Pn-l ••• P2P1
and Qn 0n_l ••• Q2Ql' then the time required by the serial adder
to do the addition is greater than nT where T is the time for the
addition of a single digit. Serial addition starts with the
Least Significant Digist (LSDs) of the augend ~nd addend. The
result produces the LSD of the sum and a carry Digit (if any)
which is applied through a one-digit delay circuit as the input
for the next digits of the augend and addend. In the parallel
adder, on the other hand employs n-full adders.

tp1- QAC:L ..J--

+
s';)....'---"

Fig.3 The parallel adder ~~



parallel addit'i6n, the augend and addend digits are simul-
eously added ih~~eparate full adders. The parallel adder

than the addition time for a single digit, since each
full'adder has,to await the arrival of the carry digit from the
previous adder. Usually, in the addition of two 40-bit numbers,
less than 6 or 7 successive carry digits occur and on the average
each carry is propogated through the next 4 or 5 adders. Hence,
in p~actice,though the 40 bit parallel adder requires 40 times
the equipment needed for the serial adder, it is consid~rably
faster (though not 40 times faster than a serial addei).

The concept of parallelism has been further developed in
the late 50's to minimize the idle time between successive
input/output operations and to max5~iz~ the utilisation of the
memory and the Central Processor Unit (CPU). Parallelism then
meant not only the processing of all bits of a word simultaneously
in arithmetic operations, but included such thingS as:

Concurrent operations,
multi-programming, and
time-shar5_ng.

These advances were essentially due to advances in computer
software. Let us ~riefly look into these. Concu~rent operations:
Early computers were purely sequential in the sense that each
unit started its function only after the p~vious unit completed

its task. In a concurrent operation, the CPU after each input/
output operation proceeds with its computation instead of wait-,
ing for the input/output units to complete tneir operations for
a given job - the entire sequence of inst;ructions, from the
beginning to the end of a program and the data associated with



the program constitute a job. In other words, the various units
f the computer function concurrently or simultaneously. Naturally

concurrent operations increase the computing time and decrease
he time wasted in waiting. This technique which was first

exploited to reduce the mismatch between the input/output auxi~
liaries and the CPU, has been extended to the concurrent operation.
of external storage devices, like the magnetic disc or drum wiith•..

For example, the CDC 3600 computer at TIFR, in the
1960's, had nine magnetic tape units (MTUs) connected to it.
While one 1v11Uread information into the computer, another output
the information from the'computer, one MTU had on it the SCOPE
monitor system, One MTU did the accounting, one MTUs was employed

/

for intermediate storage, of Lnformat i on;two were available -t o
the user for his tapes and the remaining (2) were standbyes.
Such concurrent operations increased the computers efficiency.
This technique of connecting several auxiliaries of a kind to a
computer is called Multiplexi!}.g.In some of the present day
computers, the core memory itself is divided into a number of
logidal blocks, each of which operates concurrently or indepen-
dently of the others. Tho smallest logical block is called a
Page and it usually contains 512 or 1024 words.

The concept of multiprogramming essentially means the con-
cUrrent processing of independent user programmes residing at
the same time in the Memory (or core) of the computer. Each one
of the proqrarns is divided into segments and the various units
of the computer jump from a segment of one program to a segment
of another program,. essentially at random· to enhance, the
efficient utilization of the gPU. The number of programs to be
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their sequencing and the allocation of the time slots

to 2ach rrogram are controlled by a Supervisor program. The
hardware necessary for multi-programming includes special index
reGisters, address assignment to memory blocks or pagesg memory
protection to eliminate interference between different programs
and an interrupt system to enable the control to jump from one
program segment to another. 'I'he operating systems of today' s
mul t.Lprogr-ammed computer systems are parallel programs - often
of immense complexity~

The concept of time sh~ring was first proposed by Christo-
pher Strachey in 1959. A time sharing computer is one which
switches from one user's job to another user's job at a rapid
rate under the control of a Supervisor program. The jobs them-
selves are entered into the computer by independent users through
remote t.ermf.na.l s connected to it by cables or telephone lines.
After processing the first user's job for a short burst of time,
the computer processes the 2nd~ 3rd, ••• , nth user's job also
for short bursts of time successively before coming back to
continue the computation of the first user's job, from where it.
was earlier suspended for another short burse of computation.
This is the simplest possible round robin operation of a time
sharing cycle. The user's programs are said to be time multi-
plexed in a continuously repeating cycle. Where there are n
users at n remote terminals, the time is divided into n slots
and each user gets in a cycle l/n-th of the normal attention he
would have got from the computer 1 if it was a single user
computer. The user at the remote terminal, in the interactive
mode with the computer does not realise the intermittent service

.-l..... _
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he receives from the computer! In the time sharing mdde, a part

fof the memory is occupied by the Supervisor program and the rest
of the memory backed by external magnetic disc or drum storage
is available to the users. The supervisor program does the
following:

- moves user's job from the backing or external storage into
and out of the memory,

- transfers control of the CPU from one job to another,
- allows setting up of job priorities,
- allots duration of a job/computation based on the priority

assigned,
coordinates the operations of the various units of the
computer

- manages the user's files.
By the end of the 1960's the digital computer became a versatile
multi-mode machine designed to perfbrm multi-programming, batch
processing, time-shoring and real-time operations concurrently.

M.J.Flynn ('Very high speed computing systems', Proc.IEEE
l1 (1966) 1901) classified machine types according to the truth
values of the two Boolean pro~osit~ons:

(i) At a given moment the machine can process one instruction
or more,

{ii) At a given moment the machine can process one operand or
more.

The four possible truth values leads to four possible machine
architectures:

SISD: Single Instruction, Single Data
SIMD: Single Instruction, ~ultiple Data
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MISD: Multiple Instruction, Single Data
MIMD: Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data.

standard von Neumann architecture belongs to the SISD cate-
gory. It was realized that the single channel connection between

; ...ihe processor and the memory constituted a bottleneck for flow
of instructions to operate on data, in this SISD architecture.
This is the so-called von Neumann bottleneck.

control

processor

memory

Fig.4 The von Neumann bottleneck
\<V.K.Giloi (1981) pointed out that 'MISD means that a whole

stream of instructions is needed to operate on a single data
stream. The level, of organisation would then correspond to that
of a von Neumann machine, and since this makes separate classi-
fication meaningless, the MISD category is empty'.

The SIMD class is the one in which all the processors
interpret the same instructions and execute them on different

and pipeline processors
data. Array Processors),pelong to this class. In an array pro-
cessor, the processors are usually arranged in matrix fo'rm, as
in the ICL/DAP (International Computers Ktd./Distributed Array
Processor) and Hitachi S9/IAP (Integrated Array Processor).

~ Fig.5 SIMD architecture

\.
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this type of machines either processors with internal memmries

are connected into a network, or multiple processors are connec-
ted by a switching network to multiple memories. The connecting
network must fulfil the role of a bijective connecting function:

• • •

· . . . .

· . . . .
Switching Network

~ ..... ~

Fig.6 SIMD variants
In practice, the scope of the possible connection function is res-
tricted to nearest neighbour communication between processors.

In thE:case of the ICL/DAP, the array processor(DAP) is
added to a normal scslar processor, so that all scalar operations
are performed on the conventional scalar machine, while matrix and
vector operations are handled by the DAP.

The supercomputers CRAy-Iy CYBFR-2QQ, CYBER-2Q3 and
CYBSR-205 are pipeline machines of the SIMD architecture. In
the pipeline principle, the individual operati(}nS are broken down
into a sequence of subsidiary operations, when possible, each
requiring the same time, which can be carried out separately and
independently. The instruction stream, as well as arithmetic
operations are pipelined. That is to say, the execution of a
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w instruction begins before the execution of its predecessor
complete.

In contrast to the SIMD type, the MIMD machine possesses
independent processors each having its own control unit. All

rocessors interpret different ,instructions and operate on
data. Because of the.
complexity the number

,i~f processors is small (16 in the
ENELCOR HEP - heterogeneous ele- - - ---. ~

entprocessqr-introduced in
The distribution of

tasks to the independent proces-~---x----~~------------~'------~
sors, and control and synchroni-
zation are difficult~ giving
rise to a range of ~ew problems. Fig. 7 The MIMD architecture

The general ,configuration of a parallel computer Can
\ Q,e,depicted as:

"

Decodinc of Instructions
~nd control unit

Fig. 8 General Parallel architecture
Every algorithm defines an intrinsic model of computation, in
that there is a'computer architecture to which it can be
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directly mapped. Conversely, the class of algorithms a com-
puter can effectively execute is determined by the model of
computation implemented in its architecture.

Parallel architecture$ have been under consideration
for several decades now, though their realizations are beco-
ming a reality only in recent years due to the flooding of
the market with microprocessors. The British Cryptanalysis
machine colossus is reported to have used some parallel
computations and Vanoevar Bush described some proposals along
these lines in his 1945 report: "Science, the Endless
frontier' I. Daniel Slotnick and his collaborators at IBM·
designed Illiac-IV in 1968, containing an array of 64-proces-
sors. Burroughs Corporation's Parallel Element Processing
Ensemble, built in 1972 for radar tracking; the Goodyear
Aerospace Corporations' Star~n for image processing, built

.~
in 1972; and the ICL-2900/DAP, containing an a~ray of 64x64
(4096) processors became first operational in 1977. "hile
these were of the SIMO architccture,D~~ilcor's HEP, which
became operational in 1980 is perhaps the first.MIMD general
purpose computer.

The question might ari6e ps to where one needs these
•multiprocessors? Take for instance the large calculation to
predict weather Changes over a 1,000 square-Km area. This
could be broken into 100 smaller calculations each covering
a 10 Sq.Km area and these could be performed parallel1y or
concurrently on 100 processors. Periodically, the processors
would communicate with one another about the weather changes
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at their boundaries. Similarly, in banking, airline reserT
vations, insurance companies~ and such large organizations,
the centralized programs could be broken up into parts which
are handled by several adjacent, communicating machines,
corresponding to(say) each metropolitan area.

The harnessing of many relatively inexpensive VLSl
processors into a multiprocessor system called as 2 parallel
or concurrent processor systems may not only significantly
reduce the cost of achieving the fastest computing speeds of
today, but also make possible some of the most esoteric and
ambitious goals of research workers in the field of artificial
intelligence-viz. in applications involving functions auch
as vision, speech recognition, reasoning, learning and
advising.

At an M.l.T. work~hop, in 1985, researchers identified
the most desirable' 'granularity' I of multiprocessor systems
for their applications. Granularity is a measure of the size
and cooplexity of the processori in a system. M.L.Dertouzos
defines a fino-grained multiprocessor as a single silicon-Chip
with 100 processors on it; a medium~grained system has more
powerful processors, say 1 per chip; and a course-grained
system as one having a very poworful processor composed of
100 chips.
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Granularity
(no. of proceisors/chip)

10

o 8p:~6oh
o Hydrodynamics

\,. .
() lSlon V. .

.::> lSlon

o
Speech

Fine 100

Medium

0.1

Today's
Use8'

Coarse O.Cl

Maximum nUmber of conCurrently working. protessors
Fig.9 Granularity of multiprocessor systems and

their applications.
The results of the survey sho~ed that viSion and speech
recognition may profitably use millions of fine-and medium~
gr2ined processors working concurrentlY9 while deeper c09ni-
tive applications and more conventional applications are
handled better through a few hundred coarse-grained processors.
This is understandable, since millions of hair-like cells in
our ears and retinal cells in our eyes are concurrently
stimUlated by a single sound or a quick glance; while the
cognitive residue obtained after the stimUlation has been
interpreted by the brain is a sequential process.
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Networking of a number of geographically separated
compute rs , communicating information at a f ew 100 to a few
100,000 characters/see has been achieved the world-over. In
India, we have ~n INDONET system v~ich is in operation in its
fir~t phase from the beginning of this year. In this Network
Mainframe Computers(like the IBM 4361s) are located at Bombay,
Calcutta, Delhi, Hyderabad and Madras via cable and to each
one of these mainframe compute?rs are connected several termi-
nals. This kind of a distributed network is not what we are
going to consider here.

In multiprocessor systems Dr parallel architectures,
many processors work under a Central Control on a single
problem. About 50 research groups at Universities, industriaL
research laboratories and in companies, new architectures and
the problems associated with them arQ being experimentally

\

studied. Two of the massively parallel machines in existence
are:

1. The?eonnection M~chine, built by Thinking Machines
Corporation, invented at the M.I.T. Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory, an~,

2. Columbia University's NON-VON Computer designed
by David Elliot Shaw.

Ib..~L~Q!l!lQ~liQ[Lt2Q.£!li!lQ: It is an SHm computer comprising
216(=65,536) processors connected as a 1 1 Boolean n-cube"
Or a 1'16_dimensional-hypercube net~ork' I. First, these
fine-grained processors are arranged on a grid? where each
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•communicates with its neighbours on four sides-North, South,
East and :\est.. ~'econd~ the' "br-o adcast network" ~ a slower
communication line~ p(.1ssesthrough every processor and links
all of them to a Central Control Computer. Finally, the
16-dimens ional hype rcube netvork aI8'0 connects the proces sors •

Te visuali~e such a hypercube, one starts with four
processors at the four corners of a square - a "2-·dimensional
hypercube" - with a communication line along each edge. The
ordinary cube - or the' '3-dimensional hypercube' '- is
formed by placing one square infront of another and the
corresponding vertices are connected to form four new edges.
The 3-dimensional hypercube has 23(=8) processors in all and
any of these 8 processors can communicate with anyother by
sending a signal through no more than three communication
lines.

c

This geometric construction pr.ocess Can be repe~ted
using two three-dimensional cubes. The corresponding vertices
of the two cubes are connected
with new edges to form a tour-
dimensional hypercube which has

4 .at its nodes(edgos) 2 (=16)~

processors~ each of which can
communicate with 2nother by (a) 3-dimensional

, i hypercube ' Isending a signal through no more

than four communication lines.
Similarly, two four-dimensional
hypercubes can be connected to

\
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get a 5-dimensional hypercubG~
The 16-dimensional hypercube has
216(=65,536) processors, and
each processor can communicate
with any.other by sending a (b) 4-dimensional

,'hypercube "
signal through at most 16 commu-
nication lines. The hypercube
network is used in the connection
Machine and other multiprocessors
because it allows many processors
to communicate relatively quickly

(c) (15-dimensional hypercubes
forming a l6-dimensional

hypercube.

-!f 1- _0 _0 .. o_o~_~_

I_C_~_~_~_~_~_~_;---4-l--{-~pp__ Ypp - "_.- '_.' ·i:f1 ~p- .....
j

'----4-----+--- - ---

I-rt
o • • • •

(d) Broadcast network

Fig,IO. The hypercube architecture
using a reasonable number of wires. The alternative of
connecting every processor to everyother would result in an
impossible wi rLnq task, with over 2 billion wires.
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The Central Computer initially feeds the processors
with data through the broadcast network. The proc~ssors can
then repeatedly compute and send data to their North-South-
East-West neighbours, to their neighbours on the 16-dimen-·
sional hypercube or back to the Central Computer. Machines
like this will probably be especially useful in sensory(or
perception) applications, where :fine~grained processors and
adjacent communications are important.

The following are the distin~t advantages of a hyper-
cube architIDcture:

1.) For large systems (cIDnsisting of roo« or 1000s of
nodes )tbe: scnLo of the araC:hitec;:ture.can belmenSlOna.lltyincreased by expanding the / -or size of the cube

2) ~ts distributed memory(memory resident at e~ch
node) avoids the prDblems of contention between
many processors for a shared memory.

3) Its iommunication properties achieve computation~l
efficiency

4) The robust interconnect structure makes t he ~yper-
cube adaptable to other topo+ogies, such as ring,
tree, and 2-and 3-dimensional meshes~ ~

How does one program such multipr cessor architect~res?
In what follows, we give just a:flavour for paralle~

numerical. analysis, thr.ough a f€1N; definitions and some
tYIi'ical-eharacteri.sticsof.a pa~;ali\w.ar'chltectute which

Ireflect-on the numeriGal analys~s
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s = £Q!J2Q~:t.iQg~,!iill£_2!!_£."'§'Qri£1_m5?£b.i!l~
Computing time on a parallel machine

For a given problem, one should compare the be§..1_~§..£i~lalgo~
rithm available with the ~f~!_R~£~!!Q!algorithm. Stone(1973)
finds that S has essentially four possible forms:

______§ g~~~E!£~_~ _
(a) kp ~atrix Calculations, discreti-

-1-"sallon
(b) Storing, tridiagonal systems,

linear recurrence formulae,
eV2luation of polyriomials.

( c )

(d)

searching
k certain non-linear recurrences

and ~ompiler operations.
_ •. , *'">&;r"' ..".~ •••••••• ~ ~ ,.-.- __ ...". •... •.....• _-.._. __ •....•• _

where 0<: k« 1 is machine dependent and p is the number of
processors. Suc~ a classification is however provisional
until the problems can be identified within the frame~ork of
~omplexity theory. The computing time required for an a1go-

parallel
ri thm for a I computer is both unknown and machine
dependent.

To measure the attributes of parallel operators, the
following parameters are introduced:
Definition: Speed-up factor of a paraliel.~lgorithm by
Comparison with its serial counterpart is:

S =p Tl/Tp ( >" 1 )
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where T is the number of time unit steps required by a parallel
p

algorithm designed to utilise p( > 1 ) processors Tl is the
corresponding time required by a serial algorithm:
Definition: The efficiency:---....".. ..._-.-_---

. E = S Ip « 1 )P P -c

and it measures the utilisation of a machine.
If the' 'Cost" of the algorithm is:

Cp ::;;PTp
then to compare two parallel algorithms for the same problem
the following measure of effectiveness is introduced.

Sp/Cp
=, spl (PTp ) = E IT ::;; E. S /Tl < 1p p p,p .

Fp is thus a measure both of speed-up and efficiency.
The following simpl~ example is given for illustration.

16
Let us require to sum: A ::;;L a. • On a single-processor this.111::;;

would require 15 addition~. Let the time required per addi-
tion be one unit. Then Tl=15. If we have two processors to
do the job:

~e would form the sums:

simultaneously requiring 7 time units and then form:
c ::;;bl+b2 = A

Thus, A would required now T2 = 7+1 = 8 units of time.
With 3 processors, it is easy to see:
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c1 = b1+b2; c2=b3+b16;
d1 = c1+c2 = A

wh i ch requires: T~ = 4+1+1 = 6 time units.
'-'

~\'hen p = 4:

b1 = a1+ ••• + ~4 ; b2=a5+ ••• +88; b3=a9+ •.• +a12;

b~_ = 813+ ... + 816

.cl =b1 +02, 0 c2 = b') + b4,
,)

d_1 = C 1 +c ==,0 •..~ 2 '
which .Lmpl i.cs T4 = 3+1+1 = 5 time units.
,1\hen p = 8:

el = d1+d2 = A
~~ich implies: T5=1+1+1+1 = 4 time units.
The table of performance me~sures can be constructe~.

------------------------------------------------------------p C = pT S =T1/T
P P P P

E =S /pp p F T1=S E, p p p--------------------------------------------~--------'-------
1 1

'1.76

2.08

15 15
16
18

1

1.88
2.5
3

1

0.94
0.83
0.75

'0.47

2

3

4

8

8

6

5 2.25
1.76

20
4 32 3.75

---------------~~-------------------------------------------



The table shows that with increasing p~ S increases whilep
Ep decreases. F T1 however has a max.when p=4, which indi-

p -- bhe
ca tes that p=4 is the optimal choice of/humber of processors
for this calculation. However9 the algorithms arc different
in detail for each p and the variations in S 9 E and Farep p p

partly the consequence of different parallel algorithms for
the same problem. The parameters introduced above give one
measure for the assessment of a parallel algorithm. Other
aspects for consider~tion are stability and the analysis of
errors. It is of great importance to realise

(i) which problems possess a parallel character;
(ii) which can be parallelised; and

(iii) to what extent Can a problem be parallelised.
It is straightfoward to note that Tp is also a measure

of the tree height, when we represent the evaluation of the
given sum with the help of a graph, as

a7-----a
15

Fig. II
15

A tree graph for evaluation of A = 2::
i=l

a.
l
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general, we Can define:

An arithmetic expression is a well_defined string
consisting of the four arithmetic operations +, -, *, I,
left-and right-·paren thesis and atoms wh ich are the constants
and variable operands. An ~rithmatic expression containing
n different atoms will be denoted by A<n>.

Using a single processor, we know that the time
required to evaluate A <n> is n-l time units. ~ith an
arbitrary number of processors, A <n> can, in favourable
circumstances can be evaluated in l092n, time units.

16 ,
In the example A = r a. we already saw how parallel

1.=1 l

processing can lead to an optimal choice of number of proce-
ssors. The following q0estions have been investigated:

1) How many tree height reductions can be aChieved
for a given arithmetic expression?

2) Can general bounds and algorithms be given for
tree height reduction?

3) How many processors are needed for optimality, in
a sense?
Here, we state without proof the relevant theorem
for tree height reduction due to Kuck and Muracka:

IhQ2£~!lLt Let A <n Id > be an ari t.hmet i.c expression con taining n
atoms, with a depth d of nested brackets. The properties of
aSsociativity and commutativity al1o~ A<nld> so to be
transformed that:

Tp(l\<njd» ,< 110g2n-\ + 2d + 1
where p --$ \'n/2 - dl
(Notation: rxl denotes the smallest integer ~ x )
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Oraanisation of data:
-, <."' -~~<--,-"--•..~.-.,,",~.-. ~-.,,~.-•.... ~

The storage locations of a SIMD processor are shared
among individual processors and these have only limited
communication with each other. It follows that in algorithms
for parallel processing the organisation and dynamic arrange-
ment of the data playa decisive role.

Consider a SIMD machine with 3 processors Pl,P2,P3
each having 3 storage locations. Let the elements of a 3x3
rna trix be stored in their " na tur aL" sequence as shown:

P3

a12 a13
a22 a23
a32 a33

Notice that PI has access to all' a21 and a31, the elements
belonging to column 1 of the 3x3 matrix and similarly P2 and
P~ have access to elements belonging to columns 2 and 3 ofo

the matrix. Parallel operation is thus possible only on rows
and diagonals, !?~i~ft!lQ.t..,.~!l<.£.oJYDm.§.lHowever, if the skew
arrangement shown below is adopted:

~~L",,,,_,.__.,,-..,~,2..~."' ..... _~,:;2

all a12 a13
a23 a21 a2) diagonal

3rd row 1st Columna32 a33 a31

....-----------------------_. 1
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the parallel processor Can have access to the elements in
rows, columns and diagonals. For instanc~~ to have access in
parallel to the elements in the 2nd column we see that:

a12 is available to P2
222 is available to P")

-.J

a32 is available to PI
;

Thus particular care must be exercised wi th storage for
parallel processing to ensure pa~allel access.

Consider now the 4x4 array where n~4 processors each
have m=4 storage units. The skew arrangement results in:

'~ .
all a12 a13 a14
a24 a21 a22 a23 0
a"3 a")4 a31 a32-:) , .J

a42 a " a44 a414,)
Notice now that while aCcess without conflict is possible to
rows and to columns, the diagonal element~ cannot be accessed
w i thout conflict. It can be shown that for even n there is
no \,fIlayof arranging the elements of an nxn matrix in I-n=n

storage units so that arbitrary rowsp columns and diagonals
can be accessed without conflict. However, use of more than
n storage units(columns) results in access without conflict
to any row, column, or diagonal and for other n-vectors too.

•This is the notion of skew storage.
Let rn = 22k+l, where k is a positive integer. Then

conflict-free access is available to rows, columns, diagonals

---------......--.---- -'- •
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and aquare blocks:
k = 1; n =4; m = 5; (Skew storage)

Column
1 2 3 4 5

1 all
2 a24Row
3 a32
4

The position (i' ~j') in the rearrangement of an element
occupying position (i~j) in the natural arrangement is
defined by:

i' = i
j' = (j+2(i~1»mod 5

If S. denote the displacement distances in the i-th dimen-
1

sion ~ then the who le scheme is a (dl, ~2) displacement system
(or skew s cherne ) • Thus , ® is a (1,1) skew system with m=4

and ® is a (2~1) skew system with m=5. Generalisation to
Ie dimensions is obviously possible in which case we refer to

a (" 1-/J'~.J -. - - 6k)-skew system for given m , .
I

Definition:-An n-vector is called ad-ordered n vector modulo
-"''"'~_''''J'~ ''''''or.••.••

m if its i-th element is stored in the ~th storage unit where:
~ = (di+c) mod m

where c is an arbitrary constant.
Ih~Q£~ill:A sufficient condition for confl~ct-free access to
ad-ordered n-vector(mod m) is:

.: \

m ~ nf
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where f is the highest common factor of d and m.(For a proof
of this theorem see U.Schendel 1984).

I conclude with a discussion on the algorithm for
the Fast Fourier· transform~ which has been implemented on
the ICL/DAP --a parallel computer wh i.c h has the SIMD

Jri archit ectu r.e •
: ~\
;.,~~l;:,~~
;~f.\~ In 1965, Cooley(at IBM Research in Yorktown Heights)

and Tukey published the now famous' 'An Algorithm for the
Machine Calculation of Complex Fourier Series' '(in the
Mathematics of Computation). The Fast Fourier Transform is
a Computational algorithm which reduced the computing ti~e
of the Discrete Fourier transform to a time proportional to
N 1092N where N is the set of complex points, - a reduction
from the computation time of N2, the number of multiplications.
This increase in computing speed has completely revolutionized
many facets of scientific analysis. (Linear Systems, Antennas,
Optics, RandomProcess~s; probability; Quantum Physics;
Boundary valui problems).

The Discrete Fourier Transfrrm(DFT) of a set of N
complex points: «.». j = 0,1, ... , N-l, is 3. set of

r-.
N-complex points X(k), k = 0,1, •••, N-l~ defined by:

A N-l' .
)(. ( k ) = L X ( j) \'~J

j=O

i\J = exp (-2ni/N )where
and the FFT is an algorithm which calculates these sums
efficiently for certain forms of N.

•
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The simplest form of FFTis when N=2M for some M and
is based on the observation that the sequence X(j) can be
split into two seouences:

-1=0
for k=O,l~ N•.• , 2 - 1, the sums on the r.h.s. are again
DFTs so we have:

i( k ) = ~ ( k ) -I- l'.~ ~ I (k), k = 0 ~1, •• .,. ~ - 1

Looking at the ranee k = N/2~ ••• , N-l, we find that
-:) it A. \J<'-" N
~(N / 2;tk ) = Xo ( k ) N XI (k), k = 0, I, •• 0; '2 - 1

Thus, the original OFT of N points has been reduced to the
lculation of two N _ point OFTs with the introduction of2

factor v~. This process can now be repeated on each of
/\/\

e sequences XO(j), Xl(j) to reduce tho problem to the calcu-
a~ion of four N/4 - point DFTs again with the introduction

1,mul tiplicative factors i'NI2. ",,'ecan continue in
steps) until we have to calculate N l-point
and the OFT of a single point is the point itself.

algorithm works by going through this process in the
and forms the OFT as a series of sums in the form

-
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T1+U.T2 where TI and T2'are previously calculated transforms
and ~ is a multiplying factor.

intuitively justify the FFT algorithm.
A simple matrix factoring example will be used to

,A N-l 0 0

X(k) = I; X(j) e-2nlk]/N
j=O

This describes the computation of N equations.
For N = 2Y = 22 = 4~ let

k = 0,1, •.• , N-l

'\' -2Td/N
'-j = c

then
/\
X (k)

2 .Since E and ~(j)are complex, N complex multiplications and
N(N-l) complex additiohs are necessary to perform the

in matrix notation. Explicitly:
/\.

/ 1;,0 1,..0 IYO 1\,0X(O) j, ~.

J\ oj ;.,0 1\.1 1,12 ')X(l) l~·Vt : ,.
1'\'

"'\ = w2 "A 1,6X(2)
~"o

t- ~. ::~/\
1.\,'0 -:>

]\:6X(3) 1~.""'J

X(o)
X( 1)

X(2)

X(3)

reouired matrix Computation.
l ..:

lJ<j (mod N)Since 1,··cJ = ..~ we rewrite:1\
X(O) 1 1 1 1 X(O)/\

1.'.1 11.2X( 1) 1 X( 1)""

1-:2 \.,,.0 1'.:2X(2) 1 X(2)/\ ].:;3 1,2 1.}X(3) 1 X(3)
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'vie now stat.e wi t.hout. proof the result that this equation can
be rewritten as:

.•\ :
i . • ) \

J .\(0 \ i 1
i \ f

'" l f
;,.(2) I:::: I 1

'x (1) I ( 0
\ /'.. / \\
\ .r I 7j I i 0
\ .I, \ _ / I'

\. f

\vo o
\

\
I,
/.I

/

o \ /1
\ I

o \ I 0
..1 \ I
,'i • I 1

I \1;3 / \. 0" . \

/ "

oo
o ,.,0

VI1

oo 1 o
o 1 o1

This factorization of the vi'~matrixis the key to the FFT

{ \

I X(O)
j~ (1)

X(2)
-i, (~ -,

,.h\:JJr
\ i

algorithm. Notice t118 t the elements of the column vector
.1\ .\X(l) and X(2) ere now interchanged. First let~

\ .' j .. \
/ Y(O) \ i 1 0 -,0 0

~

X(O)

~
I / Vv I

Y(l) \ I 0 1 0 r /0 I
I ..L I"~

I X(l)
Y(2i )

,-

/
_.

,/2 Ij 1 0 v' 0 ) X(2) )Y(3) / \ 0 1 0 V,2 \ )(3)\ v \-,

Llement Y(O) j~ (0) 1-0,. (2 is computed by complex multi~= + d A ) one
plication and one complex additio~ (Wo is not reduced to unity
in order to develop a generalized result).

Y(l) also is determined by one complex multiplication and one
complex addition. Only one complex addition is required to
compute Y(2) sinc e t

Y(2) = X(O) + W2X(2) = X(O)-WoX(2)
where the complex multiplication WOX(2) has been already
computed in the determination of Y(O). Similarly Y(3)
requires only one complex addition. Thus 1 the intermediate
vector 'i (1;;:) is determined by four complex additions and t.wo

complex multiplications continuing:
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1\ \ , I \ /1 \
X(o) z (0) \ ",,0 0 0 Y(O)
1\ )1 1,·2X(2) z(l) ,. 0 0 Y(l)
/\x(l) Z(2) \0° 0 1 Y(2)
/'\

X(3) Z(3) 0 1 Y(3)

j\ s in t hc; p r cv i ous step, determination of tJk) also requires
four complex additions and two complex multiplications. Thus,

1\
the determination of ~(k) requires a total of 4 complex
mul tiplications, and 8 complex additions. "'Lthout the matrix
factorization, we would have required N2=16 complex multipli-
cations and N(N-l) = 4x3 = 12 complex additions.

For N=2Y, the FFT algorithm is then simply a procedure
for factoring an NxN matrix into y matrices(each NxN) such
that each of the factored matrices has the special property
of minimizing the number of complex multiplications and addi-
tions. Extending the results of the previous example, the
FFT requires Ny/2 complex multiplications and Ny complex
additions, whereas the direct method requires N2 complex
multiplications and N(N-l) complex additions. If we assume

proportional
that the computing time is L ")to the number of mul tiplica~
tions, then the approximate ratio of direct to FFT computing
time is given by:

N2 2NNr7'2-- = y

which for N = 210 = 1024 is a computational reduction of more
than 200 to 1.



1024

I
1024

512

FFT
algorithm

J~--

No.of mul~
tiplicc:ttions

Direct
calculation

256

128

-64
" -------~----;--' ~'T I

64 128 256 512
sample points)

of the FFT algorithm.Fig 12.
N(numbcr of

The efficacy

The matrix fo.ctoring procedure does introduce one discrepancy.
r-.

The components of ~(k) are scrambled. This rearrangement is
inherent in the matrix factoring pr6cess and is a minor
problem; because it is straight forward to generalize a
technique Rewritefor unscrambling.

A,
X(O)
A
X(2)
1\
X(1)

'/\
X(3)

/\

X(Oo)
"X(lO)
.'\X(Ol)
»;X(ll)

wi th bi.nar-y
equivalent

By flipping ,the binary
j\
X(OO)
t-.
X(01)
/\
X(lO)
/\
X(ll)

arguments or bit reversal we get
'I\,

x(O)
)(1 )
I\..

X(2)
A
X(3)

generalized1+ 1" st' h)1O d t d 1v s'ralg c [orwar, '0 eve op a result for
unscrambling the FFT.

-
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:ith ~ slight chango in notation, we rewrite now the
FFT algorithm in the binary representation for N=2Y=22=4.
The discrete FoGrier transform is written as

N ---1 .
_I: ~o (j) \\~J

-1=0

Using the binary representation; we can write

1\
\! ( l' ).v v r, =

j = 0 ~1~2, :::-: or
k = 091,2,3 or
..;= 2j1+jO

Then,
1\
X (k 1 ' kO) = c,

JO

W can be factorized as:

(1 )

-' (j1,jO) = 00,01,10,11,i _.

k = (k1,kO) = 00,01,10,11, (2 )
k = 2k +Ic.,

1 0

=

r:(2k1+kO)2j1 t,,(2lc1 +kOUo

1\' 4k1j 1 ",.2koj1 ,} 2k 1TkOhO _
t : .. t, 4k .

,}kOj1 ",(2k1+kO)j::> (since IV 1J1 ~ 1)

The FFT algorithm is then given by:
=

"x (k 1 ' kO) =

which C3n be

X~ko,jO)

'Xdko,k1)

/\
X(k1,kO)

=

2k j
L ~ 0( j1 ,j 0) '\' C 1
j1
L
jo
X (kO,le1)

'l:
=

These final expressions represent the original Cooley-Tukey
formulation of FFT for N=4. These equations ~re ~ecursive~tSin that the second~computed in terms of the first.



The FFT for N = 2Y is now a straight forward generalization:
'Y-l I

k 1, 2 --0 -2"
= 2 "Y-l +- I\. >{'-2

j
2-(' -1

j-{ ....1
-1-2

= -I- 2 j-r--2

-1-

/\
X(k-y_lpky_2P ••• p kO) =

+ • • •• + jo
p

L L... L: ?-- (jJ 1,j-/ 2' .. p j )1V
. 0 1- ,- 0

jo jl JY_l

where

Labeling intermediate results; we have:
" '2.Y-1 .
do)\V (k, 2 '\

o 1-1)

j" ) Yvtfl·-'e_,-t 1)2.;"-2j
(-2

.~

'XC/-/ k. ... rk..o) -:;..X--.r'Ck.o k: " - ''-71''-1)
~ 1)-) / .?> -'2- .J - 8"/ \J

The Cooley-Tukey algorithm for the Fast Fourier Transfom
was a breakthrough before parallel processing was realised.

the basis of this transformation is essentially/based
operations, a parallel version of this algorithm

a great potentia+.
In the short time at my disposal, I attempted here to

the full implications of parallelism in Computer Science.
introductory material on numerical analysis for parallel

..- .~-,....-.
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computers~ with a discussion of the FFT algorithm since
implemented on an SIMD architecture(on the ICL/DAP) - is
just to impart a flavour of the subject to the interested
reader. Details of what has been summarized here Can be
found in the references given below.

Note~ The Connection IVIachinehad its firs.t public debut onApril 30~ 1986. The 65~536 processors of this machine are
connected directly or indirectly to every other one through
what in effect is a miniature telephone system with 4096
switching stations and 24,576 trunk lines that can be progra-
mmed at will VIithout changing the wiring of the Compu ter-,
These reprogramrnable connections give the Computer its name.
In its first public debut, this Connection Machine scanned
three months of Reuters news stories - 16~OOO articles in all-
in 1/20th of a secondi transformed a stereoscopic image
transmitted by a pair of television cameras into a detailed~
two-dimensional computer map in two seconds and laid out the
circuitry for a computer chip containing 4000 transistors in
three minutes. In the words of its inventor 1 Daniel Hillis1
iiThe Conventional Computer ;Ls to the Connection Machine what
the bicycle is to a supersonic jet". This may be a hyperbole
but it is a fact that this parallel computer is a precursor to
many more which will soon come into existence. The first
Connection Machine has been delivered to the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in return to the agency's

4.7 million of support to the project and second one has
been ordered by DnH.PA. Other Connection Machines are going
to MIT1 Yale University and to the Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
(l-tef ~ M.Mi tcbell vladrop~ Science 232 (30th May 1986) 1090;
and l'n'lj~(June 9 ~ 1986) p. 54). -~--
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fi~~I12.c.l.t.iS:2~.as~or&Pli 1f er ~~~
Com~uter 1-ilgorithmics - Iiwo. Instances~-~ ~ __-,,,~,,,-,,,,,:.,....;~ ..~,,.="U'"_~. __ .~ __ -=-,-,,,,_ .•.~-.::a ••

Department
Dr. r( Balasubramanian
Joint Cipher Bureau,

of Defence Research and Development
New Delhi

.fntf2_dttgti2l1.
It will be readily agreed that the formal structure of

computer algorithms must be just one aspect of the formalism of
mathematical reasoning and hence it is the principles of mathe-
matical logic that must serve as pointers in the development of
computer algorithms. In this light it will be interesting to
i'illdhow features of problem-solving and programming usually
associated with the computer can in turn point a thing or two
to the methods of mathematical solution. Two specific instances
are presented below. The first instance, presented as Part I.
of this paper, will show how methods or'computer graphics and
Cell.ular J\utomata help in the reasoning on a certain mathe-
matical problem through providing heuristics and intuition,
which are two ul1syllogistic methods of reasoning. The secohd
instance will show how recursive argumentation - commonly

.. --;j!">-""'; .-'

associated with computer programming, e.g. nested loops, pro-
cedures and such other houtines - could be inherent in
theoretical logic also.
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.~:?I~L.l
~'hese results - some of them - have been c;ommunicated to

the InclLm fJlathematical Soc~ety in their annua L conference in
1985 and are repeated. here for the s8ke of continuity J
.h~L~a~s.:_}h~2.r~~Jll

I'ak, the following theorem due to Lucas on the congruence pro-
perties of binomial coefficients~

mod p (prime)

where ni and ~ -i. are the corresponding digils of nand r
expressed in the scale of powers of ~_ This result is now
provided a idirect visual' proof through a study of certain
patterns of configurations of numbers.

Consider the well-known i:ascal Triangle of binomial
coefficients constructed under the simple rule that every number
shall be the pair of numbers above it.

.
oee Figure 1.

Keplace each entry in the t,iangle by the remainder it
Lc ave s when divided by a green prime number p, The resulting
pattern is illustrated in Figure 2 with the particular choice of
p = 5. The following-observations are compellingly immediate •

.YJ2.?s?I'~.§.tj..Q!L.l_~~·'l'helatter triangle can be constructeds

without reference to or aW8reness of bj.nomial coefficients at
under the same addition rule mentioned above - s Jle except
the addition at every step is modulo p. ~ee Figure 2 again •

.,,;J2~0_s.r.v{~.:tLc?lLc_~~ The p-th row from the vertex ~reckoned as I
l
I
i
!
I
I

I
I
I

~

row) consists of two lis at the extremes with all entries
ero in between. It must be so for whatever prime p because of
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the well-known result.
b-uk ( t) -= 0 \-Y\ocL P ;

0<»:« 1=>

912.§.s:L~~.§.-ttQ.D.. 3_~ The first observation recapitulated at
this stage brings it out that the same triangle as developed
from the vertex down to th~ (p-l)-, throw must develop below
t.h e. t.wo 1 i S at the extremes. These two triangles icollide i at
the 2p-th row, generating a 2 in the middle of the zeros that
separate the ext.ri.me 1 i S in that row. This 2 \in its own right I

generates below it a growing triangle of entries double those
of the original top subtriangle. Note that multiplication is
again in the field of residu~s modulo p.

:Jbservatio~:t:L4; Further inspection of how the configura-
2tion grows to p rows, merely by using the top subtriangle as

the building block -- this block being multiplied by numbers in
the top triangle in the same pattern - See Figure 2 - leads on
to the comprehension of the following recursively self-replica-
tory, iexplosive i automatic cellular growth pattern.

L2t L h denote
•....nthe vertex down to ~

the ilJascal 'Triangle Modulo pi from
VIrows (1.e. row zero through row p - 1..).

The iCE::llularexplosioni-li.ke process discer-ned above can be
described as

'l'heas t.er-Ls k indexing the multiplication symbol is for
indicating that the It.rLangu lar' matrix i b rv -1. is to be

-
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scalar-multiplied by every element of 61.and the results say
a 61.) bb 'J-_)CLljetc.are to be placed in the same t.r'Langu Lar'

configuration as a,OJ c etc. form in 6.::1.. (:"igure 3)_
The indexed multiplication sign defined as above points

the wsy to 2 promising study of what may be called 'Blow-up I

binary compositions.
Consider a set ~ of elements a,b,c etc. closed under a

:J.!.-~

:+,:~ binary composition ®. Let Cl, C2 be two arrays or rather
configurations of elements from .s in some well-defined pattern.

1'; "bLow-up i oper-ator- -s: r-:.:t\~.. _~ ~ corresponding to ~ can be
defined by

.l-l less exotic exemple will be the blow-up multiplication of any
'q ex)

Ihmatrices

.j

_.-

This product is we.l l e-kn own as the Direct Product
for matrix mUltiplication.
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}, Discrete t'ini te Number-Theoretic Transform ~~~:-::-~~e~et~bi~:mial coefficients [ •• ~) :

o < r <: N < po\} stand partitioned into subsets of congruent--.. ""

numbers modulo p'? That is to ask - howmany of those binomial

coefficients reduced modulo p are equal to a given 11,

0< n< p-l? '1'he counting leads to a finite transform. Denote-.. "
by fo;(n) the number of binomial coefficients in the above-menti-

oned range that are- congr~ent to n modulo p. Then faCn) is the

number of occur-r-ences of n in bu.'"
J-\. look at the blow-up multiplication in .c,quation (3)

shows that 'h occurs in 60; by virtue of every d occurring in

b..:i and every 0 occurring in b a;... 1 - where db = n (in the

field of residue-classes modulo p ,', Counting the d's in -~ 1-
,; ,
u S we obtain

f'=«h) -=c ~ f 'Llcl)fh_~cf)
d6'-=n

which is a multiplicative convolution in a finitE field.

up a 'formal' Dirichlet series to generate fo;(n).

D ~1-Q )./.)
F Ch-) -=::: ~ ") j.n n which, using (6) s becomes
d. h~:1.

F L/;)) t= C..-{)) and hence 0<
= (1-\ (4~~-(;:'f' CY\);f) . C7;\

1.... /~ h::'J'

Can we algebraically expand the last expression into a series
, S ' )and deduce fo;,n), the coefficient of n in Fo;ts , to be given

Set

Q

by the coefficient of n'-' in the mentioned expansion? The query
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is 8nsw2red in the affirmative by establishing the following in-
version formula which looks part like the finite fourier trans-
form and part like a finite Mellin transform, so to say.
'l'heorem___ ,.,......_~ = ..•.-_A

Let g be a function from Z into Z and G be a function from Z
p P

where Z is the set of integers and Z the set of residues
pinto Z

P
modulo p. r - I

FC~ ) -= >-: f'(~) In/;} -V-A
YI=-) r-)

fCf\/ ~(i/p-'i)~ t=-C~)h/)
/'0 z: I

" '1.~./)-:S1:='-1.1

-V h ".1-:sr-{-p-,1.j
(<3)

If

then

and vice versa.
~roof of this is easily obtained from its matrix version viz.:

Z : i " -i 1 .1- ::L j.. ,, t
p

'Cr-i) -1- -2- -(f- .2..)
2. S - .L ?- :2-1- . , . 2

1- 2- 2- -:1- -:2- ~(p-~)I
1-

."J-
'/ ,.(p-:1) .i ~ 3 ' , ,
J

-.1. -2.

.1-(f:>-~) (p-1-)p-2. P_2.
'2-. "3" ,

v!herE:I is the identity matrix.
Let W be a primitive root of unity modulo p. Then 1,2,3 .••p-l
C81-1 b d W 2· p-l ( 1)· - d 'rhus t.hee expresse as ,w, .•• W \= 111 some or ere
two matrices above can be seen to be only the well-knovm
Sylvesver matrix of powers of w transformed through a permuta-
tion of columns. The above inversion formula (9) is therefore
a finite field version of the discrete fourier transforrr formula,
that is
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Going baok to the result of Lucas, Lqua ti.on (1), proving

it is novrpossible by examining "what; colour .Ls the small unit,

triangle in the n-th row, r-th position of the' Pasca.L Triangle

Ivlodulop' in wh.i ch the numbers are conceived as so many colours

to strike the' eye. ~ee F'igure 4.

Consider for example the case p =2 (figure. 4~a)) .

Whether a given ~ JiS even or odd is determined according as

thp r-th position in the n-th row is inside a white triangle or

not. 'I'h i s is seen to depend on ~ht9h. largest white triangle the

n-th row int~rsects, which next largest white triangles it

intersects, and so on downto the smallest unit size triangle.

'i'h.ts in turn devolves into an exami.nat.Lon of nand r as sums of

powers of two, Visual examination itself shows that (~)Will be

inside a white triangle when and only when r has a power-of-two

component that is not shared by n.

Similar arguments in the case of a general p in place of

2 become too wordy. Suffice it to say that, through such visual

PQttern analysis alone~ the author has discovered Lucas 'Theorem

independently without prior knowledge of it. That it has not

been a fluke is borne out by th~ fsct that the method was

extended to more than 'two dimensions and Dickson I s result given

below was obtained, w.i thout prior knowledge of it, as a

-
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Y) •• l' , i 0"'" O_-Le' L'l'cas'Theor-em.[:ieJ.1CraJ... 82-C_ .l.l. .t

N !J;r(Y)~\') __
1, z: I

wher-e N _ and n . _ are the j-th digits of Nand n . expressed inJ J.,,J l

the scale of powers of p.
I'hi s is pr-oved by the cell-pattern technique on the

basis of the following lemma •

.~_~_l)h~a

iHI the multinomial coefficients (nl+n2 +•.• +nr)! jnr' ... nr~'
o <: n., 0 < i < r can be generated in the pattern of an
<, l --...:~

infinite-dimensional lattice under a very simple 'cell-growth
rule' much in the same wa.y as the binomial coefficients are
generated on the ~ascal Triangle. fo be exact, the lattice is
the Lnf i.n.it e--d.Lmen sLonaj, .t:::nclideanlattice with non-negative
integer co~ordinates; and the recurrence rule is that the number

.at any position in the lattice is the sum of the numbers at the
next previous positions along the co-ordinate directions. If
the position is given by the co-ordinates (Xl' x2~ ••• ) (whose
a finite number of XiS are positive integers and the rest are

zero) and if the number J\T at that pOSition is giYen by

-
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wher-e i rang es through only such values for wh i cn xi '7 0 then
it is not difficult to deduce that

':')E:eFigure 5. Under the sing l.e seed rule that eClch number is
the sum of its prE:decessor, the x-y, y-z and z-x planes develop
Pascal Triangles 0ith the origin as vertex and the lines
x+y = constant or y+z = corst8nt or z+x = constant as the
receding bases. The apac e.rbounded by these three faces is an

I

increasing tetrahedrons with the face 'x+y+z = constant receding.
'1'hatis, the numbers on the plane x+y+z = k combine to develop
the numbers on the plane' +y+z = k+l.

Switching over to addition modulo p(prime), here also
we see that the plane face x+y+z = p must be a triangle with all
zeros exc~~t three lis at its 3 vertices. .see Figure 5. This
is because of the same fact as given in Equation (2) which can
be modified as

_ P I, -:: 0 mod p exc ept when
(? -=() -t-b+C >a, b',C~

, ( h ) C~/o.--'~) (13)(CL J b,.. c) z: ( \?...o,.,o) /\....0/ Y/O /

These liS at the vertex will generate replicas of the tetrahedral
configuration developed upto p levels and, inexorably tetrahedral
patterns grow rc-;cursivelymuch as triangular patterns did in the
case of ~ascal ~riangle modulo p.

T.i.
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wher-e T is the te~rahedral part of the positive octant boundedn
n .by the pLane x+y+z = p --1. Dickson i s Theorem, i:quation (11),

can be intuited by 'seeing through' a patterti of such replicating

tetrahadal and examining when a given point will lie in one of

them or outside of them in the vacant. (zero-filled; portions.

1
.1. :1

l "L 1-.

'L 3 '3 i
Co 4 1--i. 4-

( 0 ? .i,
1- 5 (0

i.
fa f C;; 2,;0 I,;;) ::L.i.

:;:&/ 3~ 35 ~J 7 1-
1- 7

§b ~8 15" L
~~ ~b lO

~ b
3£ 9 i

I~b f~b 34--
9 6b 13-4-

/0 1-1 J~o 4'j::<'/0
J~o ~/o :;;'~b

4? 55 )/ L1 (0
4b£ =530 (b~

330 1b~
11 ?5 / fcC;;

:~
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Herein we proceed to an instance of how mathematical steps
v{ritten in a process of deductive proof can exhibit a ;:;elf-repe&1.-
ting structure chgracteristic of computer algori tJ:1lTIs.

Take the well-known Principle of 1VIathematical Induction
which can be stated as follows. Let P = pen) be a proposition
\-al f'unc t i.on ,' whose truth value depends on n varying over the
infinite set of non-negative integers. Then

This is a postulated axiomatic statement designed to avoid the
vagaries 6£ infinite sets of propositions. Consider another
technique of induction on natural numbers - a 'multiplicative

induction '~

It is our purpose to show how (16) can be deduced from
(15) and how the sequence of steps is in the form of a computer

progra@ning loop.
The lines of Droof will be~- to start with assuming the

premise of 16, to prove then that '?C j..) ->1?C~) for any 'given
p and all ex ~ the proof is through induction (15) on a', - prove
next that t(p~ ~>'YCMP) through induction on ~' and proceed
~ till pen) is reached. The underlined phrase, .like similar
other phrases such as lin a similar manner it can be provall

,

is a clear indicator that a sizable body of proof - the sequence
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of steps written down - that preceded the phrase is to be
imagin2d or understood as repeatedly gone over\'without having
to be actually written down) with possible successive replacements
of some of the symbols occurring therein just like in a
comput2r program1s instruction loop. If the Igloss-over' phrijses
like 'so oni which are not elements of formal logic are to be
avoided in a rigorous proof, then the steps have to be written
in a loop, as illustrated below with the present case of
deriving (16) from (15):

.'p!,0~_~21Jte_J~.
Step 1; Let F. stand for the i-th prime, with Pl=2

1

Step 2~ Take two variables I, i and
S"t I = 1 1·~ ,.

Step 3~ By the premise

Step· 4; l\.pplying (15), the principle of induction, on a

0tep 5; Call the above statement ~; v is· a propositional function
of i and is now proved true for the current value of i

Step 6 ~ 32t I ~ = I P~
'\...

l'l-. 8 ~UL,ep Go to ,':3tep3 1. e. Reconsider Step 3 downwards.
f:1rocedure 2~~-.---:-..".----=-.~~~

SteD 9 ~ Consider ~rocedure 1- Steps 1 to 8 - as a 'proving
,program •
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Stf.::PlO~ StC'ps :l through 8 form a loop in which each round..J

proves things for the updated value of i
Step I' ' Step 5 inside the loop implies.L •

~(--L) ==>QC-L+4.) -V -L

a(:L~==>(-V~ ~(i))
(rpC~:> ) K~~))

, 12°· --,otep by induction,
Step 13= By definition

Step 14~ Gvery n is a finite product of powers of primes and
hence will be the updated value of r.hc:< after a~v
finite number of loopings.

Step 15~ Therefore PC:1.) )¥h P(rywhich is the conclusion
clause of (16) that was to be proved.

Step 16~ Procedure 1 started with the assumption of the premise
clause of (16)

Step 17~ ~rocedure 2 proves that the Procedure 1 proves the
conclusion clause of (16)

Step 18: lhat is (16) is true - (on the basis of assumption
of (15) ):
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="._)~..~.~l~'1t.E'0cl.~j:J_~}).In this short write up, we briefly describe

the role played by lattices in relational database theory, from

the following pcr spe ct.i.ve s ; (i) what issues relating to relational

dct.abasas can one cLegant.Ly char-a ct.e.r.i ze using lattice -theory;

(ii) what; are the crmpui.e tLona.L rewards of such char-ac ter-Lzat.Lons ,

Vie make no ot tempt to exhaust all possibilities. Rather, the aim

is to bring to focus some important contributions of Ipttice

the ory to the solution of s orne crucial problems pertaining to

the design of relational databases. The reader in assumed to be

familiar wi'th the fundamentals of lattice theory [~.

2. Prelbllinaries on Relational Databases; An excellent treat-~~~-~~=_~_r ~_~~~~_~ ~_~'~=;;";';';;;;";;"';;;-";;';;;"

ment of relational dnt.abase theory can be found in \}' 7l. We

only introduce the most essential notions. The relational model
...._;.-

.." "

The column n2J11eSare called attrib1i..t~s and the rows in a

re In ti on ar c known as t~.£ll.g.§_!. Let u = tAl' ..., An1 be the

set of all attributes ariSing in a particular database applica-

tion. Then any X C. U will be called an .§lttri12.ute set. Associa-

ted with e2illh attribute is a nonempty §2main (denoted dom(Ai»)
~l2.Z_y"&~es.Now, a tuple t can be regarded, as a mapping

"t : u~, U dom(pj.) of attributes to appropriate vnLues f Lve ,
'1-::j

:3 uch +hat t (Ai) E- dom(A.i)/ 1 ~ i ,,<:( ->. A r.§_lQ-,..tioll is a
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set of tuples. We shall only consider finite nonempty relations

in the sequel. For X C -U an X-vaf.uc is the restriction t/~
/

of a tuple to X. This is denoted by t [X] (In the terminology

of G, iJ v;e consider only relations over U in order to simplify

the; tre; atment).

121t2~tty-2_9D3_tr~21~sare statements specifying interre-

lationshipsClmong vaj uos of attributes. They are a part of the

design specj f.i oat.i.ons of a database. A type of integrity con-

straints are c al.Le d .9I'1t~~~~nder:t9.-.t~s•. Twoof the most important

classes of data dependencies are fllllC?...li..9~naldepell.~9ie_s..(FDS) and

Wti ~alygAAQJ2.el}~. (MvDs)~

An FD is a statement of the; form X~ Y, where X,Y C U.

P. relation r §tsfie;s the FD X--.pY(i.•e. r F X -?Y) if for any

two tUP~QSs,t in r, seX] = t[xJ ) s [yJ = t[Y) .• An MVD

is a statement of the form X ~""7 Y, 'with X, Y C U. A relation

r §_atis.1ieJ3thELl1VDX:-'7'?Y (i.e., r l= X-7-7Y) if the set of

Y~values associated by r with a given X-value is independent of

the values of all other attributes in r.

Let D be a set of dependencies (i ..e. FDs or MvDs)and

d another dependency.. Then d is a log.t Qal J?.9.lli3e..<l.uertq~ofD,

vvritten D \= d, if every relation satisfying every dependency in

D necessarily satisfies d. The set of logical consequences of D

is define d to be D+ = 0: DF d}.. An attribute set X ~ U
is said to be a .:?'-ill..er~_sy'of a relation r ifr·1;:: X ---7 A, for

each A GUlf, further, no proper subset of X is a superkey

of r, then X is a key of r.

--------------_ ..- •
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__"_~~~_~Y':9~101~.9IJ;;ED.iJ::.r9~bJ._~~:.

(1) Given a set of dependencies D and another dependency

d , to determine whether d E D+, i. e. whether D 1= d. This is

called the p.£D1bershlE.(or ~ ...tc~ti~ll) problem for dependencies.

We di.s cuss this problem for FDs and Iv1vDs.

(2) To identify the keys of a relation. This is called

the 1i~ d~2J;i oll.J2£.2.bl~~.

We shall next address the question of how elegantly these

problems can be cast into the lattice formalism and how that can

be used in designing efficient algorithms for solving these

problems. For brevity, we OY1~ygive an outline of the issues

involved. More ccmplete details can be found in the references

ci t.e d,

4. FDs and Lattices.~_,-·-",-,.:..a-_ .•..••.•...;a.;..-~~· __·._·_-_tc"-"'-C·_""'_-"~"' ~", __",-"",-~_.

For FDs, the following complete· axf.arn system has been,

developed [6,7]
(i) if Y C X, then X -7 Y

(ii) ~_=~t~"J_ , if Z C W
XW ----7 YZ

(iii) X ----7' Y Y~ Z
~~=- .--~~~---~-.- ..•"-

X '7 Z

119.:..t? XVI represents the union of X and W, etc.

--~.fL.~ .J.rn§~"tT(1).@.J1o~del1"lJ

Let L == 0X,y) ~ X, Y S 0-- For any (Xl'Yl)'(~'Y2) E L

define (Xl' Yl) ~ (X2,Y2) t if Xz s;. Xl and Yl C Y2• Further,

define the meet operation as (~'Yl)' (X2,Y2) == (~Xz' Yl~Y2)

•...._---------------- --- -~- I
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and the join operation as (Xl,Yl) of- (X2,Y2) = (2S.0JS), YlY2).

Noto that L forms a lattice and has \..A...-Q..b==- (\J I <:p) and

cL\..A-p -== C¢/;\1~where ctQ..b(L(4 b)1enotes the l..Ul~v€?r-Eal_low~

LlillP2!'~J)_oune![2J ·

D, or '3 (X,Yl), (X2,Y)E

PI~X,y»), where PI«X,Y))

[ex,Y): X7YG iiJ.
D s i t , x'2C Yl} .•

is the principal

Let D be a set of FDs. Then, define D ::::
A. r-

and D' = ) (X, Y) ~(X, Y ) 6
l VThon ~e t D~ = . ~

(X,Y)ED
ideal of L genero.ted by (X,Y) ~ L. It can then be shown that

Jhe~))::e~£X-?-Y E D+ iff (X,Y)E.J)~·

This approach however, does not lead to an efficient
\

solution to the membership problem for FDs.

~4 .L...~mbiar_~~~1og.el.J~

The clo~~~ of an attribute set X w.r.t. a set of FDs D

is X-;;- = f~'V : D4 X -79-. Let L = [x-:~:X C U,J. Partial

or cerT, w.r.t. C. Define meet as X~.~ = ~ (\ X~ and join as

X~ + X; = (X~ V x;t for X~, X; 6 L. Then L forms a lattice.

-vIe can easily prove the Tll~ DJ= d iff L contains an element

W s , t. XY C v,
The f'o.l Lowi.ng somewhat efficient Cllgori thm is suggested

by the above 'the or-em, First, compute L I = [x~:-; X is the left-

h2,nd-side of some FD in D}. Then close L' w.r.t. meet and join

as defined above. Nowuse the theorem.

as P :::: (n (r ) ,J ~ , • , +), where ~<, , . , + are as for any

partition Lat.t i.ce [2J .'

•
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v~. e, ( r\ '::) UDeIlne , .~/ _/ / ~>P as

C9-C.X) t

e is order preserving and is 8. meet morphism. This

implies that the range ran (e) is a lattice in its own right. In

general, e is P9.! a join morphism. Hence L(r) ~ ran (e) is not

ne ccss ar-t.Ly a eubLat t.Lce of P. We have , therefore, the lattice

L == (L(r),/ ~ , • ~ B3) where: the new operation ® .Ls defined

as follows:

Ti', 9 IT;L = 8 (J b {1\ E L o->: -rr ::;-71) ..;77 ;;::17~

In this lattice an FD X -7 Y corresponds to the relation

eeX) ~ e(y). We can easily show then that Theorem X is a

superkey of riff e(x) == the ulb of L.

We observe that using notions of principal ideal functions

and prime Lmp.Li.carrcs , Lee [4J further char-acfe r-Lzcs keys.

_E 5 ._}1VDsl+F~I2:?)and Latti c~s__[j]
It can be readily seen that o.ny FD X-7Y logically

implies the MVDX-~Y. In fact, any membership algorithm for

MVDscan be modified to work for FDs and r1VDsput together L?, 'O-
f or IVlVDsLi] .

> 7Y

Thcfollo'wing is a complete axiom system

(i) if Y C X,

(ki) L.2~2~ s . if
XVl~YZ

(iii) L2~2L~-VL~~_,?;
X'/7Y nZ

then X

z c

, if W {\ Y ==
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(iv) x ') '>y VI ~ Z~.__ ~-_~~_-~.J-__ ~.~.~=~~.~
X 3>"7Y - Z

=if vi /\ Y

Given a set of IVIVDsIII, 811dX C U, U can be uniquely
r: l

par t.L ti oned as say L Zl ~..... Zp j such that ,1\1~ X =/ ':> Y

iff Y is the union of some blocks jn this partition .•

Note t.het for each A E X, X 7-::,A is a t.r Lvi.e.LT1VD(byaxiom(i)).

Hence each J:.. E X would be a Singleton block in this partition.

Then, the .Q9Q~dc~~_.:y._J)C~S~lL__9f._.~._w~L~t.!_1'1 is defined as the

un.i.que partition, say IEP(X) = [\'/1.-'. .. Wk} of U-X e , t ,

Fi J::: X -~ Y with X () y = C/, iff Y is the union of s orne of the

blocks in DEP( X). There are f'as t a.lgcr'Lthrns for computing

DEP(X) .•

The dependency basis IEP(X) only spans the set of all

logical consequences of fIl with left-hand-side X. Suppose "vie

warrt to find a I 2 basis" for .£lllogical consequences of M. D.

v.re then need DEP(X) for e ach X C V Towards answcr-Lng this,-- .
define the iW_~rC;ll9£..._J?..;'1~i§_of Mas

IB(I1) = [DEP(X): for some Y, X ~y ~ ~}

Vie have the

For any X C V rnp(x) can be synthesized from IB(M).- /

That affirms that IB(IVI)is indeed the bas i s we want. In

Theorem
~-t.Oa.-=-----.., .• ,-""",,,-~

f2.ct, we can also show that for any X ~. (J / DEP(X) can be

synthesized from IB(Ivl) in a manner-much more efficient than any

direct computation of IEP(X) from scratch. 'I'owar-ds that end,

vTe cast the problem into lattice -theoretic framework as f'o Ll.ows .•

Let lliS(Iv1) denote the SGt of all left-ho.nd-sides of MVD3

in 11and define ALHS(M) = [Xi Xj : Xi' Xj (7 LHS(M~. For
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e::\ch VI .(; ALHS(IVI),LV!denotes the partition lattice Lw=('ft(U-vn,~/

• , +). VIe then define? the MVD..,.lattice of M as L- =tX'
~-~.~~. ~~~ .. ~rALHS(M)

LVI' where ® denotes direct product. We identify e Lcmerrt.s of L

corresponding to the lVfVDsin 11 as follows. An MVDX. -r--7 Y. in
l l

1'1 o or-r-e sponds to t.hc element peL, where V WE ALHS(M),

the VI-component of P is given bytY i·-Vi, U -Y i - v~ ,

[u -VI} otherwise

if X. (: VI
l

=
Let Pl ..•• P be the clements of L corresponding to the

ill

MVDsin lVl,and let P = gQb (Pl ••• , Pm). We 'then define t3]
the notion of ~"'&?llS:...rat:l2£ of clements such as to correspond

to performing logical .i.nrer-cnccs wi, th MVDs. A sequence of direct

generations in the M\TD-lattice L then mimicks a formal deduction

of IVIVDsusing the axiom ·system above. Let~,..... C\ be exactly

the elements directly generated by P, and let Q = ~£b( Ql ••• Qk)'

Then W8 prove the following

Theor-ern Q is the leQst element of
~~_%O:""-~"''''''

L sequentially generated by P.

LHS(Mj-Thoorem IB(M) = SOx.: X. El- l .a

The principal filter of L generated by Q corresponds to

the set of all LogacaL consequences of H.

The preceding rGsu:L.ts imp:L.Ythat the inference mGchClnism

for MVDs(and hence for Fill and l\1VDs)has been built into the

algebraic structure of l\1VD-latticGs. We also show in [3J that

this approach to the nombor-shi.p problem is quite superior to

those r-ep or-t.e d L'Yl the literature. Our s cherne is depicted below.
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I
, "La t t.Lce -Theoretic I I

Preprocessor J

IB(M)
--"'/ DEP ( • )

Synth~size~J_--~-----'"

6. Conclusion: The role played by lnttices in the theory ofc~~~.......--··- -- .

Yes/No)-----P. .

relati8nal databases has been briefly surveyed. For details,
consult the references cited. The pct.en t.Lal. applications of
Lat t i.ce s in this theory are such that lattices can do much more
in this regard than has been seen here.
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INTHODUCTION TO DESIGN hND hNhLYSIS OF j~LGORITH.]\1S

C. PjJ'~DURJlNGhN
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
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IVIadras

The study of Hlgori thms is at the very heart of Computer

Science. In fact mathematicians and logicians had explored the

concept of what can be (algorithrnically) computed wellbefore

the c.omputers were designed. When the computer gained its

ground several practical issues were in need of systematic

investigation. One such was the efficiency w.i th which the

resources are utilised. People were often nagged with the fee-

ling that whether the program vJritten by them is the most effi-

cient one in terms of say run time and memoryspace etc.

In early sixties there were no qualitative measures for

efficiency of computation and conclusions were obtained largely

by running on few inputs. This approacp, besides being unscien-
tific~ makes it impossible to execute large programs on a variety

of inputs. r10reover such trial runs do not give any insight into
•

the typical nature of the w1derlying algorithms. It was Knuth»

a professor in Stanford University, who pioneered the systematic

analysis of algorithms. Since then we see that the interest has

Shifted from what can be computed to how well can cer-t ai.n things

be computed.

Knuth's observation is both simple and fundamental. Since

a program is after all an ordered sequence of instructions, the

instruction count should throw some light on'the run time of the

program. 1.1so, the larger the problem size, .tne more the calcu-

lations to be diline. For instance, evaluating the determinant of
#

III
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a 2 x 2 matrix is certainly easi2r t.han evaluating t.he determi-

norrt of a 50 x 50 matrix. Thus he proposed to study the func-

t.Lona'Lr-eLat.i.onshi.p between t.he instruction count and the size

of t.hc pr oblem. If we perform the instruction count for every

possible instruction in a program that analysis will be called

as Hi.cro J'.nalysis of Algorithms. Usually +he programs are

r2quir2d to be available in the assembly level language to

perform the micro analysis. On the other hand \ve may identify

certain basic operations as key ones and perform the operation

count only for such key operations. Of course the key operations

are id2ntified in such a manner that they predominantly

influ2nce the run time of the program. If we perform the analy-

si.s only for the key operations then such an analysis is called

a r,1acro l,nalysis of ALgorithms. The trend now is to analyse

the algorithms only at the Macro level. '

W2have ear-Li.er' remarked that one should identify the

f'unc t.LonaL relation between the size of the input and instruction

count i But then we see that for a given size of the problem( or

input) several inputs may exist, each resulting ~n a different

instruction count. 'For instance, in a sorting program, one can

expect to have less data movements for an input that is almost

sorted than for an input that is scrambled a lot. We may account
/

for such a variation in two different ways: 'One is to perform

worst case analysis and the o'ther: is to perform certain statis-

tical analysis such as average case analysis. In the worst case

Analysis \ve express the maximumnumber of instructions executed

over all inputs of a given Size, say n, as a function fen). In . '

. '
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the expe cted case analysis we find the expected number of instruc-

tions that might be executed for a given input size n and express

that as a function of n ,

These functions and their asymptotic behaviour (as we

expect to solve larger and larger problems) will throw some

light on the inherent nature of the algorithm.

In the preceeding paragraphs we tacitly assumed that

execution of each instruction is done in a unit time. Such a

cost critetion is called a uniform cost criterion. There are

other cost criteria which might be appropriate for various

specific contexts. One should exercise great care in choosing

the cost criterion. See (1) for some general discussions.
"

••

In suml,;nry~ AnaLysLs of l'>.lgorithm aims to measur-e the

quality or efficiency of the algorithms By finding and studying

the f'unct.LonaI relationship between the -s i.ze of the input and

the corresponding instruction count. Many analyses would use

sophisticated graph theoritic and combinatorial techniques.

There are numerous challenging issues to be resolved in this

fairly young branch of Computer Science.

Reference~---~
1) JJ101 Hopcroft and Ullman~' 'The Desi.gn and AnaLys.i.s of

Computer l~lgori t.hmsI " 1.ddison Wesley, U. S.il.., 19744
"

•
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Introduction:
",""-=.::s_~'~' .,_~~~- =-.=oo,~~

Research in Graph Theory and its application has increased

considerably with the introduction of new theoretical structures.

The-se structures have motivate d a..eear-ch for algori thmScompatible

w.i th them and have t.huar opened up a fertile domain for inve sti-

gation.
..

Some of the most wi.dal y studied parameters of a graph

are the following invariants.

(i) 0.J(G) - ,the clique no. L.•e. the size of the largest complete

subgraph

(ii) 1--( G) the chromatic no.• of G i.e. the fewest no. of

colors needed to properly color the graph.

(iii ) 1 (r:) ~'--\. u .- che stability no. of G i.e. the size of the .

largest stable or independent set.

(i v) k( G) - the ~~l@ cover no. of G .i.,e. the fewest no. of

complete subgraphs needed to cover the vertices of G.

Since the intersection of a olique and an independent set

of a graph can be atmost one vertex

CUe en) ~ ~ccn),J o(CCi-))~ k(Cn.-J

These par-ame t.er s are dual to one another.

'1.- ,e,/ o{C0l) -=w(Cn~ kl0)-=X(Cnjwhere G is the

compl.ement of G.
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A graph
I

subgraph G of G

G = (V E) is said to be perfect if~ induced
.1

W (d) = ;X (G') and 0<. (6/);;::- k(G/)

The p:;rlfect graphs wer-e first discovered by Berge in

1960 but since then, they have given rise to a whole hierarchy

of graphs - comparability chordal, Permutation strongly chordal,

interval etc. Tnere have been many new data structures and

algorithms designed for these classes.

A~other parameter that is fast gaining importance both

algorithmically and theoretically, is the domination no : 6.

A set D is said to be a dominating set of a graph

G:::(V "E) if -\j- ClE. V - D :3 d E. D 3 (d/-i) ·cE..Stating the

problem more formally.
. positive

~ance g Gra:phG = (V / E) and aL inte ger

Que~tiol1~ Is ·there a subset V/£ V -:3Jv"f~ k

dominating set.

The domination No: 6 = the size of the minim~'dominating

k ~fvJ,
/

and V is a:

set.

The problem and its variants have app~ications in the

optimum location offacilities on a network.

Eg. A nu~ber of stratagic locations, xlf X2 ••• xn are kept

under- the surveillance ofradare in cells. If the cells and

locations are plotted as thever~ices of a graph connected by

appropriate edges. the minimumno: of radar stations needed to

survey all the locations is the domination no!. Thus the problem

has applications in communication networks.

In the past few years the s tudy o.f dominating sets in

graph has emerged as a significant area of research not only
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in graph theory but.r.al.s o in combinatorial optimization and

analysis of algoritr~s.

Variants of the Dominating set: David Johnson calls the
"",,~~~~~~.=...---~~ .~.~=-

dominating set pr oblem the embroidery champf.on of the world

because of the no: of variants it has. Weli8t out a few of

them.

1. Weighted Jlomination g Let the vertices t7". of a graph havecost '1.,

associated with them a non-negativcL Wi and let the edges

(U"ll) also have an ass ocfatc d cost cu Cu..,/o-).
A dominating set is a spanning star subgraph of G

('~.a set of vertex disjoint star-s which together contain all

the vertices90f G"I.
Instance: A graph G = (V "E) with associated vertex and edge

costs as given above.

Que~_<?.Q~Is there a minimumcost spanning star subgraph where

the cost of stars is

i) the cost is the

ii) the cost is min rw., w.J~ + w(i,j)
(\l.~J. I.

iii) cost = CD -t-~ -'-'--:c~'tLuCL~0~ )
2. Independent Dominatioq:

Ilistanc5?.,l Graph G = (V ,E) and a posi ti.Ye~int.eGer k.

~ue§ti.2.n: Is iIlhere a set D ? {DI <
1...n D are adjacent.

andn no 2 vertices
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Every independent dominating set -cS a maximal inde-

pendent set of vertices.

3. Total Domination
~-_~-=a;"~- .. _~...:....,." .••• ~~

Instance: Graph G~=
negative

= (Vi' E) and ai __ integer k-
dominating

a L set D '3 every vertex in V is~est~~~l Is there

adjacent to atleast one vertex in D.

4. ~omi~ation of Radius

In.~J:__~nce _:Graph G = (V.,E) wich edges (ll/ tJ-) having associated

with them 'Weights lAJ C U'I Ct--)

~s.1ion'! Is there a set D 3 for every vertex Ln V-D there

is a vertex dEn ·;)(d~<.3-)~r and t Df~-
In the framework of location problems this problem has

a variant where the dominating set points can be either on theor
vertices of a graphAedges of the graph. In the first case it

is called discrete domination of radius I' and the 2nd is called

tl:le absolute dominating set of radius r-,

5. li-g.o!r.linati~~:
non-negative

Given 8. graph G and a pair of i . .integers(al b{. )
',J

associated with each vertex\Xe;v.
L_

A set B is said to be an R dominating set if for each
vertex <.3--cb V ei.ther

(i) 3 a vertex bE:;B :3 d(lY-: h,)" a;
V "-- \.... ,

(ii) 3 a vertex lY~6 V 9 d CC9-iif <3-",) -t: bf :; a. -:
(d(lJ-; (3-~)1Sthe shortest -distance between \.J-~ a,h~ 0--.)

'--,/ U • ~'a
l.nstance: Graph G = (V,E) non-. . integers a

l
,b

l
, a

2
, b

2
,

posltlve .
•. • • for the vertices and a L integer k..



6. Conne ct cd Domination:
•.~,-" ··ez~~ ~-a..:o_~-----=-=-o

positive
l.nst~££J. Graph G(V...E) and a L integer k,

QU2~j:;ioll:Is there a dominating set D·3D induces a connected

subgraph of G and 1 D I~ k.

7. ~clge Dom:!-n'?-.!;LtlD:

Instance:
~~~. ~~~

positive
Graph G = (V, E) and a L integer k ,

. I
a set E/C E 3 V -e G'G-E- ,;

adjacent to e and lEI}~ k
atleastQuestion: Is there~~~. -~.. ~~ ( f

one edge ~ E: F
8, B-Domination~~.~~-.-=-..~
]-Ds~E,p£.§_:_ A graph G::-::(V~E) eachCTf:\!having degree di 8hd

negative. ,
associated with each vertex a non-1 .r integer b:c and a pOSlt,lIe

integer k, e ,

Question: Is there a set D ~ V-==r-=..~~_~
9-¥C3-: ~V "3

\..

19-~and \ D)~ k.

atleast

b_ vertices in D adjacent tb
1

9 • ~ l22!:.n:1n8.t-iPl) :
positive

G = (V/E) andL . integers

Is there a set D 9 the number of

m and n ,

vertices in G which can be dominated within a distanced and by

a set of vertices of size k.· (L-l ~ k)
The problems' have except for the last one, all got

linear time algorithms for trees while they are NPC for general

graphs. This gave rise to a new complexity measure ~ the number

of edges that need to be added to a tree to obtain the graph.

ltn.1.enthe number of edges that need to be added on are few we

CElll the graph an almos t tree.:.
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~2!D:Pl~?fity~a"tu s
The following table gives the complexity status of Domination
and its variants

.=-~~~~.-~.~~~.-~.~~D6~-·~t-d.I~d -Tot Dam R.~D~;Carll;Edge b
Classes of Graphs Set Dam Dam. Dam set set Dam Dam dam

Set Set of Set Set set
rad-
ius V

1. Tre€s/Forests
2. Almost Trees
3. Planar
4. Se11eS parallel
5. Outer Planar
6. Ha.' lin
7. k-Outerplanar
8. Grid
9. k33-free

Perfect
Ch.crdul.

Split
Strongly chordal
Comparability
Bipartite
Permutation

').7.; c:..ographs
.:18•.Undirected Path
"19. Interval

Circular Arc

P P

P

.p .p P .P PP PP

P P ..

NPC
P P P . P P

" ";r 7~ ~'- -3~ ~,t ·"K~"

~r " ., -~ -~i- -x- v
·/~ -" -,,--x-

* v,,- ~'-"

NPC -c

NPC NPC ·NPC NPC NPC
NPC NPC NPC NPC

P P P
NPC NPC NPC
NPC NPC NPC

P P P P P
P P P P P
P

P

NPC
NPC

NPC
NPC
p

'l:hereis a claim that all thes·s ar:e po'Lynom.ial,
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The independent dominating set problem is NP complete for b.Lpar=-

ti te graphs.

Reduction is from the dominating set problem for general

graphs.

Given a graph G = (VG' EG).
I I

G = (V' f E /) where G is obtained from G by replacing each
G ~ G

edge in G by a P5.
I

Claim~G has an independent dominating set of size mib iff G has

I
-) D an

J 'EG I
Lndepcnderrt i dom.Lnat.i.ng set of G /"mere

a dominating set ef size G. Vlhere m =

( D I \:::f) +m

To construct D a dominating set of G 3 I DI = -h; First
if / /' /1/ ' ! rconstruct a dominating set D of G where,D I = jD

'I I ') ") " )
D = D _ J e ::-CU,a-Q..Jbe, Ce )tJ- correspon~ng to the set (~l9-' f; fer-,

, 0, ~ , ' .: tLe PenD 10 If / Q."e I ::::-3 by independence of D I

Qe. -z: .[ 0,/-'-'./ be.J, (if it is any other vertex be is uncover-a d)

If 1~e):::: 1- then by the domination <9ve -:::..-L b~} ,
:r=y J ~ej -= ~ the~ if &-e.. ~ [qe..) eel.. we replace

r- I I :j
Ce by (3-- "VY\ P '0

else &e contains exactly one of the vertices Ge/ be/ Ce.
I I " ,f D / (/ :::...1D 'lD is a dominating set of G , _

D I is independent and minimal => Pe has exactly one internal
1/

vertea in D.

D zz: .[ &/O-~ Ven (1'1/~ =/
\ D I = h.

\ D is a

is a:.:;dm1inating set of G and

dominating set of G '3
I

Weaugment D to D

{ D I = h.

which is an independent dominating set of

...-._----_.- ..----- -...-. - --
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(i)

(ii)
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h+ m

If LL., cr E- P cr« ~/ ~$ D add the middle vertex to D I

If '-'CED" ~ $: 1) add Ce the vertex in Pe adjacent
/to cr to D

/ /
D is thus an ind dom. set of G and /D'f = m+h

··1
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The major algorithmic techniques used for these problems

can be broadly classified into three

1. The "Greedy r"Ie 'thod

2. Dynamic Programming

3. Linear Prograrr~ing

The Greedy method is efficient for trees, block graphs

and cacti for ,the problems of domination, edge domination, domi....

nat.i on §)f radius r , total domination arid R-domination. The

technique \'\f8.S first developed for trees and the other extensions

follo\'! quite ea~ily because of the structure of block graphs and

ca c't i ,

The algorithm works in a bottom up fashion starting from

the pendarrt vertices, locating pOints in the dominating set :3

points cover the pendant vertices. The pendant vertices are

then removed and the above procedure is repeated till the graph

is empty. Thus the algorithm scans all the vertices past once-

OCn) •

The dynarnic programming technique has also been used

extensively for dominating set problems. Wenow give an example

of the domination algorithms for C~raphs.

A c.,ograph is (i) a graph which is --p free Cij) the comple-
4-

ment of any connected induced subgraph is di.s connect.cd,

These have a ~~ique data structure - the Cotree.
Ootree: The vertices of the graph are the leaves of the tree.... . .
The internal nodes are labelled (0) or C+). The root r of the

tree is labelled (1) and on each path from the root the labels
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of the internal nodes alternate. Twovertices x and yare adja-

cent iff the unique path from x to r meets the ur~que path from

y to r at eel) node.

The weighted domination algorithm

Lect the wei.ght of a vertex 0-- in G be denoted by w(o].
J

For every vertex x 1)1 T~ we calculate 2 quantities for G(x)-

the subgruph of G induced by the vertices in the subtree of T

rooted at x. a(x) denotes the weight of a minimumdominating

set of G(x), the second b(x), records the smallest weight of

any vertex in G(x). D(x) is the mi.n.irnumweighted dominating

set of G(x). For X an internal node let ~, x2 •••

JC~ denote the sons of x

1'11e &gorJ thm~

~tep l;~ If x is a leaf, set e Cx) = b(x) = w(x).

~te~2~ Ifx is a(o) node~ then no vertex in G(?Ci) dominates

any vertex in G(.x-}.

60<.) = H'"n [bC~i ~/]JCx)=t.l1:(Xi)
-L~ i ~kac-x--) -== L qC ?C~) I

~,,<1. ~Iz
~tep 3:, If x is 2(1) node~ then any dominating, set o.f G(xi)

dominates G(x). An alternate dominating set contains a-.vertax

of G(xi) to dominate G(:x..-)- G(X-i) and a vertex of G-r C 'X..~),'3::f:i
to dominate G(X--i).

-
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D(X) = llijin[)(X1) ~ k = 1,2 •.•. n, (li} U [j} ) where i and j

are the 2 vertices that occur in the alternate dominating set.
/1,n ego if

The Cctr-ee and the
\COi{ V

~eJ 2-

parameter are represented below
<~~ {:Cl;11]

f

)
i s

d ~ 4-3 5 -i
a dominating set of size 1 or 2.

It should be noted here that the data str-uc tur'e that is
used is very important to give efficient algorithms.

Recently T. V.Winer et aL, have put forth a theory that
about 30 graph problems have polynomial, infact linear algorithms
for graphs which have a recursive structure.

A family F of graphs is called recursive(k-terminal) if
it can be defined according to the following schema.
(i) Define a set 13 = [L?,l'B2 ••. Bn~ of basis graphs which
is a finite graph having an ordered or unordered set of

.k-terminals for some fixed integer k,

(ii) Define a finite set 0 = -01' 02 .•• Or} of some rules

. ,
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of composition, whereby any 2 graphs Gi = (Vi' Ei, Ti) and

G
j

= (Vj, Ej,

H == Gi 0 Gj .
••
terms of the

T.) may be combined to pr educe a new graph:
J

Each rule of .composition must be defined in

all owable operati ons

(i) identify aterminal in Ti with a terminal 't,)") Tj.

(ii) add an edge between a terminal '1.. n Ti and a terminai in

m
1.. joO

(iii) delete or add edges between terminals in T. or terminalsa,

in T. or both.
J

(iv) Select k-terminals for the graph H := G.o G. from T.&Tj"~ J ~
They claim t.ha t many graphs, fall Lrrt 0 this cate gory

and they predict linear time algorith~s for all domination

problems except the R-domination and greedy domi.na't i.on , The

technique 1.t/8.sfirst used for series parallel gr-aphs and then

e xtende d to other classes.

G a graph with verti.ces C7-j) ..5-']..../ . ~~ Uk which have

been as sLgned arbitrary pOBitiveweights wI' w2 •". wn" We can

locate a mi.n.irnum weight dominating set in (l by solving an

associated linear

for each j

f1..~) minimize

subject to 2:.. ~_~
\~aJ~"

t'-o ~ ~:= 'J -e-ach 0
7("'1- '>. 0 --foY'"

There is a 1-1 correspondence between feaSible 0-1 solutions

to "f J-C/-)) and dominating sets in G. A 0-1 solution to P:tCCn)
corresponds to a minimumwei.glrt dominating set in G..
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For strongly chordal graphs because of their association with

totally balanced ma'tri.ces the linear programming tecluiliques

gi ve efficient algorithms.

Research in Graph theory has taken 2 major directions.

One area of research includes proofs for theorems like the

strong perfect graph conjucture and extremal graph the ory which

establishes bounds for many of the invariants of graphs. While

the other includes studies of algorithms and data structures for

different graphs. Our study has concentrated on algorithms

"firstly because the dominating set has .pr-ove d to be challenging

algorithmically. Secondly algorithmic studies give interesting

inSight into the characteristics of graphs. Often 8. good mathe-

matical basis for the propertrt;es of the graph gives better

algori t.hms.

Weplan to study the more difficult problems of

cormc ct od, R domination and greedy dooination with special

emphasis on the perfe ct graph hierarchy and hope to comeup

with some valuable results.

--
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SUI,1HARY OF' WORKSHOP ON

)\'IATHEI'ftATICS OF COlVIPTJTLP,ALGORITHHS

S.V. Rangaswamy
Computer Science Department
Indian Institute of Science

Bangalore.

. Work in frontier areas of Theoretical Computer Science re-
quires a critical appreciation and sound background of th~ key
results in various branches of Mathematics like Algebra, Real and
Complex Analysis, Probability theory, Combinatorial theory, Algo-
rithmic Combinatorics, l\1athematical Logic and l\1athematical Program-
mingo Students majoring in Mathematics and in Computer Science are

.j'.-.

best suited for pursuing research in Theoretical Computer Science.
There is a need to emphasize the computational aspects of these
topicsi this would enable the researcher to appreciate the strong
interplay between the disciplines of Mathematics and Theoretical
Computer Science. The research results reported in joutnals and
.advanc ed monographs reflect the intimate links between these two
disciplines.

This workshop was planned to provide an overwiew of the rela-
tionships. The excellent coverage of the introductory number
theory h~s provided the participants the background to appreciate
the issues involved in the computational aspects of number theore-
tic algorith~s. The topics covered in multiplicative number theory
comprised proof techniques for the prime number theorems, average
of arithmetical functions and techniques to obtain asymptotic
number theoretic estimates. Coverage of the topics~ theory of



congruenc2s~ primitive roots and proofs of primality, quadratic
res~dues and the proof of the quadratic reciprocity law provided
the participants a means.to follow-the current developments in the
prirnality testing and factorization algorit:b.JTIs.The practical
relevance of primality testing and factorization algorithm to the
design of cryptographic techniques was elucidated extremely well.

The coverage of the counting principles of combinatoric gene-
rating functions, and recurrence equations, choice of appropriate
data structures and combinatorial algorithms, techniques of combi-
natorial enumeration including Polya1s theory of counting is help-
ful for the design and analysis of algori t.hms, Graph algori t.hms

and results that have been discussed in the workshop are indicative
of the current developments in this important area of discrete
Iiiathernatics. Algorithmic studies on interesting special classes of
graphs would probide considerable insight questions of computational
tractability and intractability. This remark also applies to algo-
ri t.hm.i c st.ud.ies in other domains such as number theory, combinatorial
theory, and discrete optimization. The brief introduction to
parallel architectures and parallel algorithms and distribated
algorithms facilitates further study of these important developments
in computer science.

The case studies on the average-case analysis of algorithms
for determining maximum, and the length of the stack in evaluation
of eXpressions, demonstrated the necessity for using the roots of
combinatorial and asymptotic analysis.

Analysis of algorithms as a research endeavour can be very
satisfactory in view of the challenges posed by even some simple
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algorithms. The overview on computational complexity, computability
and unsolvability, provided a broad appreciation of the fundamental
issues in Theoretical Oomputer Science. The explication of a public
key system that defies cryptanalysis based on decidability questions
of special classes of the word problem was interesting.

In-depth coverage of subtopics &n Theoretical Computer Science
and Discrete mathematics with focus on research results in the
framework of similar workshop would foster t.he growth of these dis-
ciplines in the country. Initiatives in this direction by the
academic community and Research and Development groups in Mathe-
matics and Computer Science, in the form of organizing workshops

·i·;

and Symposia in Discrete Mathematics wou l.d help in this endeavour.
I wish to conclude by expressing my thanks towards :the

successful conduct of this workshop to Dr. K. Srinivasa Rao, for lhis
enthusiasm and untiring efforts from its inception to is excellent
culmination, to my friends who lectures in this workshop, and to
Prof.:G.C.G. Sudarshan, the Director of the Institute of r'1athematical
Sciences and its Staff, for sponsoring this workshop and for the
excellent arrangements made for its conduct.

,
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